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AS PART OF ITS JANUARY 14,1997, SUPPLEMENT, THE SWP

SUBMITTED A 404-PAGE EXHIBIT PACKAGE. IN AN EFFORT TO REDUCE

THIS PACKAGE TO A MORE READABLE FORM WHILE STILL PRESERVING

ITS BASIC PURPOSE, WE HAVE ELIMINATED REPETITION AND HAVE

OMITTED OTHER EXHIBITS OR PARTS OF EXHIBITS. WE HAVE LABELED

EACH EXHIBIT ON ITS FIRST PAGE, AND THERE ARE OTHER PRINTED

NOTES AS TO THE REDACTION.

IN ADDITION TO TEN EXHIBITS IDENTIFIED ALPHABETICALLY, THE

SWP SUBMITTED 72 NUMBERED EXHIBITS THAT EACH RELATE TO A

SEPARATE INCIDENT OF HARASSMENT. MANY OF THESE HAVE BEEN

OMITTED FROM THIS REDACTION.

THE 23 NUMBERED EXHIBITS SUBMITTED WITH THE NOVEMBER 1,

1996, SUBMISSION WERE ARE ALL INCLUDED BY THE SWP AMONG THE

NUMBERED EXHIBITS IN THE SUPPLEMENTAL SUBMISSION. ABOUT HALF

OF THESE NOVEMBER EXHIBITS APPEAR IN THIS REDACTION, ALONG

WITH THE SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIALS (SUBMITTED IN JANUARY) FOR

THE PARTICULAR INCIDENT DESCRIBED.
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VOLUME III OF EXHIBITS SUBMITTED IN SUPPORT OF 1996
REQUEST BY THE SOCIALIST WORKERS PARTY, THE SOCIALIST

WORKERS PARTY NATIONAL CAMPAIGN COMMITTEE AND
COMMITTEES SUPPORTING CANDIDATES OF THE SOCIALIST

WORKERS PARTY FOR AN ADVISORY OPINION

RABINOWITZ, BOUDIN, STANDARD,
KRINSKY & LIEBERMAN, P.C.

740 Broadway, Fifth Floor
New York, New York 10003-9518
(212)254-1111
Attorneys for Requesting Parties



VOLUME III OF EXHIBITS TO 1996 ADVISORY OPINION REQUEST LETTER

A. Declaration of Greg McCartan

B. Dangerous Dialogue: Attacks on Freedom of Expression in Miami's Cuban Exile
Community, "Miami's Endangered Speech," Miami Herald, August 11, 1992; "Miami
Leaders Are Condemned by Rights Unit," New York Times, August 19, 1992

C. Dangerous Dialogue Revisited: Threats to Freedom of Expression Continue in Miami's
Cuban Exile Community

D. Declaration of Seth E. Galinsky

E. Declaration of Margaret R. McCraw; Declaration of Seth E. Galinsky; Article from Miami
New Times dated August 15-22. 1996; "The Socialist Workers Candidates in the News,"
The Herald, June 10, 1996; "Partido Socialista se reune para presentar candidates," El
Nuevo Herald, June 1, 1996 [with translation]; Letter from Seth Galinsky appearing in
New Times, March 9-15, 1995

F. Submission to Washington Public Disclosure Commission 1991

G. Submission to Washington Public Disclosure Commission 1992

H. Submission to Washington Public Disclosure Commission 1993

I. Submission to Washington Public Disclosure Commission 1996

J. Submission to Iowa Campaign Finance Disclosure Commission 1991

1. Declaration of William Arth

2. Declaration of William Arth; Declaration of Diana J. Newberry; Statement of Anna M.
Schell

3. Declaration of Robert Miller; Summons issued to Robert Miller; Complaint filed by
Robert Miller; Letter from Leslie A. Fchrcnbach

4. Declaration of Janet Post

5. Declaration of Wendy Lyons; Certificates of disposition; Article from The Militant,
September 16, 1996

6. Declaration of Emily Fitzsimmons

7. Declaration of Janet Post



8. Declaration of Janet Post

9. Declaration of Emily Fitzsimmons and Chad Reeser

10. Declaration of Shelton A McCrainey and Alyson Y. Kennedy

11. "Store owner believes fire was politically motivated," Des Moines Register, December 19,
1995; "Probe of fire is in dispute," Des Moines Register, December 22, 1995; "Arsonists
attack Pathfinder bookstore in Iowa," The Militant, January 8, 1996; Estimate for
restoration work

12. Declaration of Scott Breen

13. Declaration of Frances E. Farley

14. Declaration of Frances E. Farley

15. Declaration of Will Elder and Brandon Greenwood; Declaration of Rich Stuart

16. Declaration of Michael Baumann

17. Declaration of Robert Stanton

18. Declaration of Marc Kinzel

19. Declaration of Ilona M. Gersh

20. Declaration of Margaret R. McCraw; letter to City of Miami Attorney; letter from Miami
City Attorney's Office

21. Declaration of Seth E. Galinsky

22. Declaration of Seth E. Galinsky

23. Declaration of Juliette Montauk

24. Letter to Mayor of Minneapolis from Socialist Workers campaign; citation for blocking
sidewalk; dismissal of citation

25. Ku Klux Klan letter and calling card

26. Declaration of Toni Jackson; "Vandals Send Hate Message," Michigan Chronicle,
November 24-30, 1993

27. Declaration of Priscilla Schenk



28. "California unionist fights gov't victimization," The Militant, September 6, 1993; "U.S.
naval station worker wins victory against gov't," The Militant, December 27,1993; "Local
Navy Worker investigated for running for political office," Alameda Journal, July 20-22,
1993; "Milton Chee Fighting To Repeal Hatch Act," Asianweek, July 23, 1993; "Naval
depot worker probed," Alameda Times-Star, July 27, 1993; letter from the U. S. Office
of Special Counsel dated November 23, 1993; letter from David S. Handsher dated
December 13, 1993

29. Declaration of Seth E. Galinsky

30. Declaration of Michael Baumann; "Rightists attack socialist campaign table in Union City,
New Jersey," The Militant, September 27, 1993

31. Statement of Harvey Me Arthur

32. Declaration of John Votava

33. Declaration of John Votava

34. Statement of Harvey McArthur

35. Declaration of Seth E. Galinsky

36. Statement of George Chalmers

37. "Urban Cowboy: Lt. Mike Sauro knows a bad guy when he sees one," City Pages,
February 3, 1993

38. Declaration of Henry J. Hillenbrand

39. Letter from Socialist Workers "92 Campaign to Port Authority; Summons for distributing
pamphlets; "P. A. drops leafleting charge against candidate," Jersey Journal, November 24,
1992; "Activist 'cleared'," Newark Star-Ledger, November 24, 1992

40. Declaration of Susan Zarate; "Socialist campaigners win victory for democratic rights in
New Jersey," The Militant, October 30, 1992; letter from Jersey City Acting Corporation
Counsel; letter from Jersey. City Police Department

41. Declaration of Nels J1 Anthony

42. Correspondence between the Minnesota State Socialist Workers Campaign and the Chief
of Police of Minneapolis; "For Capitalists Only," City Pages, July 8, 1992

43. Statement of Kathleen Wheeler



44. Statement of David Warshawsky

45. "King sympathizer reports death threats," Star Tribune, May 10, 1992; "Backers of
Minnesota activist denounce death threats," The Militant, May 22, 1992

46. Declaration of Dorothy L. Kolis

47. Statement of Anna M. Schell

48. "Peoria cops arrest socialist candidate," The Militant, April 10, 1992; "Charges dropped
against unionists," The Militant, May 1, 1992; "No crime problems reported at UAW
rally," Peoria Star Journal, March 24, 1992

49. Declaration of Sara J. Lobman dated October 31, 1996; "Bullet shot at Des Moines
Pathfinder Bookstore," The Militant, March 6, 1992; letter from SWP to Mayor of Des
Moines, Iowa

50. Declaration of Jason Coughlin; "Pathfinder bookstore in Omaha gets support against death
threat," The Militant, December 20, 1991

51. "Airman's Politics Prompt Air Force Investigation," Omaha World-Herald; "Airman's
Views Stir Offutt Security Issue," Omaha World-Herald; "Air Force Shows Prudence,"
Omaha World-Herald, October 17, 1991

52. Declaration of Jerry Freiwirth; dismissal documentation

53. Letter on behalf of ACLU to Corporation Counsel of Newark New Jersey; "Socialist
candidates in Newark protest cop threats," The Militant, September 20, 1991; Legal
opinion of William J. Volonte

54. Statement of Robert Bruneau

55. Statement of Robert Bruneau

56. Statement of Stuart Crome

57. Declaration of Jane Roland

58. Declaration of Robert Paul Dees

59. Declaration of John C. Hawkins; "Socialists blame vandalism on racists," The Birmingham
News, June 19, 1991; "B'ham Socialist bookstore attacked," Greene County Democrat,
June 26, 1991; "Alabama socialist denounces rightist attack on bookstore," The Militant,
July 19, 1991



60. Declaration of Robert Paul Dees

61. Statement of Ken Kawakubo

62. Declaration of Priscilla Schenk; "Two anti-war lowans say agents harassed them," Des
Moines Register, February 21, 1991; "Inquiry urged into peace activists' allegations of
harassment," Des Moines Register, February 22, 1991; "Des Moines daily covers
unionists1 fight," The Militant, March 8, 1991

63. Declaration of David Z. Rosenfeld; "Smashing of socialist campaign office window
protested in St. Louis," The Militant, February 15, 1991

64. Declaration of Dorothy L. Kolis

65. Declaration of Claudia Hommel; complaint and summons

66. Declaration of Amy Husk; "Missouri event protests attack on campaign offices," The
Militant, September 28, 1990

67. Declaration of Ted Leonard; "Pathfinder Bookstore in Des Moines vandalized," The
Militant. August 24, 1990

68. Declaration of Lisa Hickler

69. Declaration of Frances E. Farley

70. Declaration of Martin Koppel

71. Declaration of Daniel B. Fein; complaint/arrest affidavit

72. Declaration of Francisco Sanchez
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DECLARATION

1. GREG McCARTAN, am the Socialist Workers 1996 National Campaign Director.
I make this declaration in support of the application to the Federal Election
Commission for an advisory opinion that the SWP, the SWP's National Campaign
Committee, and the committees supporting the candidates of the SWP are entitled
to an exemption from certain disclosure provisions of the Federal Election
Campaign Act.

I make this statement on the basis of my personal knowledge:

1 . Harassment of people campaigning in support of the Socialist Workers Party
and its candidates by both government and private sources is a common
occurrence across the country. It is so common that it often goes unreported to
any government agency or even to the SWP national election offices.

2. As the Socialist Workers 1996 Campaign director I gathered together a
representative sample of 23 such incidents from files maintained by the Socialist
Workers National Campaign Committee. This material was submitted November 1
as part of the SWP's request for a renewal of certain exemptions from reporting
financial information required by FECA. However, I did not thereby mean to
suggest that they were the totality of such incidents, only that they were
representative of a far more pervasive pattern of harassment, some of which
incidents were known to the national campaign committee, and some of which
were not.

3. Upon request for documentation of further such evidence by the Office of the
General Council of the Federal Elections Commission, information on an
additional representative sample of such incidents was gathered together based
on reports received over the past six years by the Socialist Workers National
Campaign and kept in files maintained by that committee.

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct. Executed
on November 22, 1996.

GREG^vlcCARTAN

Date



DECLARATION

I, Seth E. Galinsky, make this declaration in support of the application to the Federal Elections
Commission for an advisory opinion that the SWP, the SWP's National Campaign Committee, and the
committees supporting the candidates of the SWP are entitled to an exemption from certain disclosure
provision of the Federal Election Campaign Act.

I make this statement on the basis of my personal knowledge:

1. I have been a candidate for public office for the Socialist Workers Party in Miami on three occasions.
In 1993 I ran for Miami Chy Commission Group IV. In 19951 ran for Miami City Commission Group n. In
19961 ran for U.S. Congress District 21.

2. The Socialist Workers Party has had public offices in Miami for more than 20 years. The offices are
currently located at 137 N.E. 54th St.

3. The views of the Socialist Workers Party on Cuba, especially its opposition to the U.S. embargo of the
island and support for the revolution, are well known in Miami and South Florida. The Socialist Workers
Party views on Cuba in particular and other issues have been reported on both English-language and Spanish-
language television, in a wide variety of local newspapers, and on the radio. Our views have also been well-
publicized through media interviews with our candidates for public office; through the distribution of
campaign literature; through sales of the Militant newspaper and Perspectiva Mundial magazine door-to-door,
in the community, and at demonstrations and picket lines; and through individual conversations and public

3. The Socialist Workers Party has run candidates for public office in most election years in Miami for
the last 20 years.

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct. Executed on December 3,
1996.

Seth Galinsky

Date



DECLARATION

I, Margaret R. McCraw, make this declaration in support of the application to the Federal
Elections Commission for an advisory opinion that the SWP, the SWP's National Campaign
Committee, and the committees supporting the candidates of the SWP are entitled to an
exemption from certain disclosure provisions of the Federal Election Campaign Act.

I make this statement on the basis of my personal knowledge:

1. On May 2, 1995, two teachers at Lindsey Hopkins, a Dade County vocational school in
Miami, physically harassed and attacked myself and another female SWP volunteer while we were
staffing a literature table on a public sidewalk in front of the school.

2.. We were distributing books, newspapers, and leaflets to win support for the party's slate in
the upcoming elections. I had run as one of the SWP candidates for Miami City Commission in
1993.

3. At approximately 7:45 p.m. during class break, a school administrator and a security guard
told us we were not allowed to distribute literature on or near school property. Since we were on
public property, not impeding foot traffic, and within feet of vending machines for the Miami
Herald and other newspapers, we kept the table up but moved it a little further away from the
school entrance.

4. A few minutes later two teachers came out and began yelling at us in both English and
Spanish. They were particularly agitated about a poster with a picture of Cuban leaders Fidel
Castro and Ernesto Che Guevara. They pointed to other materials supporting the Cuban
revolution and books by South African leader Nelson Mandela. The two yelled "go back to
Cuba** and tried to keep the 15 to 20 students gathered from looking at our literature.

5. When we asserted our right to be on public property and express our views, the teachers began
to make sexual remarks, grab their genitals, and lunge at the table, ignoring efforts by many
students to calm them down.

6. The security guard returned and insisted that we leave. At this point one of the teachers rushed
the table, kicking it and scattering books on the ground. Both teachers then went back inside. The
security guard stood by and did nothing. A number of students helped pick up the books and set
the table up again. We asked a couple of these students whether they would be willing to give
their names and phone numbers to us as witnesses to what had happened. While they were
supportive of our rights, none agreed.

7. About ten minutes later, Mr. Tim Parker, the school's vice-principal came out with more
security guards and again tried to force us to leave. We showed him a 1991 letter from the Miami
City Attorney regarding First Amendment rights and distribution of literature in the city. We also



informed him that two teachers had verbally and sexually harassed us and had attacked our table.
He said he would "deal with them."

8. As we were taking down the table to leave, a City of Miami police officer drove up on the
sidewalk. She was not concerned about the attack on us but informed us that we could not
distribute literature there and that we were in violation of county ordinances prohibiting vending
near schools.

9. The school administration, security guards, right wingers, and police were forced to back down
and allow literature tables in front of the school only after being threatened with litigation on
behalf of the SWP by the Greater Miami Chapter of the American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU).
The Assistant City Attorney issued a memorandum to the Police Department on July 25, 1995
noting the First Amendment exemptions to ordinances regarding vending.

10. We currently set up tables and distribute literature at Lindsey Hopkins. While we have not
been physically harassed or attacked, the two teachers involved and other right wingers
occasionally stand near our tables attempting to intimidate us.

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct. Executed on November
17,1996.

Margaret R. McCraw

Date )



DECLARATION

I, Seth E. Galinsky, make this declaration in support of the application to the Federal
Elections Commission for an advisory opinion that the SWP, the SWP's National Campaign
Committee, and the committees supporting the candidates of the SWP are entitled to an
exemption from certain disclosure provision of the Federal Election Campaign Act.

I make this statement on the basis of my personal knowledge:

1. On April 24, 1993 the Socialist Workers Party set up a literature table at an anti-Klan
rally of 1,500 people in Miami Beach. The rally, called to protest a Klan action at the Holocaust
memorial, was organized with the aid of several right-wing groups from the Cuban-American and
Jewish communities, including the Jewish Defense League and the Cuban-American National
Foundation.

Early on during the event a right-wing Cuban-American overturned the table. Rally
monitors helped to set the table back up. We continued to distribute the Militant newspaper and
other literature for the next two and a half hours.

We sold 38 copies of the Militant and 4 subscriptions in spite of continuing interruptions
by right-wingers who shouted insults at us and tried to convince young people to not buy the
Militant or Pathfinder literature.

At one point a leader of the Socialist Workers Party was interviewed by a local television
station. While he was being interviewed, one of the right-wingers who had been harassing us held
up a sign behind the party leader in full view of the TV cameras. The sign said 'This man is a
communist."

After about two and a half hours, a larger group of right-wingers surrounded the table,
threatening us, and we had no choice put to pack up and leave. This time the monitors also asked
us to leave.

We were followed by a small group of rightists all the way out to our cars.

2. Several times during the months of September and October 1993 Laura Garza, the
Socialist Workers candidate for mayor of Miami, and myself, at the time candidate for Miami City
Commission- Group IV, were interviewed by both radio WCMQ and La Cubanisima, two
Spanish-language stations here. Each time we were interviewed about the politics of the SWP on
a wide variety of topics from abortion rights to the union movement and the Cuban revolution.

At all of the radio interviews we were able to give out the phone number of the campaign
headquarters. We received between 3 and 6 calls after each appearance. Several of the calls were
threatening with callers saying in Spanish "Vayase a Cuba" and "Muerte a los comunistas" (Go to
Cuba and Death to the communists").

3. On February 3, 1995, an older man approached a literature table sponsored by the
Socialist Workers Party and the Young Socialists at Government Center in downtown Miami.
We had signs on the table including one against Proposition 187 and one against the U.S.



embargo of Cuba. The man started shouting at us: "I was a political prisoner in Cuba. They
tortured me and killed two people in my family. Fuck you! Fuck you! Fuck you!." Then he
smashed the table once very hard with his fist, leaving one side of the table cracked all the way
through. He then stormed off.

4. On February 23, 1995, an individual approached a Young Socialist table at Florida
International University-south campus in Miami. The Young Socialists Club is a registered
campus group and the table was being staffed by members of the Young Socialists and the
Socialist Workers Party.

The individual asked a member of the Young Socialists if they are "for Fidel Castro."
After a short discussion and saying "I should kick your ass" the individual left. He returned a few
minutes later and threatened to overturn the table pointing specifically to the books by and about
Che Guevara and Fidel Castro. He also threatened to physically attack the people staffing the
table.

When another student approached the table, I tried to offer that person a leaflet on an
upcoming anti-Klan demonstration, the first individual grabbed the leaflet, crumpled it up and
threw it on the ground. He then continued to threaten us. At this point two students, who
appeared to be his friends, physically restrained him when he seemed he was about to carry out
this threats. While he resisted they dragged him away from the table.

5. Shortly after the Cuban government shot down two planes from Brothers to the Rescue,
we participated in a Militant Labor Forum which was held at the Pathfinder Bookstore on March
1, 1996. The offices of the Socialist Workers Party are at the same location. I was the
spokesperson for the Socialist Workers Party. Andres Gomez from the Antonio Maceo Brigade
also spoke. There was also a speaker from the Young Socialists. One friend of the SWP had told
us that he had heard on one of the Spanish-language radio stations that there would be a protest.
We also received some telephone threats. We contacted the Miami police who told us they would
not take any special measures and suggested that we cancel the forum, which we refused to do.
The police also tried to get some Haitian activists to denounce the forum, which is held in
Miami's Little Haiti neighborhood. Three right-wingers demonstrated across the street during the
forum. The police ended up erecting barricades and kept the demonstrators away from the
entrance to the event. Three television stations came to the forum and reported h on their news
show later that evening.

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct. Executed on
November 21,1996

SethGalinsky

Date '' \l I / f C
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STATE OF WASHINGTON

PUBLIC DISCLOSURE COMMISSION
403 Evergreen Plaza. Mail Stop Fj-42 • Ofympia. Washington 98504-3342 • (206)753-1111 • FAX: (206) 753-1112

October 2, 1991

HARVEY MCARTHUR, TREASURER
SOCIALIST WORKERS 1991 CAMPAIGN COMMITTEE
1404 EAST MADISON
SEATTLE, WA 98122

Dear Mr. McArthur:

SUBJECT! REPORTING MODIFICATION

Enclosed are the Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law and Order
of the Public Disclosure Commission in response to your recent
request for a reporting modification.

Sincerely,

Graham E../Johnson
Executive'Director

Enclosure

"The public's right to know of the financing of political campaigns and lobbying
and the financial affairs of elected officials and candidates far outweighs

any righ't that these matters remain secret and private."

RCW 42.17.010 (10)



STATE OF WASHINGTON

PUBLIC DISCLOSURE COMMISSION
403 Evergreen Plaza. Mail Stop Fj-42 • Ofympia. Washington 98504-3342 • 006; 753-mi

BEFORE THE PUBLIC DISCLOSURE COMMISSION
OF THE STATE OF WASHINGTON

FAX: (206) 753-1112

IN THE MATTER OF THE APPLICATION )
OF SOCIALIST WORKERS 1991 CAMPAIGN,)
STUART CROME, KATHY WHEELER, )
ROBERT BRUNEAU,JEFF FORD, )
MARK SEVERS AND KEN KAWAKUBO )
FOR A REPORTING MODIFICATION )

PDC NO. 1631
Findings, Conclusions
and Order

I.

This natter came on for hearing before the Public Disclosure
Commission on the application of the Socialist Workers 1991
Campaign, Stuart Crome, Kathy Wheeler, Ken Kawakubo, Mark Severs,
Jeff Ford and Robert Bruneau for a modification of the reporting
requirements of RCW 42.17.065(2) (a and b) ; .065(5); .067(6);
.080(4); and .090. Consideration of the request was made
pursuant to RCW 42.17.370(9) and chapter 390-28 WAC by the entire
Commission. The proceedings were held in the second floor
conference Room, Evergreen Plaza Building, 711 Capitol Way,
Olympia, Washington, on the morning of August 27, 1991. Mark
Severs, on behalf of the Party, by personal appearance, and
Harvey McArthur, campaign committee treasurer, by affidavit,
requested that each of the applicants not be required to report
the names and addresses of contributors to the campaigns or of
vendors to whom the campaigns have made expenditures. He further
requested that original books and records of the campaign not be
available for public inspection.

Based on the testimony and the affidavit, the Commission
made the following

FINDINGS OF FACT

1. The Socialist Workers 1991 Campaign is the election
campaign committee of the Socialist Workers Party, a political
party which receives funds and makes contributions to Washington
state candidates and committees. The party sponsors candidates in
state and local elections and has done so for many years. Thus
far, no Socialist Workers candidate has been elected to public
office in Washington state.

"The public's right to know of the financing of political campaigns and lobbying
and the financial affairs of elected officials and candidates far outweighs

any righ't that these matters remain secret and private."

RCW 42.17.010 (10)



Findings, Conclusions and Order
PDC #1631
Page 2

2. Stuart Crome and Kathy Wheeler are each declared
candidates in the 1991 election for Seattle City Council. Robert
Bruneau is a declared candidate in the 1991 election for Seattle
School District director. Jeff Ford, Ken Kavakubo and Mark Severs
will be write in candidates for Seattle City Council in the 1991
general election. These candidates are identified with the
platform, policies and views of the Socialist Workers Party.

3. There is a long history of harassment, disruptive
efforts by individuals and government agencies, government
surveillance, and threats against individuals identified with the
Socialist Workers Party nationwide. The Socialist Workers Party
is outspoken in its defense of the rights of Blacks and other
minorities, desegregation, affirmative action and similar, often
controversial issues. As a result, candidates and party
supporters have been subject to racial threats and potential
victimization.

4. On several occasions in the past Socialist Workers
Campaigns and candidates' have been either exempted from or
granted modification of campaign reporting provisions of state
and federal law because of the hardships met by the party if
required to disclose campaign contributors' or vendors' names.
The Socialist Workers Party and its candidates have not reported
this information in the past in Washington state.

5. The Socialist Workers Party has run candidates in
Washington state for federal, state and local office since 1978.
No candidate has won election thus far.

6. There are instances where business owners fear they will
also become the target of reprisals if it is known they do
business with the party or its candidates.

7. Disclosure of the names and addresses of persons who
contribute could have a chilling effect on the party's and
candidates' ability to solicit and collect campaign funds.

8. Disclosure of the names and addresses of vendors who
supply goods and services could have a chilling effect on the
party's and candidates' ability to purchase necessary campaign
materials and services.

Having made these Findings of Fact, the Commission makes the



Findings, Conclusions and Order
PDC ft 1631
Page 3

following

CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

1. Literal compliance with all the provisions of the
statute and the rules would work a manifestly unreasonable
hardship on the applicants.

2. Limited suspension or modification of the reporting
requirements of RCW 42.17 as specified in the Order would not
frustrate the purposes of the Act in this particular case.

IV.

Having made these Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law,
the Commission issues the following

ORDER

1. The applicants'may satisfy the requirements to report
the names and addresses of contributors and persons to whom
expenditures are made by assigning a code number to each such
person and reporting that code together with the amounts
contributed or received as an expenditure.

2. The applicants shall not be required to make their books
and records of account available for public inspection during the
last eight days prior to the election.

5. This modification shall be in effect through
December 31, 1991.

6. In all other requirements, the applicant shall comply
in full with the provisions of chapter 42.17RCW.

DATED this 27th day of August, 1991.

FOR jrffe PUBLIC DISCLOSURE COMMISSION

>hnson, Executive Director

The commissioners voting to grant the request are as follows:

Douglas True, Chairman
Commissioner Alma Kimura
Commissioner Irene Heninger

Absent and not voting: Commissioners Struthers and Shreve



Ken Eikenberxy

ATTORNEY GENERAL OF WASHINGTON
HIGHWAYS LICENSES BUILDING • PB 71 • OLYMPIA WA 98504-8071

MEMORANDUM

TO: Members, Public Disclosure Commission

FROM: Roselyn Marcus, Assistant Attorney General

DATE: August 20, 1991

SUBJECT: Request for Reporting Modification; Socialist Workers
1991 Campaign and Freedom Socialist Party

The Socialist Workers 1991 Campaign and the Freedom
Socialist Party have requested reporting modifications for their
campaign finance disclosure statements. Both groups wish to be
exempt f r o m reporting the names and addresses of their
contributors and the names and addresses of recipients of
campaign funds. These disclosure requirements are mandated by
RCW 42.17.080 and RCW 42.17.090.

There is a lot of history surrounding these groups and
previous exemptions from reporting requirements. This memorandum
will outline the history of reporting modifications for the
Socialist Party and the current state of the law. This
information is to assist you in preparing for the current
reporting modification requests.

I. Fac tua l Background of the Socialist Workers Campaign
Committee

The Socialist Workers 1991 Campaign Committee has been
established for the purpose of supporting and organizing the
finances of all Socialist Workers candidates in the 1991
Washington State elections. The political committee is separate
from but serves as a political committee of the Socialist Workers
Party ("SWP"), a national and state organization. The committee
is ideologically identified with and holds the same policies,
platform and views as the Socialist Workers Party.

The SWP has a long history of governmental surveillance and
harassment. Further, its members and supporters have been
harassed by employers, landlords and other individuals. The SWP,
its offices and members have been the victim of incidents
involving threats and violence. They are a minor political party
whose candidates have never won elected office in this state. It



ATTORNEY GENERAL OF WASHINGTON
PDC Members
Page 2
August 20, 1991

has been shown in the past that if people knew that their name
was subject to disclosure, they would not make contributions to
the party or committee for fear of harassment.

II. Factual Background of the Freedom Socialist Party

The Freedom Socialist Party ("ESP") is a socialist-
feminist Trotskyist party founded in Seattle, Washington. The
FSP was founded by members of the SWP. The FSP holds views
similar to the SWP on the need for social revolution but believed
that the SWP underestimated the revolutionary leadership of
women, blacks and other oppressed groups.

Because the FSP has similar views of the SWP and is thought
to be associated with the SWP by the public, it too has been
subject to governmental surveillance and harassment and
harassment and discrimination by the public. It is a minor party
who last ran a candidate in Washington in 1967. No one from this
party holds public office in this state.

III. History of SWP/s and FSP's Reporting Modification Requests.

In 1974, the SWP requested a reporting modification for
their 1974 campaign. This request is similar to the one now
being requested. In March, 1975, the PDC issued its Finding,
Conclusion and Order denying their request.

In 1975, the SWP again requested this reporting modification
for their 1976 campaign. This time, however, the PDC granted a
limited reporting modification. The campaign did not have to
disclose contributors who resided in Washington and gave less
than an aggregate of $50.00, commercial vendors who were
recipients of expenditures and they did not have to allow public
inspection of their books and records.

After this decision, the 1974 and 1976 SWP Campaigns brought
suit against the PDC in Thurston County Superior Court. Superior
Court Judge Alexander basically ruled that due to the harassment
and hardship encountered by the SWP, the PDC had to grant the
campaigns an exemption from the reporting requirements. However,
he said that the exemption did not have to be an absolute
exemption from all the reporting requirements; the PDC could
grant a limited exemption whereby the SWP would have to make
certain disclosures. The PDC would have to substantiate, in
their findings, that any disclosures that had to be made, would
not result in harassment or hardship to the party or the people
who were disclosed.
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Based on this decision, the PDC issued a Supplemental
Findings and Conclusions and Order. The PDC required disclosure
of the names and addresses of individuals whose aggregate
contribution was $750.00 or more, all persons who voluntarily and
publicly identified themselves with the Party or the Campaign and
the SWP itself. For those contributors who did not have to be
disclosed, an alphabetic or numeric code could be used to
identify the contributor. The PDC also required disclosure of
the following recipients of expenditures: governmental entities,
other political committees or persons who publicly identified
themselves with the Party or Campaigns. Nondisclosable
recipients of expenditures would be identified by alphabetic or
numeric code. The campaign was still not required to have their
books and records open for public inspection.

The last reporting modification request by the SWP was in
1978. The PDC granted a limited exemption similar to the
Supplemental Order referenced above. Since this is the last
order issued by the PDC, I have attached a copy for your
reference.

The FSP has not run a candidate for elected office since
1967. Because of this, it does not appear that they have
previously made any reporting modi f ica t ion requests in
Washington. However, they did run a candidate for governor in
California in 1990. For this campaign, California did grant the
FSP an exemption from reporting the names and addresses of their
contributors and recepients of disbursements.

IV. History of the Law Regarding Disclosure Exemptions for the
SWP and Minor Political Committees

Disclosure requirements as applicable to minor political
parties have been the subject of many court cases due to the
implications on the First Amendment. In 1976, the United States
Supreme Court, in Buckley v. Valeo. 424 U.S. 1 (1976), stated
that under certain circumstances, the disclosure requirements, as
applied to a minor party, would be unconstitutional because the
threat to the exercise of First Amendment rights resulting from
disclosure would outweigh the interest of disclosure. The court
further stated that there must be flexibility given to the
party's proof of injury and that this evidence need only show a
"reasonable probability that the compelled disclosure of a
party's contributors' names will subject them to threats,
harassment, or reprisals from either Government officials or
private parties." Valeo at 74.
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This standard was affirmed by the court in 1982 in Brown v.
Socialist Workers '74 Campaign Committee fOhiol . 459 U.S. 87
(1982) . The court granted the SWP an exemption from state
disclosure requirements based on proof of specific incidents of
hostility and the long history of surveillance and disruption of
the SWP. This exemption vent to the names and addresses of
contributors and recepients of disbursements of SWP campaign
funds.

This standard has been applied by courts throughout the
United States. In each instance, at least some exemption from
disclosure has been granted.

V. Current State of the Lav Regarding Reporting Modification
Exemptions for Minor Parties

In Washington, a reporting modification can be granted if
two criteria are met:

1. Literal compliance with the reporting requirements would
work a manifestly unreasonable hardship and

2. The modification would not frustrate the purposes of
this chapter.

These criteria must be applied using the standards set forth in
the above-referenced Supreme Court cases.

In July, 1990, the Socialist Workers Party National Campaign
Committee requested an advisory opinion from the Federal Election
Committee ("FEC") concerning reporting exemptions under the
federal disclosure laws. In a letter dated August 21, 1990 (copy
enclosed), the FEC granted the exemption for the 1991 through
1996 campaigns. (The PDC should only be looking at whether to
grant the exemption for the 1991 campaign in Washington.) The
FEC based its exemption on proof of the long history of
surveillance and harassment, fairly recent and specific incidents
of harassment and violence throughout the United States and the
recent court cases that have dealt with this issue.

Along with the FEC decision, the SWP has submitted
affidavits and newspaper articles to support their decision. At
least one affidavit, the statement by Robert Bruneau, Candidate
for Seattle City Council, deals with a recent incident of
harassment in Washington State.

The FSP has also attached documents with their request. The
attached aff idavi ts and articles show both a history of
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harassment and current incidences of hostility and harassment
towards the party and its members.

VI. Conclusion

I hope this gives you some iaio iterate both the history and
the current state of the law regarding disclosure exemptions for
controversially minor political committees. I will be happy to
answer any questions you may have at the commission meeting.

IOSELYN MARCUS
Assistant Attorney General



PUBLIC DISCLOSURE COMMISSION - 403 EVERGREEN PLAZA - OLYMPIA - WASHINGTON - 98504 - 206-753-1111

BEFORE THE PUBLIC DISCLOSURE COMMISSION

OF THE STATE OF WASHINGTON

IN THE MATTER OF THE APPLICATION )
OF THE 1977 SEATTLE SOCIALIST )
WORKERS CAMPAIGN FOR A )
REPORTING MODIFICATION )

PDC NO. 696
FINDINGS, CONCLUSIONS
AND ORDER

I.

This matter came on for final hearing before the Public

Disclosure Commission on January 17, 1978, on the application

of the 1977 Seattle Socialist Workers Campaign for a modifica-

tion of the reporting requirements of chapter 42.17 RCW. Three

successive hearings were duly scheduled and held pursuant to-

RCW 42.17.370(9) and WAC 390-28 before Alfred Harsch, serving as

hearing officer under the provisions of WAC 390-28-050 (b) and

WAC 390-28-060. The first hearing was scheduled in the conference

room of the Public Disclosure Commission, 403 Evergreen Plaza,

Olyxnpia, Washington, on August 2, 1977 and continued to August 17,

1977, at request of applicant. The second hearing was held in

the office of the Attorney General, 14th floor, Dexter Horton

Building, Seattle, Washington, on September 1, 1977. The third

hearing was held in the conference room of the Public Disclosure

Commission, 403 Evergreen Plaza, Olympia, Washington, on December 14,

1977. The applicant was represented at the first two hearings by

Ms. Janice Whitley, cooperating attorney for the American Civil

Liberties Union, Seattle, Washington, and at the third hearing

by Mr. David F. Stobaugh, attorney at law of the firm of Bendich,

Stobaugh, and Strong, Seattle, Washington. Mr. James R. Tuttle,

Findings, Conclusions & Order: 1
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staff of the Public Disclosure Commission.

II.

The applicant, 1977 Seattle Socialist Workers Campaign,

requests a modification of the reporting requirements of RCW

42.17 which would otherwise (1) require the Campaign to report

the names and addresses of individual contributors, (2) require

the Campaign to report the names and addresses of recipients of

expenditures made by the Campaign and (3) require the Campaign

to specify the hours during which the committee will make .

available for public inspection its books of account and all

reports filed in accordance with RCW 42.17.065 and 42.17.080.

Upon the basis of the testimony presented, the exhibits

admitted and the arguments of counsel before the hearing officer

and a review of the entire record, the Public Disclosure

Commission makes the following

FINDINGS

1. The 1977 Seattle Socialist Workers Campaign (herein-

after referred to as "Campaign") was established in February, 1977,

for the purposes of supporting five designated individuals as

candidates for the offices of mayor and council member of the

City of Seattle in the year 1977. As such the Campaign is a

political committee subject to the provisions of RCW 42.17.040

through 42.17.090 relating to campaign financing and particularly

to the reporting of campaign contributions and expenditures.

2. The Campaign is separate from but serves as a political

committee of the Socialist Workers Party, a national and state

Findings, Conclusions & Order: 2



political organization. The Campaign and the candidates it

supports are ideologically identified with, subscribe to and

espouse the policies, platform and views of the Socialist

Workers Party.

3. Unless otherwise excused the Campaign is required,

under the provisions of RCW 42.17.030, to prepare and file with

the Public Disclosure Commission and the auditor of King County

certain statements including, inter alia, under the provisions

of RCW 42.17.090, the name and address of each contributor of

ten dollars or more, in the aggregate, and the name and address

of each person to whom an expenditure in the aggregate amount

of twenty-five dollars or more was made during the period of the

committee's existence.

4. The Socialist Workers Party was established in the year

1938 and it has participated in electoral politics at the

national, state and local levels since it was founded, nominating

candidates for national, state and local offices. The basic

philosophy of the Party is to replace capitalism in the United

States with socialism. The Party is a minor political party and

no candidate supported by it has been elected to office in the

State of Washington or to an elective office at the federal level.

By reason of the economic, social and political views it espouses

the Party and its members are regarded with great disfavor by

many people in the United States.

5. Beginning some time in 1960 the Federal Bureau of

Investigation (hereinafter referred to as FBI) instituted a

"counterintelligence program" designed to obstruct the efforts

Findings, Conclusions 6 Order: 3



of the Socialist Workers Party, its election campaign commit-

tees, and its members from effectively participating in election

campaigns at the national, state and local levels. The procedures

employed in this program have become known in recent years from

FBI records made public under the Freedom of Information Act.

Tactics included surveillance of Party and campaign committee

offices and activities therein, infiltration of the Party structure

by undercover personnel, use of informers to obtain lists of

members and supporters and other information, interviews with

and interrogation of its identified supporters and their families,

neighbors, friends, employers, etc., release of information

(whether true or false) designed to discourage support of the

Party and/or the candidates it endorsed, and various procedures

to create distrust of individuals who gave such support.

6. Although official announcement of termination of this

counterintelligence program was made in 1971 information made

public by more recent media and congressional investigations,

together with official statements contradictory of official

announcement previously made, have created reasonable belief

in the minds of many individuals, including those sympathetic

with the principles of the Socialist Workers Party, that the FBI

has not effectively terminated this program but merely shifted

it: to another enforcement unit or, if actually terminated, that

it may be surreptitiously resumed at any time. Such doubts on

the part of potential supporters of the Party and its political

committees, with attendant fear of possible surveillance, harass-

ment and reprisal directed against such supporters may be sufficient

Findings, Conclusions & Order: 4
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to deter individuals from providing support of the Campaign

by many of the small contributors upon whom the Campaign relies

to promote election of its candidates for Seattle city offices

as well as to deter commercial suppliers of goods and services

to refuse to provide such goods and services, even though for

full compensation, from entering into business transactions

with the Campaign.

7. For a number of years the Police Department of the .

City of Seattle has supplemented the program of the FBI with

respect to surveillance of the headquarters of the Socialist

Workers Party and its campaign committees as well as of certain

individuals participating in their political activities.

Responsible representatives of the Department state that such

surveillance and contemporaneous maintenance of intelligence

files with respect to various members and supporters of the

Party and its campaign committees were solely for the purpose

of law enforcement. They further state that in the year 1977

the Department maintains intelligence files only for enforce-

ment of the criminal laws and with respect to persons who may

be engaged in criminal activity.

8. It has not been established that the Socialist Workers

Party itself would have been subjected to increased surveillance

or harassment in 1977 if it were reported as a contributor to

the 1977 Campaign.

9. It has not been established that either contributors

to or recipients of expenditures by the 1977 Campaign volun-

tarily and publicly identified themselves with the Socialist

Findings, Conclusions & Order: 5



Workers Party as candidates or by allowing themselves to be

identified as participants in or on Party, or Campaign adver-

tising, publications, or reports filed with the Public

Disclosure Commission, would have been subjected to increased

surveillance or harassment in 1977 as a result of having their

names reported under chapter 42.17 RCW.

10. It has not been established that certain recipients

of Campaign expenditures over $25.00, specifically governmental

entities and other political committees, would have been sub-

jected to increased surveillance or harassment in 1977 as a

result of being so identified pursuant to chapter 42.17 RCW.

11. The use of an alphabetic and/or numeric code to

identify contributors to and recipients of expenditures by the

1977 Campaign, with the addresses of such contributors listed

only by city and state, would not have resulted and will not

result in any significant hardship to any person, and such

information would be of value for statistical and other research

purposes.

12. The Campaign seeks contributions not only from members

of the Socialist Workers Party but also from non-members who

wish to support the platform of the Party and the election of

candidates supported by the Campaign. Several individuals

connected with the Campaign testified that potential supporters

have stated that he or she would refuse to contribute to the

Campaign if his or her name and address would be listed and

filed in accordance with the Public Disclosure Law, fearing that

such disclosure would subject him or her to surveillance,

Findings, Conclusions & Order: 6



harassment or reprisal of the type to which other supporters

of the Socialist Workers Party or its election campaign commit-

". tees had been subjected in the past. No contributor or potential

contributor was present to so testify. It was stated that any

such refusal would be a substantial hardship because few if any

contributions received are large in amount and the Campaign cannot

afford to lose any of its potential contributors.

13. From the reports which have been filed with the

Commission it appears that the total contributions received

by the 1977 Seattle Campaign was $3,658.36, of which $1,088.49

was returned to contributors and $2,564.87 expended during the

course of the campaign. It also appears that the maximum

contribution received from an individual contributor was less

than $400.00 and that not more than twenty-four contributions

exceeded one hundred dollars in aggregate amount.

i • 14.. As stated in RCW 42.17.010 the declared policies of

the Public Disclosure Law are (a) that political campaign contri-

butions and expenditures be fully disclosed to the public, (b)

that small contributions by individual contributors are to be

encouraged and that not requiring the reporting of small contri-

butions may tend to encourage such contributions, and (c) that

the public's right to know of the financing of political campaigns

far outweighs any right that these matters remain secret. It

is further provided that "In promoting such complete disclosure,

however, this chapter shall be enforced so as to insure that the

information disclosed will not be misused for arbitrary and

capricious purposes and to insure that 11 persons reporting under

(T
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LUIS cnapter will be protected from harassment and unfounded

allegations based on information they have freely disclosed."

RCW 42.17.010(1),(9), (10) and (11).

Having made the foregoing Findings, the Commission now

reaches the following

CONCLUSIONS

1. The evidence and records in these matters indicate

that disclosure as required by chapter 42.17 RCW of the names

and addresses of many of the contributors to and recipients of

expenditures by the 1977 Campaign would have b.een perceived

likely in that year to lead to increased surveillance and

harassment of such persons.

2. The perceived likelihood of such surveillance and

harassment in 1977 attributable to a literal application of

chapter 42.17 RCW reporting requirements constituted a mani-

festly unreasonable hardship to those contributors and recipients

and it would not frustrate the purposes of that chapter if the

1977 Campaign were not required to report the names and addresses

of such persons, except as noted below.

3. For the reasons noted in the above Findings, the

following contributors and recipients of expenditures would not

have been subject to a manifestly unreasonable hardship through

an increased likelihood of surveillance or harassment in 1977

if their names were reported by the Campaign as literally

required pursuant to the political committee provisions of

chapter 42.17 RCW:

(a) The Socialist Workers Party as a contributor;

V Findings, Conclusions & Order: 8



(b) persons who voluntarily and publicly identified cjt

themselves with the Socialist Workers Party or

Campaigns, as discussed in Findings .No. 9;

(c) governmental entities and political organizations

or committees which were recipients of expenditures

by the Campaigns of over $25.00.

4. Any request for suspension or modification of reporting

requirements in these particular cases which is not based on a

showing of manifestly unreasonable hardship, such as those

requests applicable to the persons described in parts (a),' (b)

and (c) of Conclusion 3, would, if granted, frustrate the

purposes of chapter 42.17 RCW.

5. Under the circumstances shown to exist at this time

the protection of contributors to the election campaign of a

minor political party is consistent with the stated policy of the

law to encourage contributions of small amounts by individual

contributors but in the case of contributors of substantial

amounts the need for such protection is outweighed by the public

interest in, and the public's right to know, the identity of

such contributors and the amount each contributes to the

campaign; and the threshold for reporting the name and address

of a contributor and of a person to whom the Campaign makes

payment of an expenditure should be five hundred dollars ($500.00).

Such reporting coupled with reporting of each contributor and

each payee of less than five hundred dollars by symbol rather

than by name and address will not frustrate the purposes of the

act under those circumstances.

6. Although the law enforcement agencies assert that they

do not at this time engage in activities designed to hinder or

Findings, Conclusions & Order: 9



obstruct legitimate participation in the political process,

by reason of reported actions of these agencies in recent

times* there is at this time a reasonable basis for apprehen-

sion on the part of members of the Socialist Workers Party and

the supporters and .suppliers of the Campaiqn that repressive

actions either continue or will be resumed bv the law enforce-

ment agencies.

Havinq made and reached the forecroinq FINDINGS and

CONCLUSIONS, the Commission now issues the following

ORDER

1. The Campaign, in lieu of reporting the name of a

contributor who is an individual and whose aggregate contri-

bution was less than $500.00, may identify such contributor by

use of an alphabetic and/or numeric code. The code assigned

to a particular contributor shall be used to identify that

individual throughout the duration of the campaign and may not

be assigned to any other person reported as a contributor or

recipient of an expenditure. The reporting of the address of

each contributor may be limited to the city and state of residence.

Specifically excluded from this modified reporting privilege

are (a) the Socialist Workers Party and (b) each person who has

voluntarily and publicly identified himself or herself with

either the Party or the Campaign, as by declaring himself or

herself as a Socialist Workers Party candidate or by allowing

himself or herself to be identified as a participant in or on

Party or Campaign advertising, publications, or .reports filed

with the Public Disclosure Commission.

2. The Campaign, in lieu of reporting the names of each

commercial vendor or other person to whom expenditures were

Findings, Conclusions & Order: 10
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may identify such expenditure recipient by use of an alphabetic

and/or numeric code. The code assigned to a particular expendi-

ture recipient shall be used to identify that person throughout

the duration of the Campaign and may not be assigned to any

other person reported. The reporting of the address of each

expenditure recipient may be limited to the city and state in

which the recipient is located. Specifically excluded from this

modified reporting privilege are each (a) governmental entity,

(b) other political committee, or (c) person identified in

paragraph 1. (b) above, to any of which an expenditure of more

than $25.00 was made.

3. The Campaign shall not be required to report the times

and places at which books of account are available for public

inspection, but such books of account shall be available for

inspection and audit by the Commission in the regular course for

the purpose of ascertaining the completeness and accuracy of

such records. Books of account and copies thereof utilized in

the course of any such examination shall be recognized as

exempt from public inspection and copying pursuant to the pro-

visions of RCW 42.17.310(1)(d).

4. In all other respects the applicant shall comply fully

with the provisions of chapter 42.17 RCW.

5. The meanings of terms used in this Order and the

accompanying Findings and Conclusions shall be derived from

chapter 42.17 RCW and WAC chapter 390 where appropriate.

DATED this 21st day of February, 1978.

FOR THE PUBL^ DISCLOSURE COMMISSION

Graham E. Johnson, Administrator

Findings, Conclusions & Order: 11



This order was reviewed and ratified by a majority of the
membership of the Commission at a regular meeting February 21,
1978. The commissioners voting to grant the request are as
follows:

Mrs. Jean Davis, Chairman .
Mrs. Virginia Gregson, Secretary
Mr. Fred K. Ross
Mr. Malachy M. Scanlan

Findings, Conclusions & Order: 12
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Socialist Workers 1992
Washington State Campaign/Committee

1405 E. Madison, Seattle WA 98122 (206) 323-1755

James Warren for U.S. President Estelle DeBates for Vice-president
Mark Severs for U.S. Senate David Warshawsky for Congress 7th CD Kathleen Wheeler for Governor

June 10, 1992
Public Disclosure Commission
403 Evergreen Plaza
Olympia, WA 98504

To the Commissioners,

We hereby request exemption from disclosing the identities

of contributors to and recipients of campaign funds as required

by RCW 42.17.080 and RCW 42.17.090. We request the exemption for

the Socialist Workers 1992 Washington State Campaign Committee

and for individual Socialist Workers candidates for state and

local office in Washington.

The Socialist Workers 1992 Washington State Campaign Commit-

tee has been established for the purpose of supporting and

organizing the finances of all Socialist Workers candidates in

Washington. This year Socialist Workers candidates are James

Warren for U.S. president, Estelle DeBates for vice-president,

Mark Severs for U.S. Senate, David Warshawsky for Congress, 7th

Congressional District, and Kathleen Wheeler for Governor.

Socialist Workers candidates for federal offices are exemp-

ted from disclosing names and addresses under a Federal Election

Commission 1990 advisory opinion [1990-13]. Copies of all

reports filed with the FEC for Socialist Workers candidates

running for federal office in Washington will be filed with the

1



Washington State Public Disclosure Commission.

Specifically, we request exemption from disclosing the names

and address of contributors to and recipients of campaign funds

as required under RCW 42.17.080 (3) and RCW 42.17.090 (b), (f),

(g). We also request exemption from making the campaign books of

account available to public inspection as required under RCW

42.17.080 (4).

This exemption is necessary as such compelled disclosure

would operate to deprive Socialist Workers candidates and their

supporters of rights guaranteed by the First Amendment to the

U.S. Constitution because of the likelihood of harassment result-

ing from such disclosure.

We request the PDC to authorize the exemption through 1997.

The conditions making the exemption necessary are ongoing, and it

would be an unnecessary burden on Socialist Workers campaign

committees to be required to make a new application every year.

We intend to run candidates in state and local elections every

year.

A similar modification of reporting requirements for the

Socialist Workers 1991 Campaign Committee and candidates was

granted by the Washington State PDC (See PDC No. 1631 Findings,

Conclusions and Order August 2, 1991) and by the City of Seattle

Fair Campaign Practices Commission (See attached). The City of

Seattle FCPC authorized the exemption through 1992.

The current request is also similar to those which have been

granted by U.S. Supreme Court and several Federal District Courts
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in cases involving Socialist Workers candidates. See Brown v.

Socialist Workers 1974 Campaign Committee (Ohio), 459 U.S. 87

(1982) . The U.S. Supreme Court found that "hostility towards the

SWP is ingrained and likely to continue" (459 U.S. at 101) and

exempted Socialist Workers campaign committees and candidates

from disclosing both contributors to and recipients of campaign

funds. See also McArthur v. Smith 716F Supp. 592 (S.D. Fla.

1989), where the Federal District Court ruled unconstitutional

certain Florida campaign disclosure laws as applied to Socialist

Workers candidates in Miami's non-partisan mayoral race.

The exemption requested is also similar to that granted by

the FEC to Socialist Workers campaign committees and candidates

running for federal office. The FEC exemption was extended in

1990 to apply to all federal elections through the year 1996.

In 1977 a Socialist Workers campaign committee requested and

received a PDC exemption from disclosing the identities of

campaign contributors and recipients of campaign funds. Since

then, Socialist Workers candidates have regularly run in the

State of Washington for federal, state, and local offices. The

Socialist Workers campaign committees have filed reports required

under federal, state, and municipal laws, but have not disclosed

the identities of contributors to or recipients of campaign

funds.

With this application, we include the text of Federal

District Court Judge Thomas Griesa's ruling in the case SWP v.

Attorney General, 642 F. Supp (S.P.N.Y. 1986) Judge Griesa ruled



in favor of the Socialist Workers Party and against the United

States of America under the Federal Tort Claims Act for disrup-

tive activities, surreptitious entries, and use of informants by

the FBI. This case and the facts presented in it document the

decades-long history of governmental harassment of the Socialist

Workers Party and Socialist Workers candidates and supporters.

The court documented harassment beginning in 1941 that

resulted in the illegal compiling of hundreds of thousands of

documents on SWP members and supporters. Between 1960 and 1976

the FBI employed approximately 1300 informants who reported on

meetings, activities, and discussions of SWP members and support-

ers. In the 1960fs and 70's the SWP was the subject of an FBI

counterintelligence program designed to disrupt the party on a

national basis. The illegal disruption efforts included attempts

to embarrass Socialist Workers candidates and widespread use of

electronic surveillance, illegal break-ins of SWP offices, and

visits to employers and landlords of SWP members, [cited in FEC

Advisory Opinion 1990-13 pp. 7-9].

Furthermore, affidavits submitted by officials of the Office

of Personnel Management, the State Department, the Immigration

and Naturalization Service, and the Defense Investigative Service

in the case SWP v. Attorney General, 666 F, Supp. 621 (S.D.N.Y.

1987) indicate a continued hostile attitude on the part of these

government agencies toward the Socialist Workers Party, its

members, and supporters, [cited in FEC Advisory Opinion 1990-13

pp. 9-10] .



The Advisory Opinion 1990-13 of the Federal Election Commis-

sion also cites numerous instances of harassment of Socialist

Workers candidates by police and private individuals throughout

the United States in 1988-1989 and 1990.

We also bring to the Commission's attention the 1989 Federal

District Court ruling that certain Florida campaign disclosure

laws were unconstitutional as applied to Socialist Workers

candidates in Miami's non-partisan mayoral race given "the danger

in Miami of publicly associating with the SWP." 716 F. Supp. at

593 (McArthur v. Smith, 716 F. Supp. S.D.Fla 1989)

Incidents of harassment and threats against SWP candidates

and their supporters both here and around the country have

continued.

Within the last 18 months, there have been several incidents

of this type of harassment in Washington State. In our 1991

application for exemption, we cited the examples of Socialist

Workers candidates Bob Bruneau, Ken Kawakubo, and Stuart Crome,

all of whom were victims of acts of harassment by employers or

private individuals. (See attached)

This year Socialist Workers candidates and supporters have

again encountered this type of harassment and intimidation.

One of the most serious of these has been in Minnesota where

Chris Nisan, Socialist Workers candidate for U.S. Congress 5th

District and a prominent leader in the fight against police

brutality, has received several telephone death threats at his

home. (See attached article)
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On May 27, 1992, David Warshawsky, Socialist Workers candi-

date for Congress 7th C.D., and a campaign supporter were ha-

rassed and physically threatened outside a public market on

Broadway in Seattle. (See attached statement)

A similar incident occurred in Mt. Vernon, Washington,

involving Anna M. Schell, Socialist Workers 1992 Washington State

Campaign Committee Chairperson. In this instance, an individual

hostile to political views espoused by Socialist Workers candi-

dates summoned police in an attempt to stop Schell from her

campaign activity.

In 1991 lists of supporters and financial contributors to

Initiative 120 were used by opponents of the pro-choice initia-

tive to intimidate and harass supporters of the initiative. Over

2,000 supporters received a threatening mailing attempting to get

them to withdraw their support and financial backing. The

mailings .identified individuals by name and noted the amount of

money the addressees had contributed to Initiative 120.

The office of the Socialist Workers campaign committee in

Seattle has also received written material of a threatening

nature. For example, we recently received a bundle of newspapers

through the U.S. Postal Service on which the words "Never Again

to communist lies Remorseless degenerates" were written on the

outside wrapper. (See attached)

In the past year there have been well-publicized incidents

of racist activity, harassment, and assault in the State of

Washington. Socialist Workers candidates are outspoken defenders



of Black rights, against police brutality, for affirmative

action, and for desegregation, [see attached campaign statements

and press clippings]. Compelled disclosure of the identities of

their campaign supporters would open them to threats, harassment,

and reprisals by those who have carried out racist and anti-

working class acts in the past. We enclose examples of several

such incidents.

In addition, the likelihood of such harassment would make it

difficult for the Socialist Workers candidates to raise the

donations needed to sustain their campaign, since potential

contributors would be afraid to contribute if their identities

were to be made public. It is, for example, a common occurrence

for a person considering contributing money to or signing up on

an interest sheet of the Socialist Workers campaign to ask if

their name would be turned over to the government.

Thus, there is compelling evidence that disclosure of the

names and addresses of supporters of the Socialist Workers

candidates would subject them to threats, harassment, or repri-

sals from governmental or private sources. Compelled disclosure

of the names and addresses of persons who contribute would have a

chilling effect on the Socialist Workers campaign committees' and

candidates' ability to solicit and collect campaign funds.

Compelled disclosure of the names and addresses of vendors who

supply goods and services would have a chilling effect on the

campaign committees' and candidates' ability to purchase neces-

sary campaign materials and services. Thus, compelled disclosure
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would be a grave violation of the First Amendment rights to free

political association.

Therefore, we request the PDC exempt the Socialist Workers

Campaign Committee and individual Socialist Workers candidates

from the requirement to disclose the names and addresses of

campaign contributors and recipients, from the requirement to

make the campaign books of account available for public inspec-

tion, and that this exemption be continued through the 1997

elections.

fen Kawakubo, Treasurer

Socialist Workers 1992
Washington State Campaign Committee

**

t*
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Socialist Workers 1993 Washington State Campaign
1405 E.Madison Seattle WA Q8122 Phone (206)323-1755

June 22,1993

Public Disclosure Commission
711 Capitol Way Rm.403
Olympia, WA 98504

To the Commission,

The Socialist Workers Campaign Committee requests an extension of its
exemption from disclosing the identities of contributors and recipients of campaign
funds as granted by the Commission in Order No. 1706.

Disclosing this information vould open campaign supporters to the danger
of harassment, intimidation, and reprisals by government agencies and/or private
parties and is therefore an unconstitutional denial of First Amendment rights.

Socialist Workers campaign committees vill continue to comply vith
applicable campaign finance lavs, including filing required financial reports. The
identities of contributors and recipients of campaign funds vould be protected
through use of alpha-numeric codes in place of the individual's w^ and address.
In addition, the campaign books vould not be made available f or public inspection,
as this vould be impossible vithout disclosing the identities of contributors and
recipients.

United States Federal Courts, the Umted States Supreme Court, and the
Federal Election Commission have consistently ruled in favor of exempting
Socialist Workers campaign committees in various states from the identification
requirements of Public Disclosure Acts. (See belov).

In 1991 and 1992, the Washington State Public Disclosure Commission
authorized an exemption for Socialist Workers Campaign Committees similar to the
one DOV requested. Hovever, these exemptions vere for one year only, requiring
the Socialist Workers Campaign Committee to appear before the Commission
every year.

The Federal courts have placed DO expiration date on the exemptions from
disclosure requirements for Socialist Workers campaign committees in other
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jurisdictions. The Federal Election Commission has in 1979, 1985, and 1990
authorized exemptions for periods of five or six years. The current exemption
granted by the FEC runs through the 1996 campaign year.

We request that the PDC also authorize a wntinuing exemption, at a
minimum to run concurrent viththe term of the national FEC exemption.

This is varranted and necessary because:

1) Important constitutional rights are involved and the conq»lled
disclosure in any state of the United States vould have a chilling impact upon
Socialist Workers candidates, their supporters, and many others engaged in or
supporting electoral and other political expression throughout the country.

2) The conditions making the exemption necessary do not change
significantly each year.

3) It is an undue burden on the limited financial resources and time
available to a small party such as the Socialist Workers Party to be required to
document, prepare, and submit this annual request to the PDC.

4) The federal exemption relieves the Socialist Workers Party from
reporting the names of contributors vhose funds vill be used to finance SWP
candidates running for federal offices. The exemption granted by the federal
courts, based on the U.S. Constitution, preempts the application of state Public
Disclosure Acts. Because contributions given to Socialist Workers Campaign
CommitleBS ara usarl to yuppnrt hnth fadflral aryj yfrte niP Î***, the federal

exemption applies to funds donated to the Committee. Even in the event that a
donation vas received specifically for the support of a local candidate, the federal
court's consistent reasoning that SWP candidates are exempt based on the U.S.
Constitution vould preclude the application of a state disclosure lav. As the
Federal Election Commission has granted an extension of the present exemption
through 1996, the Socialist Workers Washington State Campaign Committee
requests a parallel extension of its present state exemptioa

LEGAL HISTORY

In 1976 the U.S. Supreme Court ruled that campaign disclosure
requirements as applied to a minor political party could be unconstitutional because
of the threat to the exercise of First Amendment rights resulting from the
disclosure. In Buckley vVateo, 424 U.S. 1 (1976) the Court stated "ve have
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repeatedly found that conceited disclosure, in itself, can seriously infringe on
privacy of association aolbeM guaranteed by the First Amendment." Buckley v.
ValeoatM.
"Minor parties must be dlovedsufficient flexibility in the proof of injury to assure
a fair consideration of their claim. The evidence offered need shov only a
reasonable probability that the compelled disclosure of a party's contributors yill
subject them to threats, harassment, or reprisals from either Government officials
or private parties." ft. at 74.

In 1982, the U.S. Supreme Court ruled that disclosure required by the Ohio
Campaign Expense Reporting Lav cannot be constitutionally applied to the Socialist
Workers Party. Brovn v. Stociflliift Workers '74 Campaign Coiwpittee 459 U.S.
87 (1982). In this decision, the Court protected the identities of both contributors
and recipients of campaign funds. The Court noted that the Federal District Court
for the Southern District of Ohio found "substantial evidence of both governmental
and private hostility tovard and harassment of SWP members and supporters." fcL
at 99. The Court stated that "there vas also considerable evidence of past
Government harassment. Appellants challenge the relevance of this evidence of
government harassment in light of recent efforts to curb official misconduct.
Notvithstanding these efforts, the evidence suggests that hostility tovard the SWP is
ingrained and likely to continue." Id. at 101.

In 1986, the Socialist Workers Party von a Federal court ruling against the
FBI and other Federal agencies responsible for decades of illegal and
unconstitutional spying, harassment, and disruption. The court avarded the SWP
damages "for the FBI's disruption activities, surrepitious entries, and use of
informants...these activities vere violations of the constitutional rights of the SWP
and lacked legislative or regulatory authority." Socialist Workers Party v.
Attorney General, 642 F. Supp. 1357 (S.D.N.Y. 1986).

The 1986 decision cited numerous incidents vhere SWP candidates and
can^aign supporters vere targets of FBI harassment and reprisals, including
government-instigated slander campaigns in the nevs media, and pressure on
employers to fire and landlords to evict Socialist Workers rarclirtatRS and
supporters. The government used informers and organized break-ins at Socialist
Workers campaign offices to illegally obtain lists of individuals to target.

The Federal Election Commission has also exempted the Socialist Workers
Party
from disclosure requirements under the Federal Election Campaign Act The most

recent decision, FEC Advisory Opinion 1990-13, extends this exemption through
the 1996 election year.
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"It appears that, during to past five years, the SWP has continued to
experience harassment from several sources/ the FEC noted in 1990. "The recent
events cited, along vith the history of governmental harassment, indicate that there
is a reasonable probability that compelled disclosure of the Dames, addresses,
occupations, and names of employersof those categories of persons listed in the
1979 and 1985 consent agreements vill subject them to threats, harassment, or
reprisals from governmental or private sources."

In McArtimrv. Smith, the Federal District Court for Southern Florida
ruled that Florida campaign disclosure requirements could not be applied to the
Socialist Workers Party in Miami's non-partisan mayored election. McArttfflT *,
Smith, 716 F. Supp. 592 (S.D. Fla. 1989). "The First Amendment requires
heightened protection of dissident minor parties to encourage the 'free circulation
of ideas vithin and vithout the political arena." LL at 593. "The fact that the
plaintiffs vould be subjected to threats, harassment, and reprisals if forced to
disclose contributors' and recipients' names outveighs any distinction that the
nonpartisan nature of the election has vith respect to the applicability of BrfinJp
this minor political party. First amendment protections do not hinge on vhether an
election ballot announces party affiliation." Id. at 594.

INCIDENTS OF HARASSMENT IN WASHINGTON STATE

In our 1991 and 1992 requests to the PDC, ve documented numerous
incidents of harassment.that had occurred in Washington state. These included
employers' threats of discipline and/or firing against Socialist Workers candidates
because of their political vievs; physical threats by private individuals against
Socialist Workers candidates vho vere campaigning on public streets; and attempts
by police officers to stop legal campaigning by Socialist Workers campaign
supporters. In addition, ve noted the abusive use of lists of contributors to the
pro-choice Initiative 120 in 1991. Opponents of the measure obtained lists of
names and addresses of I-120 supporters and use them to send abusive and
harassing letters through the ™^

Since our 1992 request to the PDC, Socialist Workers candidates and
campaign supporters have experienced more instances of harassment, including:

* City of Seattle police attempted to stop Socialist Workers gubernatorial
candidate Kathleen Wheeler and supporters from petitioning for ballot status on a
public street corner.
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* Threatening phone calls have teen received at the Socialist Workers
campaign headquarters.

* A campaign supporter vas threated by company supervisor at his
vorkplace for expressing his political vievs.

* A Socialist Workers candidate faced threatening and abusive harassment at
vork after announcing his candidacy this year.

* Vandalism at the Socialist Workers campaign headquarters, vben
vindovs displaying political literature vere defaced.

We append further documentation of *h»» incidents and court rulings cited
above.

Thank you for your attention to this matter.

Sincerely,

Mark Severs,
Socialist Workers 1993

Washington
Washington State Campaign

enc.

os
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STATE OF WASHINGTON

PUBLIC DISCLOSURE COMMISSION
711 Capitol Way Rm403tPO Box 40908 • Olvmpia. Washington 98504-0908 • (206)753-1111 • FAX: (206) 753-1112

BEFORE THE PUBLIC DISCLOSURE COMMISSION
OF THE STATE OF WASHINGTON

IN THE MATTER OF THE APPLICATION ) PDC NO. 1706
OF SOCIALIST WORKERS 1992 CAMPAIGN ) Findings, Conclusions
AND KATHLEEN WHEELER ) and Order
FOR A REPORTING MODIFICATION )

I.

This matter came on for hearing before the Public Disclosure
Commission on the application of the Socialist Workers 1992
Campaign for a modification of the reporting requirements of RCW
42.17.065(2) (a and b) ; .065(5); .067(6); .080(4); and .090.
Consideration of the request was made pursuant to RCW
42.17.370(9) and chapter 390-28 WAC by the entire Commission.
The proceedings were held in the second floor conference Room,
Evergreen Plaza Building, 711 Capitol Way, Olympia, Washington,
on the morning of June 23, 1992. Mark Severs and David
Warshawksy, candidates for U.S. Congress, on behalf of the Party,
by personal appearance, requested that the Socialist Workers 1992
campaign and Kathleen Wheeler, candidate for Governor, not be
required to report the names and addresses of contributors to
their campaigns or of vendors to whom the campaigns made
expenditures. He further requested that original books and
records of the campaigns not be available for public inspection.

II.

Based on the testimony offered at the hearing, the
Commission made the following

FINDINGS OF FACT

1. The Socialist Workers 1992 Campaign is the election
campaign committee of the Socialist Workers Party, a political
party which receives funds and makes contributions to Washington
state candidates and committees. The party sponsors candidates
in state and local elections and has done so for many years.
Thus far, no Socialist Workers candidate has been elected to
public office in Washington state.

2. Kathleen Wheeler is a declared candidate for Governor in
the 1992 election. She is identified with the platform, policies
and views of the Socialist Workers Party.

The public's right to know of the financing of political campaigns and lobbying
and the financial affairs of elected officials and candidates far outweighs

any right that these matters remain secret and private."
RCW 42.17.010 (10)
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3. There is a long history of harassment, disruptive
efforts by individuals and government agencies, government
surveillance, and threats against individuals identified with the
Socialist Workers Party nationwide. The Socialist Workers Party
is outspoken in its defense of the rights of Blacks and other
minorities, desegregation, affirmative action and similar, often
controversial issues. As a result, candidates and party
supporters have been subject to racial threats and potential
victimization.

4. On several occasions in the past Socialist Workers
campaigns and candidates have been either exempted from or
granted modification of campaign reporting provisions of state
and federal law because of the hardships met by the party if
required to disclose campaign contributors' or vendors' names.
The Socialist Workers Party and its candidates have not reported
this information in the past in Washington state.

5.- The Socialist Workers Party has run candidates in
Washington state for federal, state and local office since 1978.
No candidate has won election thus far.

6. There are instances where business owners fear they will
also become the target of reprisals if it is known they do
business with the party or its candidates.

7. Disclosure of the names and addresses of persons who
contribute could have a chilling effect on the party's and
candidate's ability to solicit and collect campaign funds.

8. Disclosure of the names and addresses of vendors who
supply goods and services could have a chilling effect on the
party's and candidate's ability to purchase necessary campaign
materials and services.

III.

Having made these Findings of Fact, the Commission makes the
following

CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

1. Literal compliance with all the provisions of the
statute and the rules would work a manifestly unreasonable
hardship on the applicant.

2. Limited suspension or modification of the reporting
requirements of RCW 42.17 as specified in the Order would not
frustrate the purposes of the Act in this particular case.

IV.

Having made these Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law,
the Commission issues the following
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ORDER

1. The applicant may satisfy the requirements to report
the names and addresses of contributors and persons to whom
expenditures are made by assigning a code number to each such
person and reporting that code together with the amounts
contributed or received as an expenditure.

2. The applicants shall not be required to make their books
and records of account available for public inspection during the
last eight days prior to the election.

3. This modification shall be in effect through
December 31, 1992.

4. In all other matters required to be reported, the
applicant shall comply in full with the reporting requirements of
chapter 42.17 RCW.

DATED this 23rd day of June, 1992.

FOR TĤ PUBLICyflsCLOSURE COMMISSION

Graham E. Johnson, Executive Director

The commissioners voting to grant the request are as follows:

Douglas True, Chairman
Alma Kimura, Vice Chairman
Irene Heninger, Secretary
Betty Shreve

Voting against granting the request:

Gene Struthers
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STATE OF WASHINGTON

PUBLIC DISCLOSURE COMMISSION
711 Capitol W*y Km 403, fO Box 40909 • Olympic Wuhington 90504-090* • (360) 753-1111 • fAX (360) 753-1112

September 18.1996

MARK HIDE
1025 SOUTH 320TH
FEDERAL WAY WA 98003

Subject: 1996 Reporting Modification for Socialist Workers Party 1996 Campaign

Dear Mr. Eide:

Enclosed is order Number 2055 for the reporting modification of the Socialist Workers
Party 1996 Campaign. The modification is in effect through December 31,1996. If a
modification is desired in future years, a separate request will need to be made at that
time.

If you have questions, please feel free to contact our office.

Sincerely,

Melissa Warbeit
Executive Director

VPSNSWPMLTR.DOC

Enclosure

cc: JefTPowers
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SI ATE OF WASHINGTON

PUBLIC DISC.LOSURF COMMISSION
Capitol Way Rm4u3. PO Box 40908 • Olympic Washington 9*504-0908 • tf«W " W - f f f f • r/tV; tf60J 7S3-1112

October 10r 1995

JEFF POWERS
SOCIALIST WORKERS 1995 CAMPAIGN
1405 E MADISON
SEATTLE WA 98122

Subject: Reporting Modification

Dear Jeff:

We are in receipt of your letter sent by facsimile on August 22,
1995, requesting a renewal of PDC Order Number 1783, which was a
reporting modification expiring December 31, 1993.

The staff feels your request for a renewal of the 1993 reporting
modification should be considered by the Commission at the
October 24, 1995 meeting, prior to the November election.
Because the makeup of the Commission changes on an annual basis
(a new commissioner is appointed each year) it would be
appropriate for you to send a letter detailing your reasons for
requesting a modification.

You need to state what reporting requirements you want modified.
You then need to demonstrate that literal compliance with all the
provisions of RCW 42.17 would work a manifestly unreasonable
hardship on the applicant, and that limited suspension or
modification of the reporting requirements would not frustrate
the purposes of the act in your particular case. You should
supplement your request with new arguments and updated examples,
or cite your 1993 request and affidavits with a statement that
nothing has changed since 1993.

Your written request and backup material need to be received by
the Commission no later than October 16. 1995 to allow time to
mail the information to the Commissioners prior to the hearing.
At the hearing, we are asking that your representative limit
their presentation to 20 minutes.

The staff would be in favor of adding a statement to the 1993
Order making it clear that the Public Disclosure Commission
maintains its right to examine the books and records of the
applicant, including names and addresses of contributors and
vendors, if it feels the need to conduct such an examination.

"Jhe public's right to know of the financing of politic*! campaigns and lobbying
and the financial affairs of fleeted offit r.ifc and candidates fur outweighs

any right that theve matter* remain serret and private."
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Jeff Powers
Socialist Workers 1995 Campaign
Page 2

We feel it ic important to maintain the right to review the
records of all filers. Without such a right, the Commission has
no way of knowing whether the information that is being submitted
is accurate. The staff would be supportive of keeping any
information reviewed confidential, unless such information became
evidence in an enforcement hearing where the applicant was named
as a respondent.

If possible, the staff would like to work out mutually agreeable
language for a "proposed order" to present to the commissioners
on October 24th. I will be in contact with you shortly about
that possibility.

If you have questions, please feel free to give me a call.

Sincerely,

Philip E. Stutzman
Compliance t Enforcement Coordinator
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August 16, 1996

Public Disclosure Commission
P.O. Box 40908
Olympia, Wa.' 98504-0908

Attention:

Re:

Philip E. Stutzman

1996 Socialist Workers Party of Washington
Campaign Committee
Reporting Modification Request

Dear Commission Member:

I am an attorney representing the Socialist Workers Party of
Washington (SWP). The 1996 Campaign Committee of the SWP is
requesting a modification of reporting requirements consistent with
the prior modifications granted by the Commission in recent years.

Those modifications essentially dealt with the following subjects:

1. That the Party could satisfy requirements to report the names
and addresses of contributors and persons to whom expenditures
are made by assigning a code number to each such person and
reporting that code number together with the amounts
contributed or paid out as an expenditure;

2. That the Party would not be required to make their books and
records of account available for public inspection during the
last eight (8) days prior to any election;

3. (New) Because of recent changes in the law, that the Party
not be required to disclose the occupation of any coded
contributors and not be required to identify the contributor's
employer.

The Party would like to have the above modifications applicable to
the 1996 campaign and reporting requirements. All candidates
would, of course, file C-l's and F-l's and any necessary C-3's and
C-4's if applicable. While the Party is a bona fide Party, all
expenditures are made from Party fund raising and it is unlikely
individual candidates would solicit or accept individual
contributions. For 1996 the Party would do all fund raising and
expenditures on behalf of any candidate running under the Socialist
Workers Party banner.

The Party is requesting these modifications because of the history
of difficulty they have had with harassment, disruptive efforts by
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individuals and government agencies (primarily the federal
government), and threats against individuals identified with having
sympathies to the Party when they have made contributions or
provided in kind services. This has been nationwide and in the
State of Washington. The Party takes, what are considered by many,
controversial stands on issues. As a result, candidates and Party
supporters have been subjected to racial attacks, threats of
violence, and in some cases actual violence against supporters/
Party workers and candidates. We have attached for your review
declarations from individuals associated with the Party which
document some of the most recent incidents dating from last Fall to
within the last several weeks.

While the Party has run candidates in Washington State for federal,
state and local offices since 1978, no candidate has won election
under the Party banner. Despite that fact, supporters and business
owners who deal with the Party in providing campaign material have
either been threatened or fear there will be reprisals against
their companies because of their connection with the Party. Thus,
there is a real and apparent chilling effect on the Party's ability
to solicit and collect campaign funds, in kind support, and
material, and to even find candidates. (This year the only state
or local office filed for is governor.) Disclosure of the names
and addresses of vendors, suppliers of goods and services and
financial contributors runs a very real and historically
substantiated risk of chilling free speech in the democratic
process.

The Commission has in the past granted modifications consistent
with those being requested herein. Current state and federal law
allows such modifications if the Party shows a "reasonable
probability that the compelled disclosure of a Party's
contributor's name will subject them to threats, harassment, or
reprisals from either government officials or private parties."
Buckley v. Valeo. 424 U.S. 1 (1976). Given the prior history in
this state and the Commission's prior granting of modifications and
the evidence of harassment submitted with this request and
witnesses we expect to have testify before the Commission, the
Party respectfully requests that the modifications be granted.

For the reasons stated above, the Party requests that the
Commission grant the reporting modifications which are consistent
with the modifications received by the Party since at least 1991 in
the State of Washington.

Very truly yours,

EIDE/ VOGEL & PEACOCK T"
AC " •*•"

D. Marie/Eide
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MEMORANDUM

TOi ' Commissioners, Public Disclosure Commission

FROM: Philip £. Stutzman, Compliance & Enforcement Coordinator

DATE: August 19,1996

SUBJECT: 1996 Reporting Modification - Socialist Workers Party (SWP)

Enclosed is a copy of the Socialist Workers Party's (SWP) request for a reporting
modification for its 1996 campaign. The SWP has one candidate in 1996 at the stale or
local level a candidate for the office of Governor. Attached is a copy of the 1993
Findings, Conclusions and Order for the SWP 1993 campaign, the most recent reporting
modification on file.

The SWP is a bona fide minor political party in Washington state. As a political party,
they are entitled to the contribution limits for political parties, which include accepting
indhnited contributions from individuals anil no more than $2,750 from unions, political
committees (rther than patyccin^ Also, party committees are
entitled to make contributions to statewide executive and legislative candidates of S.S5 per
registered voter per election cyde. Individual candidates for statewide office are united
to accepting no more than Sl,100 from individuals, unions, political committees (other
than party committees), and corporations.

The SWP is a relatively small organization and its candidates sometimes serve on the
finance committee of the party. The PDC staff feels the modification should insure that
the integrity of the contribution limits set forth in RCW 42. 17.640 be maintained. In
1996. the SWP'a single candidate for governor will also serve on the party's finance
committee. Therefore, staff suggests that wording be added to the modification saymg
that if the party accepts more than the caiuiidate's Kmrt for contributions ($1,100 from
individuals, unions, political committees other than party committees, and corporations)
the party h to noth^ the FDCwithm 72 hours, identifying the com and

benefit from such contribution,
Also, staff feds the modification should say that the amount designated to benefit a
statewide candidate, coming from am/ one sotnxe, shaH not exceed S19100 per dectioa

HJB-19-1996 14:36 206 753 1112 97* P.02
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1996 Reporting Modification - Socialist Workers Fifty (SWP)
Page2

Endosed tea draft onier for trie 1996 reportmgm^
Party (SWP). The draft attempts to include wording to maintain the integrity of

liiiitoasth^
contributors be identified as either iodrvidualsorrioriiridfvjduals. Tlie draft also includes a
statement requiring the party to obtain, but not o îctosc, the occupatkm and employer of

j- ccrtamcttrtributbrs as required by WAC 39^
order (No. 1783) with new wording balded and The modification applies
only to the party itself and does not cover the party's candi AU candidates of the
SWP are required to comply in full with the reporting requirements of chapter 42. 17
ROW. Also enclosed ^ background tnfonnadon is a memo prepared by Assistant
Attorney General Roseryn Marcus m 1991. The mfbnnationm the memo is stul valid.'

1. The appficam may satisfy ter n^ of
cctttibutors and penoiif to wlm
each such person and reporting that code together wfttte

addren of the ftMttrOmtor'i ttnoJorer, M reottirtd hv WAIT 34a.f &JI34

;;•£. 2. The applicant shall not be required to make thek books and record^ of
1* , available for piib& inspection di^^

— " ~ lOOoerelectioabar

..
', vwi- 4 This iriodificatkm shall be in effect through December 31.1996;

V n ? ; . . - . % p > - - - - : - - - - - ^ -
y ;r^ 5. In aU other matters required to be reported, the applicant shall compfy in full with the
> ^'reportrngreqiiireniem^ ..

"

PUG-19-1996 14--3B 206 753 1112* P. 03



STATE OF WASHINGTON

PUBLIC DISCLOSURE COMMISSION
711 Capitol Way Rm 403, PO Box 40908 • Olympic, Washington 98504-0908 • (360)753-1111 • FAX: (3M)) 753-111J

October 27, 1995

JEFF POWERS
SOCIALIST WORKERS 1995 CAMPAIGN
1405 E MADISON
SEATTLE WA 98122

Subject: 1995 Reporting Modification

Dear Jeff:

I an writing to clarify the draft order I sent earlier today
concerning your request for a reporting modification. The part
of the order regarding contribution limits (item 4) has not been
reviewed by other staff members or our attorney, and does not
address many aspects of the contribution limits issue that need
to be addressed.

The task of modifying reporting requirements for minor partys
with legislative and executive state office candidates is complex
and will require extensive study by both the applicant and the
Commission staff. Any language approved by the Commission could
have an impact on other minor partys requesting modifications.

Once we receive your modification request, we will proceed with
working on acceptable language for a proposed order. If you have
questions, please feel free to give me a call.

Sincerely,

Philip E. Stutzi
Compliance & Enforcement Coordinator

cc: John Gerberding, Assistant Attorney General

\PHIL\SOCWOR3.PES

T/ie public's right to knnw of the financing of political campaigns anil hhhying
and the financial affairs of elected officials and candidates far outweighs

any right f/i.if these matters remain secret and private."

RCW 42.17.010(10)
—*;•? ••



STATE OF WASHINGTON

PUBLIC DISCLOSURE COMMISSION
711 Capitol Way Rm 403, PO Box 40008 • Olympia, Washington 98504-0908 • (360)751-1111 • FAX: (160) 753-1112

October 27, 1995

JEFF POWERS
SOCIALIST WORKERS 1995 CAMPAIGN
1405 E MADISON
SEATTLE WA 98122

Subject: Reporting Modification - 1993 Materials

Dear Jeff:

Enclosed per your request are copies of documents relative to
your last request for a reporting modification. Also enclosed is
a rough draft of a potential proposed order. This draft has not
been reviewed by our attorneys. It only represents a preliminary
draft that I prepared based on my understanding of some of the
issues likely to be raised at the hearing.

Items 1 and 2 are the same as the last modification. Item 3 is
new, and is intended to cover having the party committee receive
contributions and make expenditures on behalf of candidates
without such contributions or expenditures being earmarked for
specific candidates. Item 4 is intended to deal with
contribution limits as set forth in Initiative 134 for
legislative and state executive office candidates.

Your written request for a modification should be received prior !
to the middle of the month to allow time to mail the material to !
the Commissioners prior to the meeting. Meetings are normally |
held on the fourth Tuesday of each month. ;

If you have questions, please feel free to give me a call. j

Sincerely,

Philip E. StutzmaW
Compliance & Enforcement Coordinator

cc: John Gerberding, Assistant Attorney General

\PH)L\SOCWOR2.PES

"The public's right to know of the financing of political campaigns and lohhying
and the financial affairs of elected officials and candidate* far outweighs

any right that these matters remain secret and private."

RCVV 42.17.010(10)
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IV.

Having made these Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law, the
Commission issues the following

ORDER

The applicant may satisfy the requirements to report the
names and addresses of contributors and persons to whom
expenditures are made by assigning a code number to each
such person and reporting that code together with the
amounts contributed or paid as an expenditure.

The applicant shall not be required to make their books and
records of account available for public inspection during
the last eight days prior to the election.

The applicant may report contributions received on behalf of
s candidates and expenses made on behalf of its

candidates, provided each candidate files PDC form C-l
(Candidate Registration Statement) with a reference to the
applicant's C-3 and C-4 reports, provided contributions and
expenditures are not earmarked for specific candidates, and
individual candidates do not accept contributions.

ndividuals, political committees other than county and
legislative district committees, unions, and corporations
may only give to the applicant $500 per election if the

. .̂contribution is to be used for legislative candidates and
/̂ T $1,000 per election if the contribution is to be used for
'M statewide executive candidates.

6.

This modification shall be in effect through December 31,
1996.

In all other matters required to be reported, the applicant
shall comply in full with the reporting requirements of
chapter 42.17 RCW.

DATED this day of December, 1995.

FOR THE PUBLIC DISCLOSURE COMMISSION

\MOCMF\SOCWOR3.0RA
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August 21, 1991

BY EXPRESS MAIL

Kay Williams
Executive Director
Campaign Finance Disclosure Commission
507 10th Street - 7th Floor
Des Moines, Iowa 50309

Re: Socialist Workers 1991
Campaign —• Nan Bailey for Mayor

Dear Ms. Williams:

Pursuant to our telephone conversation on Monday,
August 12, I enclose the following information which we believe
is relevant to the Commission's consideration of the above-
referenced matter:

1. A letter brief from Edward Copeland of this
office to the Federal Election Commission, dated July 2, 1990,
which resulted in the issuance of FEC Advisory Opinion 1990-13,
dated August 21, 1990, a copy of which you received from Mr.
Copeland in his July 15, 1991 letter to you. This letter brief
sets forth in detail the law on exemptions from election law
reporting requirements for minor political parties, and details
the historical and present harassment of the SWP and those
associating with it;

2. Exhibits A-NN, submitted with Mr. Copeland's July
2, 1990 letter brief to the FEC, which provides extensive
documentary evidence of historical and present private and
governmental harassment of the SWP and those associating with
it; and
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3. Recent news articles concerning government
harassment of an SWP member in Iowa.

I wish to highlight for the Commission's considera-
tion the evidence of recent private and governmental acts of
harassment against the SWP and those associating with the SWP
in Iowa. The FEC Advisory Opinion, at 7, noted the activities
of a Midwest security firm in compiling "an extensive data base
and information index" on "communist and Marxist groups,"
including the SWP, and on this security firm's work on behalf
of Geo. A. Hormel & Co. during the meatpackers' strike in
Austin, Minnesota. During the Hormel strike, an employee of
that security firm surreptitiously spied upon, collected
license plate numbers, and tape-recorded a forum held on the
meatpackers strike (which was sponsored by the Militant, a
socialist newsweekly affiliated with the SWP) at the Pathfinder
bookstore (also associated with the SWP) in Des Moines, Iowa in
February 1987. As a result, an individual who spoke at the
meeting was fired from his job with Hormel in Fremont,
Nebraska. See July 2, 1990, Copeland letter at 19-20; Exhibits
G, H, I, J.

More recently, the Des Moines Register reported on
February 21, 1991, that a member of the SWP was extensively
questioned by the Secret Service and the Iowa Division of
Criminal Investigation at her workplace about her political
views on the Persian Gulf War and tried to force her to detail
her political activities and to name her political associates.
According to a Register article of February 22, 1991, two Iowa
State Senators called for an investigation into this harassment
of anti-war activists by the Secret Service and DCI.

Based on the information we have submitted, including
Mr. Copeland's letters to you of July 11, 1991, and July 15,
1991, we are confident that the Commission will reverse its
decision of June 19, 1991, denying the requested exemption from
the itemization and filing requirements of Iowa Code Chapter
56.

As these submissions make clear, the First Amendment
does not permit the Commission to draw a distinction between
partisan and nonpartisan elections. See McArthur v. Smith, 716
F.Supp. 592 (S.D. Fla. 1989). Rather, the constitutional
inquiry focuses solely on whether there is "a reasonable
probability that the compelled disclosure of a party's
contributors' names will subject them to threats, harassment,
or reprisals from either government officials or private
parties." Buckley v. Valeo, 424 U.S. 1, 74 (1976). It is a
matter of public record that Nan Bailey is closely associated
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with the SWP, having run for Governor of Iowa as the candidate
of the SWP. Indeed, this Commission, by exempting her campaign
from the state reporting requirements, acknowledged that the
SWP met the standards for exemption set forth in Buckley.

The fact that at least one security firm, whose
agents operate in Iowa, admits that it uses public records to
create data bases on "communists and Marxists49 for use by
employers and prospective employers, by itself, and without
even considering any of the other voluminous evidence we have
submitted, demonstrates that the constitutional standard has
been met here, and that any partisan/nonpartisan distinction is
meaningless and irrelevant, particularly given Ms. Bailey's
well-known public association with the SWP.

As we discussed, Mr. Copeland intends to appear to be
heard at the Commission's meeting on September 5, 1991. Please
inform us at what time this matter will be scheduled to be
heard. If you need any further information, please let me
know.

Thank you for your attention to this matter.

Ver, truly yours,ry,

C Ax
David B. Goldstein

cc: Randall Wilson
Legal Director, Iowa Civil
Liberties Union

DBG : anb
Enclosure
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'. BRANSTAD. r.o*i:»r*,.- CAMPAIGN FINANCE DISCLOSURE COMMISSION
December 9, 1991 KAY WILLIAMS.

Christopher S. Remple
Socialist Worker* 1991 Campaign -
Sara Lobnuin for Mayor
2LOi Forest Avenue
Des hoines. low* 50311

Dear Mr. Kemple:

Your roost recent disclosure report filfed or behalf of Ms. Lehman, as w*ll as
previous reports, have included a not ification thai you are identifying
contributors by coding pursuant to an FZC Advisory Opir.ion and an Iowa exemp-
tion granted a gubernatorial candidate.

Please be advised that neither of these exemptions apply in the case of a
candidate for nonpartlsan office. Instead, you should apply to the Comiaiasion
ior an exemption similar to that which has been offered to Nan Bailey through
h*-r attorney. Mr. Edward Copeland.

In the September 5, 1991 meeting of the Caopaipp Finance Disclosure Commis-
sion, the members voted to consider each request for exemption, r>n a ca«e-by-
c&se bd€is. The Commission requests n statement in writing signed by the
candidate which Rftts out her reasonr. lor failing to providft the nae*s and
addresses for contributors; and expenditure-* which arc ordinarily required by

I Iowa Code (56.6.

! VOL mav want to contact Mr. Copeland about this before Me. Lobmar, provide us
I with the above letter. Mr. Copeland has not vet returned the required Klgn<"r.
I Settlement Agreement. However, this war not sent to him until the middle o.
1 November, and 1 art. aware that he travels extensively, so he m*y not have n«t

the- opportunity to get it signed and returmd.

We look forward to hearing from you after you confer with Mr. Copeland.

Sincerely,

Kay
Executive Director

cc: Sara Lobman, Candidate
Edward Copeland, Attorney at LAW



December 30, 1991

Kay Williams, Director
Iowa Campaign Finance Disclosure commission
507 10th Street
Des Moines, Iowa 50309

Dear Ms. Williams,

As we explained in our letters of October 31 and
December 1, 1991, (attached) the Socialist Workers 1991
Campaign - Sara Lobman for Mayor Committee is an election
committee of the Socialist Workers Party.

With that in mind, we do not understand your request
for "a statement in writing signed by the candidate which
sets out her reasons for failing to provide the names and
addresses for contributions and expenditures which are
ordinarily required by Iowa Code §56.6."

In our previous letters we cited the appropriate
federal court and Federal Election Commission decisions
which explain the basis for candidates of the Socialist
Workers Party being exempted from disclosure requirements.
We now cite, in addition, the Commission's own decision in
the matter of Socialist Workers 1991 Campaign - Nan Bailey
for Mayor, recognizing that committees for Socialist Workers
candidates in non-partisan elections are entitled to
exemption.

Since there is no question that Ms. Lobman is
identified with the Socialist Workers Party, the Commission
should recognize the exemption without imposing additional
steps or requirements, which have not been imposed in the
past.

Sincerely yours,

Sara Lobman
Socialist Workers 1991 Campaign -
Sara Lobman for Mayor
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TERRY ft. •RAN*TAO.OOVIKN<M CAMPAIGN FINANCE DISCLOSURE COMMISSION
January 2, 1992 KAY WILLIAMS, executive omeeran

Sara Lobman
1601 - 30th Street
Des Moinet, Iowa 50310

Dear Ms. Lobman:

Thank you for your letter of December 30, 1991. We are aorry that you do not
understand the Commission's request.

You are incorrect in stating that the Campaign Finance Disclosure Commission
decided that Socialist Workers candidates, including municipal candidates,
have a blanket exemption from reporting. No doubt you have assumed that any
exemption afforded in the past to a political organization can reasonably be
extended to its candidates. This is a reaonable assumption when the election
identifies a political affiliation.

Municipal candidates, as you know, are nonpartisan candidates in every Iowa
city exception the City of Davenport. Therefore, municipal election ballots
do not identify political affiliation except in Davenport. With the exception
of Davenport, political affiliation of municipal candidates Is not information
disseminated to the voters. The Information is known only if the candidate
voluntarily provides It.

What the Commission did decide in September was that there had been sufficient
evidence presented to indicate that Nan Bailey's contributors and creditors
might experience harrassment if their names were revealed. The Commission
then voted to enter Into an agreement with Nan Bailey which provided the
exemption for her committee, but also required her signature to indicate her
knowledge of other prohibitions and requirements of the law. Such an agree-
ment was sent to Ms. Bailey through her legal counsel, Mr. Copeland. Similar
agreements would be offered to other candidates on a case-by-caae basis.

Mr. Copeland recently contacted the Commission with the same misunderstanding
j you have voiced, and we are exchanging correspondence with him. The above is

for your Information.

Although your letter expresses confusion with our request. I believe its
; contents are sufficient to constitute a request in writing by you with your

reasons for falling to provide the itealzatlon required by Iowa Code $56.6. I
therefore will place this on the agenda of the January 22. 1992 meeting of the

; full Commission for their consideration of entering into an agreement with
you.

i
Sincerely

Kay Williams
Executive Director

cc: Commission Meeting File
Lynette Donner, Legal Counsel

MOINES. IOWA 5O3O9 / TELEPHONE 515-281-441 1



DECLARATION

1, ROBERT MILLER, declare and say:

1. On September 12th. 1996,1 set up a Socialist Workers campaign table on a
public sidewalk in New Brunswick, NJ in front of the student union at the Rutgers
University campus. The table had Socialist Workers campaign placards visibly display ed-
US: Hands offlraq and Stop the attacks on Welfare, as weD as a poster for the October 12
march on Washington for immigrant rights, which the campaign supports.

2. Less than five minutes after I set up the table, which also featured brochures for
the Harris/Garza presidentia] ticket, and whik I was speaking to a student about the
campaign's view of the US war moves in Iraq, a Rutgers nohconan approached me.

3. He demanded my drivers license. I asked why. He said there was nothing to
talk about and demanded my license again. I explained I was engaged in constitutionally
protected campaigning. The policemen grabbed my right arm with two hands and twisted
it back.

4. Although I said 1 would show him my drivers license, he just put more pressure
on my arm, puffing me backwards. This attack continued. When he let go, I had a large
bruise and abrasion on the inside of my upper right arm.

5. I give the policeman my license. He demanded my Social Security card, which
I gave him because of the threat of renewed violence.

6. He gave me a summons to the New Brunswick municipal court for "soliciting
without a permit".

7. The violence against me and attack on democratic rights took place in front of
many students including several that were interested in taking campaign brochures.

8. I told the policeman that be was violating my constitutional rights. He said he
was glad he did and said file a complaint; we Eke complaints.

I declare under penalty- of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct.
Executed on September 20, 1996 at Newark, New Jersey.

ROBERT MILLER
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THESWEUNIVERSnYOFNEWJERSEY ?

RUTGERS
Office of the Associate Vice President
for Administration and Pubic Safely

Old Queen's Budding • New Brunswick • New Jersey 08903
906/932-8404 • FAX: 906/932-7281

October 17,1996 ' - V

Ms. Olga Rodriguez
Ms. Stefanie Trice
N.J. Socialist Workers '96 Campaign
87AHalsey Street
Newark, New Jersey 07102

Dear Ms. Rodriguez and Ms. Trice:

I have been forwarded your letter concerning an incident involving Mr. Robert Miller and
Police Officer Jeffrey Jannarone of the Rutgers University Police Department that occurred on
September 12,1996 on the College Avenue Campus. I would like to relate to you our knowledge
of this incident and actions that are being taken in response to your complaint

Police dispatch records indicate that at 4:29 p.m. on September 12,1996 Rutgers Police
Headquarters received a call from a manager of the Rutgers Student Center reporting the
presence of an individual soliciting in front of the center. It should be noted that New Brunswick
municipal ordinances require solicitors to have a city issue permit The ordinances also require
persons wishing to set up a table on a city sidewalk to obtain written permission from the city
councils.

Officer Jannarone was dispatched to the Rutgers Student Center. Officer Jannarone
determined that the individual, Mr. Robert Miller, was selling literature without the required city
permit A summons for a municipal ordinance violation was issued by the officer. Officer
Jannarone reported that during this incident Mr. Miller began shouting and thrashing his arms
and that it was necessary to place Mr. Miller's arm in a restraint hold until the individual became
calm.

Mr. Miller subsequently filed a complaint against Officer Jannarone alleging excessive
use of force. An internal affairs investigation has been initiated by the Rutgers University Police
Department The results of this investigation will be reported to Mr. Miller upon completion.

It is not the intent or the policy of the Rutgers University Police Department to interfere
with constitutionally protected rights. However, the department is obligated to investigate ;"
reported violations of law and to take enforcement action when necessary. In taking such action
our officers are permitted to use reasonable measures to control the situation and accomplish
their duties. The internal affairs investigation is tasked with determining if the officer violated



Ms. Olga Rodriguez
Ms. Stefanie Trice
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the law or any of the department's policies, procedures, or other directives. If such a violation
has occurred, appropriate disciplinary action will be taken.

Sincerely,

Leslie A. Fehrenbach
Associate Vice President
for Administration and Public Safety



DECLARATION

I, Wendy Lyons, make this declaration in support of the application to the Federal Election Commission
for an advisory opinion that the SWP, the SWP's National Campaign Committee, and the committees
supporting the candidates of the SWP are entitled to an exemption from certain disclosures provisions of
the Federal Election Campaign Act.

I make this statement on the basis of my personal knowledge:

On August 4,19961 was taken into police custody together with two other campaign volunteers, Paco
Sanchez and Priscilla Schenk while petitioning at Orchard Beach to put the Socialist Workers Party
candidates for President and Vice President, James Harris and Laura Garza on the ballot We were
charged with "unlawful solicitation" and illegal assembly under NY Park Dept regulations. The
penalty is $1,000 in fines and/or 90 days in jail.

We had petitioned at the same spot the week before and had been told it was okay by Parks Dept
officials, who the police checked with. Police kept coming by on August 4th and asking if we had
permission. We told them we had discussed it with the Parks Dept the week before. They said they
would get an official from the Parks Dept and bring them to where we were petitioning in order to
settle the matter. Suddenly, twelve police surrounded the three of us and seized the nominating
petitions along with socialist literature, placards against police brutality, and flyers advertising a
March on Washington for Immigrant Rights on Oct 12. They told people who had been discussing
the campaign with us to move away, and took us off in a police car. The petitions and other material
were held in police custody for a week until protests from the New York Civil Liberties Union and
the Socialist Workers National Campaign Committee resulted in their release. The charges against
us were dismissed on September 4,1996.

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct. Executed on December 1.1996.
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BY AMY HUSK
BRONX. New York — Defenders of

democratic rights won • victory here Sep-
tember 4. when charges were dismissed
•gainst three supporters or the Socialist
Worker* campaign in a Bronx courthouse.
The three campaigners — Wendy Lyons.
I'oco Sam-he*, and Priscilla Schenk — were
detained by police August 4 at Orchard
Beach Park in the Bronx while petitioning
to gel James Harris and Laura Gaira on the
ballot in New York state. Their petitions and
other literature were confiscated and they
were charged with "unlawful solicitation"
and "assemblies, meetings, and other exhi-
bitions."

The three socialist campaigners were rep-
resented by Beth Haroules of the New York
Civil Liberties Union. Haroules said in an
interview she was pleased to see a case
where the "judge recognized the bogus na-
ture of the charges The three activists were
engaged in protected political activity and
the case was dismissed as it should have
been."

Raynald Laforest of mt Haitian Mobili-
zation to Uelend Immigrant Rights and the
American feoeiflliATor "SMI? LoUNT? Ihd
Municipal Employees came to the court-
house to show support for the campaign-
ers. Laforest said he fen stakes in this fight
were high. "In the climate of attacks on
workers and immigrants. I'm especially
concerned about cases like this. It behooves
us to get involved in a struggle like this and
to educate around it." he stated.

One of the issues the socialists were cam-
paigning around was support foe the Octo-
ber 12 demonstration for immigrant rights.

September 16,1996 The Militant
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Store owner believes fire
was politically motivated

A fire at the Pathfinder Bookstore
in Des Moines is believed to be politi-
cally motivated, said John Cox, the
manager of the store.

The bookstore also serves as offices
of the Mark Curtis Defense Committee
and the Socialist Workers Party.

Someone set fire to the front of the
store shortly before 4 a.m. Monday
and it burned through the wall caus-
ing smoke damage inside.

Des Moines Fire Investigator Robert
Niffenegger said no arrests immedi-
ately were reported, but he verified
that the fire was a case of arson. He
said someone applied some kind of ac-
celerant to the front of the building
and ignited it.

Mark Curtis, a Socialist Workers
Party activist who had been impris-
oned for sexually assaulting a Des
Moines girl, recently was granted pa-
role. Curtis has maintained that he
was framed, and the defense commit-
tee has been working to clear his
name.

Niffenegger said the Pathfinder
Bookstore had received no recent
threats and had reported no problems
of significance in the last four or five
years.

The Socialist Workers Party faxed
information about the fire to news or-
ganizations within hours of the fire. It
described the fire as minor but smoke
damage as extensive.

"
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Probe of fire
is? in dispute
.' The manager of the Pathfinder
;Bookstore at 2105 Forest Ave. said
^Thursday that Des Moines police
Jiave put an investigation into the
arson fire at the store on hold until
someone can name a suspect.

Police said that's not so.
• John Cox, the store manager, said

a police officer told him the investi-
gation cannot move forward without
names of some possible suspects.

John Studer, coordinator with the
Mark Curtis Defense Committee,
which also is located in the building
along with the Socialist Workers
Party, said, "It seems to me they are
capable of conducting an investiga-
tion— They are saying they are not
going to do anything unless I can tell
them who they should go question."
. Des Moines Police Sgt. Kelly Willis
said the arson investigation remains
open and is active.
. The fire was set on the outside of
the store. It burned inside the build-
ing, causing some smoke damage to
the interior. A police officer spotted
the fire and reported it. Firefighters
put it out quickly upon arrival.



Arsonists attack Pathfinder bookstore in Iowa
BYJOHNSTUDER

DES MOINES. Iowa — Ite Pathfinder
bookstore here was the target of an anon
attack in the early morning hours of De-
cember 18.

The bookstore has been open in DCS

Moines since 1987 as a source of political
books that make available the ideas and
writings of working-class and revolution-
ary leaden. Among the authors published
by Pathfinder are Fidel Castro. Nelson
Mandela. V.I. Lenin. Leon Trotsky and

other leaden of the Russian revolution.
Malcolm X. Parrell Dobbs. and Thomas
Sankara.

This anon attack is part of a pattern of
one of the wont political crimes of our
age — die burning of books." bookstore
manager John Cox said in a fact sheet pre-
pared after the attack and distributed to
area bookstores, political organizations,
and supporters of democratic rights.

The fire was set along the outside front
wall. It damaged a section of wall, burning
through to the inside of the bookstore be-
neath a large plate glass window. The
books and other literature in the store suf-
fered extensive smoke damage.

Firefighters responded quickly, pre-
venting the blaze from consuming the
building. A fire investigator determined
that the incident was the result of anon,
adding. "It looks like someone was trying
lo do you some damage.**

The Pathfinder bookstore also rents
space to the Mark Curtis Defense Com-
mittee and the Socialist Workers Party.

Two nights before the fire, the Militant
Labor Forum, which holds weekly pro-
grams at the bookstore, had organized a
panel discussion opposing the sending of
U.S. troops to Yugoslavia.

The Mark Curtis Defense Committee
(MCDC), which has been organizing an
international fight for justice for .Mark
Curtis — a socialist and union activist im-
prisoned on frame-up charges of rape and
burglary in 1988 — sponsored a highly

Continued

The Militant January 8,1996



Arson attack on socialist bookstore
Continued from front page
publicized meeiinf ai a downtown hotel
the night before the attack. The event, held
lo celebrate the recent decision of the Iowa
Slate Board of took lo grant Curtis pa-
role, was covered by DCS Moines TV
channel 13. the local NBC affiliate.

The bookstore and MCDC headquarters
have been victimized by politically moti-
vated vandalism in the past, including
having a gunshot fired through one of the
front windows and a physical assault that
caused $2,000 in damage.

Pathfinder representatives arrived at the
bookstore at 4:30 ajn. after hearing about
the fire from a supporter of the bookstore
who had been following calls over his po-
lice scanner. They immediately began no-
tifying the press, and the three local televi-
sion stations sent reporting teams to the
store.

Police not keen to pursue investigation
Senior police investigator Dennis Mor-

gan, the De* Moines police officer who re-
sponded to the call, left before fire authori-
ties determined the blaze had been set on
purpose. When contacted later, Morgan
said the police were convinced that h was
arson, but had decided to put the case on
"hold** unless bookstore or MCDC volun-
teers would provide them with the name of
someone to investigate.

*This cowardly act was clearly a politi-
cally motivated act, an attempt to close
down the free exchange of books and
ideas, a blow to free speech. The book
burners hoped to shut down the bookstore
and intimidate those who rent space
there," bookstore manager Cox said in a
statement released to the press that mom-
ing. He demanded that "the Des Moines
police do all in their power to catch and
prosecute to the fullest extent of the law
those responsible for this attack."

Notice of the fire and efforts of book-
store supporters to press authorities to
catch those responsible were carried by all
the area television stations and the Des
Moines Register, the only daily newspaper
here.

"Store owner believes fire was politi-
cally motivated,*' read the headline on the
front page of the Register'* Metro section.
"Des Moines Fire Investigator Robert Nif-
fenegger said no arrests immediately were

reported, but he verified that the fire was a
* case of anon. He said someone applied

some kind of accelerant to the from of the
building and ignited it"

Supporters of the free exchange of ideas
and opponents of violent attacks against
political groups organized a protest meet-
ing and press conference at the Pathfinder
bookstore December 19. Held amidst the
fire-damaged store —which volunteers
have kept open with a sign in the door
leading "Excuse the fire, we are open for
business"— local activists gathered and
spoke out against the attack.

Many join protest meeting
"Join in a nonpartisan effort to protest

this criminal attempt to bum down the
Pathfinder bookstore and to press the au-
thorities to act swiftly and with determina-
tion," Cox told the 30 people present
"Send a message to John 'Pat* Dorrian,
mayor of Des Moines, urging that city au-
thorities take decisive action to find those
responsible and prosecute them. This is
the best way to send a clear message thai
book burning will not go unpunished.*1

"We are here to talk about hate crimes,*1

Tim Andrews, president and executive di-
rector of the Gay and Lesbian Resource
Center, said. "Right-wing extremists
should be opposed by every rational
lowan. They are being fueled by hate
mongers on the radical fringe of the right
wing. I call on every reasonable lowan to
oppose such acts and to work towards
healing our society rather than destroying
it-

Cox lead from a message sent to the
meeting by Ed FsOon. Iowa Stale Repre-
sentative in the 70th District, who said. "I
do not know whether the recent act of ar-
son at the Pathfinder Bookstore was politi-
cally inctivaied or JIM another random act
of senseless violence. Either way, it is
highly oondemnable, and the entire greater
Des Moines cotnimuny should speak with
one voice against such violence, whenever
sad against whomever it may occur.** .

Larry Ointer, a family farmer and leader
of the Iowa Citizens for Community Im-
provement, told the meeting. "It is an out-
rage that the police have taken a blase* atti-
tude towards me fire at the bookstore. Fi-
nally. I want the folks who run the book-
store to understand mat I am in complete

solidarity with them because damage to
one is damage to all." Ear) Sim«. a fanner
and member of the Iowa American Agri-
culture Movement, also spoke.

Jane Magers-Fionofr. a leader of the lo-
cal chapter of the Women's International
League for Peace and Freedom; Bob Pe-
ters, a former striker at Firestone; and a
number of other workers active in the
United Auto Workers and United Food
and Commercial Workers unions attended
the meeting.

A statement from Rev. Gil Dawes. a
leader of Prairiefire. an area group that
aids farmers facing hard times, noted,
The Pathfinder bookstore has long pro-
claimed its point of view publicly, which
is more than can be said for individuals
who are only able to argue their point of
view by private acts of terrorism.... None
of us should remain silent, for such acts
are a threat to all."

Harold Ruggless. president of United
Auto Workers Local 270. said. "We can-
not allow this kind of attack to go unan-
swered. No matter where it starts, ul-
tra-right-wing violence always comes to
roost against the labor movement We
must stop h in its tracks.*1

This attack on the bookstore and our
offices comes within weeks of our scoring
a significant victory on Mark Curtis's be-
half," Hazel Zimmerman, secretary-
treasurer of the Mark Curtis Defense
Committee, told the media. The attack
came "only hours after we held a widely
publicized meeting at the Best Western
downtown to celebrate this victory and
plan our next steps,*1 she said (see article
on page 16).

"Until those responsible for this crime
are caught and prosecuted, we can't know
who their target was—the political books
in the Pathfinder bookstore or our defense
committee. Either way, mis form of cow-
ardly attack must be condemned and
brought to a halt"

Statements were also read from Rev.
Ken Stuber, Mack C. Shelley, political
science professor at Iowa State University;
and Roxanne Gould, a Native American
activist in Sioux City. Iowa.

Messages urging action to catch and
prosecute those responsible for the anon
attack can be sent to Mayor John Dorrian,
400 East First, Des Moines. Iowa 50309.
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STEAMACK OF GENTRAL lo«0v, IMC
2600 72nJ Street, Suite O

ESTIMATE FOR RESTORATION WORK ** Moi*a, M 50322

f».V (515)270-2006

Pathfinder Book Store
2 J05 Forest Avenue
DesMoines,IA 50313

Fire Restoration Services:

1) O-zone building to remove soot/smoke odor from contents and
structure.

2) Wet vac carpet - completed on 12/18/95
3) Clean carpets
4) Clean walls and ceilings to remove sod
5) Clean all contents on main level including bookshelves, tables,

cabinets, chairs, books, etc.

$1,858.89
92.94

$1.951.83

We can arrange for Bakers Interiors to perform the painting and construction
work that needs to be done. The price for this work is not included above.

Please contact our office at 270-8641 if you have any questions.

Sincerely,

Don C. Romig II
Director of Operations

DCR/kd



Statement ftom Witt KMer and Biwdon Ottenwood of Spokane, WA.

On Thursday Oct. 3,1995, we were given a ride out to (he Boring shfke picket tinen by
Tom Jcamim (Will's stepfather). Wt fin* asktd to talk with Iho penon in chargp. We then
wont lo the workcn on the picket Ene and began to aak them questions. We received a
friendly response. Officer C. North, from the sborifts department, came over and aakcd for
our IDs. She took down our name*, addresses, and phone mtmbort and did a warrant
chock. She laid ,'W)iat are you doing here? I hear you guys are from some socUfar group.
Yon have no business here, leave.* We took the bus home.

On Monday October 9. we went to the Boeing picket lines with Rich Stuart Socialist
Workers candidate for SealUe Port Commission *5. First we talked with the union
representative who was vsiy friendly. Then we went to talk with the woiien on the picket
fine. We had several long conversations with s«wral pkketen wte explained that trtcy were
happy to have our support We distributed two copies of our campaign newspaper the
Million!. We carried picket signs. After awhile Officer North drove by and when she saw
us she did a it-turn and ran ovn to one of die strike leaden. After talking to her. he caine
op to us and said, *We have enough support. We don't want you here. You dant know
what ihc issues arc. I-eavc."

Officer North recognized one of us (Brandon) and the other (Will) explained that ho wai
ako one of the people who the had talked to the other day. Doth of us were very noUte.
OQker Noah said, "You have lo leave.* We nodded in agreement, but North continued. "I
don't think thai you get ft, come with me." We walked over to her police car.. Officer North
said, 'Socfaluii groups have nothing in common with unions. You have no romon lo be
here. You don't know what the issues are. You are Just here to cause trouble."

At thai point Mr. Stuart came up. He Slid, "What n tlic problem officer? J am responsible
lor the these two people. I brought them here I wiO take thorn home."Officer North sniii
*1 hew ire jutt a couple of sociaKsi kids trying to cause trouble." OfTiter North then told us
to get in Ihc car which we did do. She and Mr. Stuart continued to discuss the mttter. We
hesrd Mr. Stuart explain lo Officer North that he was a candidate for the Port
Commission.

Four more sheriffs showed up and OOiccr North told them, *IVc got torn* obnoxioiu kids
here.11 The »he began to yen at us in the back seat, "What are you doing here? You don1!
know what you are talking about. You don't know the issues. Unions and xocialisla have
nothing in common. You arc wearing thai god damned button (Brandon was wearing a
button that ssid Defend Ihc Cuban Revolution. Socialism or Death.*) You dont evun know
why you arc hero."

North drove us to the station. During the entire trip she discussed politics. Officer North
MX! things fake, "What aie you doing here? What is that paper/? Who » your friend?" Once
we were at t!«c station, North xaid, " You tindenffand you ire arrested.' / • . * "^

«- .1 said, "If you try to eicane you wTD be charged with a felmjy. • We wer*
frtgcr printed and mug shots were taken of vis. Officer North photocopied the Militant.



Eventually Officer Noah told ut co leave. We were never charged with Anything. On the
way out the door North Mid, *If you guyi ever go back there even if you hive union
permission, I will find lometitiug to arrest you for."

We declare under penalty of perjury under the lawi in the Stale of Washington that the
foregoing is true and con ect.

WiU Elder '̂

Brandon Greenwood
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Statement by Rich Stuart. 1995 Socialist Worker! Candidate for Sealttc Port Comminlon #S

On the weekend of October R-9, while I was in Spokane for a family event. 1 contacted Will Elder to sec if
he would like to join me in a visit to the local picket line of striking machinists. I am an active unionist in
the United Transportation Union and had visited picket lines of the Boeing strike in Seattle.

Will Elder said he would b'ke to join me and that his friend Brandon would likely also be interested. On
Monday. October 9, Will. Brandon, and myself arrived at the picket line and visited with the strikers for a
half hour to forty-five minutes, discussing the issues in the strike and offering our support as a fellow
unionist from SeatUe and youth from Spokane. The strikers were pleased to have us show support to their
cause.

While talking to one of the pickclors, I noticed Will and Brandon walking to a patrol car with a county
sheriffs deputy. I then walked over to talk to the officer and asked if there was a problem, explaining that
the two youth were with me. thai 1 had brought them and that I was responsible for them. The officer, C.
North, told me that she had told these two that they weren't welcome here and not to come to the picket
line. I asked her when she had told them this and why this was her opinion. She said she had warned them
several days prior and that they were socialists and had no business being there.

I explained to officer North that I was also a socialist and in fact was a candidate of the Socialist Workers
Party in the race for a seat on the Seattle Port Commission. She then insisted again that this strike had
nothing to do with socialism and we should not be there. I then explained that we had been welcomed by
the picketers both here and in Seattle and that I was a union member offering support to fellow unionists on
strike.

I then asked officer North if I could speak to Will and Brandon. She agreed and I went to the patrol car and
ensured the two youth that I would take responsibility for them and that they should cooperate with officer
North while I tried to iron out the situation.

After the arrival of several other patrol cars and consulting with other deputies, officer North took Will and
Brandon in her patrol car into the Boeing parking lot to attempt to get Boeing to press trespassing charges
against the two. She had apparently asked one of the union representatives to press charges but they could
not legally do so since it was not their property. Boeing refused and after leaving the Boeing lot, officer
North came out and told me thai *he was taking Will and Brandon "downtown" and that I could pick them
up in the lobby of the Spokane county jail building.

I followed officer North's car to the county building and waited in the lobby for approximately one half
hour before Will and Brandon were escorted into the lobby by officer North.

On the way to their homes, Will ,ind Brandon fold me that officer North told them at one point that they
were under arrest and then fingerprinted them and photographed them in the county building.

Will and Brandon were quite shaken by the experience. I asked them to write down their account of the
incident while it was fresh in their minds and ensured them that if they wanted to talk about the incident
with me aflcr I returned to Seattl,- later that day they should free to contact me.

1 declare under penalty of perjury under the tews in the Stnte of Washington that the foregoing is mic and
correct.

Rich Stuart



DECLARATION

I, MICHAEL BAUNANN, make this declaration in support of the
application to the Federal Election Commission for an
advisory opinion that the SWP, the SWP's National Campaign
Committee, and the committees supporting the candidates of
the SWP are entitled to an exemption from certain disclosures
provisions of the Federal Election Campaign Act.

I make this statement on the basis of my personal knowledge:

1. That on September 24, 1995, on Bergenline Avenue in Union
City, New Jersey, a group of some eighteen to twenty right-
wing Cuban-Americans attacked me and five others campaigning
for socialist candidates on the ballot in New Jersey.

2. The attackers, one of whom was brandishing a length of
iron pipe, shouted threats, overturned the campaign table,
and demanded the campaigners leave Union City.

3. As the campaigners retrieved the scattered materials,
Union City Police Sgt. Sharkey appeared. He took no action
against the attackers. Instead he questioned the campaigners1
right to sell and distribute literature on a city street.

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true
and correct. Executed on November 14, 1996.

MICHAEL BAUMANN

Date Mai/CK-t^ /M,



DECLARATION

I, Robert Stanton, make this declaration in support of the application to the Federal
Elections Commission for an advisory opinion that the SWP, the SWP's National
Campaign Committee, and the committees supporting the candidates of the SWP are
entitled to an exemption from certain disclosure provisions of the Federal Election
Campaign Act.

I make this statement on the basis of my personal knowledge.

1. On July 16,1995, a security guard at Rising Sun Mall in Philadelphia took photos of
petitioners for the local campaign for mayor and city council, harassed petitioners and
called the Philadelphia police department. One of the petitioners was approached by the
manager of the Hechinger's store.

2.1 was the coordinator of the petitioning team on site. A total of six petitioners were
stopped from doing their legal and constitutionally protected activities during this period
of harassment.

3. When the police, called by the security guard arrived on the scene, they spent ten
minutes interviewing the petitioners and then said our activity was OK. They informed the
guard not to harass us further.

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct. Executed on
November 17, 1996.

Lobert Stanton

Date:



DECLARATION

I, Margaret R. McCraw, make this declaration in support of the application to the Federal
Elections Commission for an advisory opinion that the SWP, the SWP's National Campaign
Committee, and the committees supporting the candidates of the SWP are entitled to an
exemption from certain disclosure provisions of the Federal Election Campaign Act.

I make this statement on the basis of my personal knowledge:

1. On May 2, 1995, two teachers at Lindsey Hopkins, a Dade County vocational school in
Miami, physically harassed and attacked myself and another female SWP volunteer while we were
staffing a literature table on a public sidewalk in front of the school.

2.. We were distributing books, newspapers, and leaflets to win support for the party's slate in
the upcoming elections. I had run as one of the SWP candidates for Miami City Commission in
1993.

3. At approximately 7:45 p.m. during class break, a school administrator and a security guard
told us we were not allowed to distribute literature on or near school property. Since we were on
public property, not impeding foot traffic, and within feet of vending machines for the Miami
Herald and other newspapers, we kept the table up but moved it a little further away from the
school entrance.

4. A few minutes later two teachers came out and began yelling at us in both English and
Spanish. They were particularly agitated about a poster with a picture of Cuban leaders Fidel
Castro and Ernesto Che Guevara. They pointed to other materials supporting the Cuban
revolution and books by South African leader Nelson Mandela. The two yelled "go back to
Cuba" and tried to keep the 15 to 20 students gathered from looking at our literature.

5. When we asserted our right to be on public property and express our views, the teachers began
to make sexual remarks, grab their genitals, and lunge at the table, ignoring efforts by many
students to calm them down.

6. The security guard returned and insisted that we leave. At this point one of the teachers rushed
the table, kicking it and scattering books on the ground. Both teachers then went back inside. The
security guard stood by and did nothing. A number of students helped pick up the books and set
the table up again. We asked a couple of these students whether they would be willing to give
their names and phone numbers to us as witnesses to what had happened. While they were
supportive of our rights, none agreed.

7. About ten minutes later, Mr. Tim Parker, the school's vice-principal came out with more
security guards and again tried to force us to leave. We showed him a 1991 letter from the Miami
City Attorney regarding First Amendment rights and distribution of literature in the city. We also

H30



informed him that two teachers had verbally and sexually harassed us and had attacked our table.
He said he would "deal with them.**

8. As we were taking down the table to leave, a City of Miami police officer drove up on the
sidewalk. She was not concerned about the attack on us but informed us that we could not
distribute literature there and that we were in violation of county ordinances prohibiting vending
near schools.

9. The school administration, security guards, right wingers, and police were forced to back down
and allow literature tables in front of the school only after being threatened with litigation on
behalf of the SWP by the Greater Miami Chapter of the American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU).
The Assistant City Attorney issued a memorandum to the Police Department on July 25, 1995
noting the First Amendment exemptions to ordinances regarding vending.

10. We currently set up tables and distribute literature at Lindsey Hopkins. While we have not
been physically harassed or attacked, the two teachers involved and other right wingers
occasionally stand near our tables attempting to intimidate us.

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct. Executed on November
17,1996.

Margaret R. McCraw

Date >



A.C.L.U. of Florida, Inc.
GREATER MIAMI CHAPTER

225 Northeast 84th Street, Suite 102, Miami, Florida 33137
(305) 676-2336

Reply to: SunBank International Center
Suite 2200
One Southeast Third Avenue
Miami, Florida 33131
Ph. (305)358-0050
Fax (305)358-0550

June 27, 1995

A. Quinn Jones, III
City Attorney
City of Miami
300 Biscayne Boulevard Way
Suite 300
Miami, Florida 33131

RE: Metro-Dade Code § 21-27.1

Dear Mr. Jones:

I am co-chair of the Legal Panel of the Miami Chapter of the American Civil Liberties
Union. It has been brought to the attention of the ACLU that members of the Socialist Workers
Party have been harassed and threatened with arrest under the above code section (a copy of
which is attached for your reference) for distributing and selling literature on the public sidewalk
near Lindsey Hopkins vocational school

Prior to May 2, 1995, The Socialist Workers Party has distributed literature outside
Lindsey Hopkins vocational school for years with few problems. On the evening of May 2,
1995, two volunteer supporters of the Socialist Workers Party were peacefully selling their
organization's newspaper and distributing free leaflets from a small table on the public sidewalk
outside the school. After the volunteers were threatened with arrest by school personnel and after
two teachers from the school kicked the table and threw the books on the ground, a City of
Miami police officer arrived. Rather than inform the Lindsey Hopkins school personnel that the
Socialist Workers Party volunteers had a right to be there, the officer told the Socialist Workers
Party supporters that they had to leave, because the above County ordinance prohibited them



A. Quinn Jones, in
June 27,1995
Page 2

from distributing their literature within 500 feet of a school. Rather than risk arrest, the Socialist
Workers Party volunteers took their table and materials and left. They do intend, however, to
continue to distribute materials there in the future.

Section 21-27.1 clearly does not apply to the activities of the Socialist Workers Party
volunteers in this case. That code section was obviously not intended to cover the sale or
distribution of printed material, and even if that section did purport to cover such activities, the
section would be unconstitutional under the First Amendment guarantees of free speech and
assembly. -1 would also point out that there are several newspaper vending machines located in
the area where the this incident occurred. Since those boxes were presumably placed there
legally, the City cannot take the position that section 21-27.1 permits the sale of the Miami
Herald but prohibits the sale of the Militant, the Social Workers Party newspaper.

The Socialist Workers Party has previously encountered difficulty with the City of Miami
Police regarding the City's wrongful attempts to prohibit the distribution of political literature.
One such incident resulted in the attached September 19, 1991 letter from the City Attorney's
office, requesting that the City Attorney be informed of any such incidents. The May 2, 1995
incident demonstrates that it remains necessary for the City to train its officers to protect, rather
than harass, persons engaged in protected First Amendment activity.

Because the Socialist Workers Party intends to continue to distribute its literature outside
Lindsey Hopkins vocational school, it is imperative that the City inform its police officers of
their duty to protect free speech, in order to avoid similar incidents in the future. While the
Socialist Workers Party is interested in engaging in free speech rather than in litigation, any
future attempt by school personnel or by City police officers to prevent the party from engaging
in peaceful speech and assembly may result in litigation against the City and school officials.

I would appreciate the courtesy of a response assuring the ACLU and the Socialist
Workers Party that appropriate steps will be taken to avoid future problems.

Very trul

Co-Chair, Legal Panel
Greater Miami Chapter A.C.L.U.

cc: Ms Maggie McCraw, SWP
Ray Taseff, Esq.
Benjamin S. Waxman, Esq.
Principal, Lindsey Hopkins Tech. Educ. Ctr.



CUttg of

A. QUINN JONES. Ill
City Attorney

July 25,1995

Pamela A. Chamberlin
Greater Miami Chapter A.C.L.U.
SunBank International Center
One Southeast Third Avenue
Suite 2200
Miami, Florida 33131

Dear Ms. Chamberlin:

Attached please find an Item to be published in the Miami Police Department's Official
Bulletin which I trust addresses your concerns as expressed in 'your June 27, 1995
letter.

Do not hesitate to contact me if I can be of any further assistance.

Sincerejyr~"»

\r)M\3—
Ana Maria Pando
Assistant City Attorney

cc: A. Quinn Jones, III
City Attorney

AMP:ay

OFFICE OF THE CITY ATTORNEY/POLICE LEGAL UNIT/400 N.W. Second Avenue/Miami. Florida 33128/005) 579-6576



FROM

CITY OF MIAMI. FLORIDA

INTER-OFFICE MEMORANDUM

TO: Captain Daniel Lange
Commander
Support Services

DATE .

SUBJECT

July 25, 1995

Material for

FILE :

Official Bulletin

Ana Maria Pandoj|̂ /\ \
Police Legal Advisor
Police Legal Unit

REFERENCES

fNClOSIIillS

Please publish the following in the Official Bulletin:

Officers are reminded that because of First Amendment concerns, vendors who vend
exclusively written matter are exempt from the licensing provisions contained in
Chapter 39 of the City Code. They cannot, therefore, be arrested for Vending Without
A License, Section 39-12 of the City Code.

Any other violations of law unrelated to the selling of printed matter should be enforced
accordingly and meticulously documented.

Any questions reference the above should be addressed to the Police Legal Unit at
579-6577.

AMP:ay



Socialist Workers Minnesotaf 94 Campaign
Marea Himelgrin for U.S. Senate - Jon Hillson for Governor

Leah Finger for Lieutenant Governor • Damon Tinnon for Secretary of State
(£12)

July 18, 1994 BY FAX

Mayor Sayles-Belton
City Hall. Minneapolis

Dear Mayor,

I am writing to bring to your attention an outrageous violation of democratic rights com-
mitted by a Minneapolis police officer against a supporter of the Socialist Workers election cam-
paign.

On Saturday, July 16, while exercising his First Amendment right to collect signatures of
eligible voters on nominating petitions, Joe Callahan was given a citation for allegedly blocking
traffic on the sidewalk.

Callahan, the Socialist Workers candidate for mayor of Minneapolis in 1993, was petition-
ing on the corner of Lake and Hennepin. The charge that he was blocking the sidewalk is false
and a pretext for political harassment.

The sidewalks are wide at this intersection and there is ample room for pedestrians to
stop and have discussions, which many do, and there is also sufficient space for petitioners to
collect signatures without blocking traffic.

U.S. Supreme Court decisions have upheld the constitutional right of citizens to distribute
literature and petition in public locations.

The Minneapolis police officer who issued the citation was in uniform, but stated that he
was was off duty and employed by the Uptown Merchants Association. His badge number is
0239.

Callahan will plead not guilty to the charge and the Socialist Workers campaign will vig-
orously defend the rights of our supporters to distribute campaign literature and to petition.

We urge you to immediately investigate this abuse of police authority.

Sincerely,

Doug Jennes
Socialist Wprkers Campaign Manager

v'

Attachments:
Letter from City Attorney re: distribution of campaign literature at Lake and Hennepin
Citation issued to Callahan
Press Release announcing filing for ballot status and protesting police harrassment of Callahan
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MOTION TO DISMISS

37*

STATE OF MINNESOTA

COUNTY OP HBNNBPW
DISTRICT COURT

DIVISION

Hie State of Minnesota,
Plaintiff

Dbmlsial by ProMcuting Aothority,
Pursuant to Rub 3O01

versus

OffeveDtU

The State of MinnesoU, pliintiff, hereby dinniseM the complaint in the above entitled
action for the following ieuon(s):

j

Dated Attorney Registration 4
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STATE HEADQUARTERS

PO BOX 430
CONOOROVHJLE, PA 19931
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Self-Hating White Masochists of Philadelphia
1906 South St.
Philadelphia,PA 19146

•

Dear Communist Scum,

I recently had the terrible misfortune to read over some of your
pathetic literature. I must say that rarely,if ever,have I enc-
ountered such pathetic mumbo-jumbo. You people are a disgrace to
the White race. Your pathetic worship of the nigger jungle beasts
in downright laughable. You are the perfect victims,and deserve
whatever punishment the local tribe of filthy,stinking,nigger
barbarians inflict upon your yellow hides.

Have you no shame or sense of justice? How do you live with your-
selves day after day? These ruthless,heartless nigger monsters
have turned our cities into nightmare societies,unfit for human
habitation. Though they make up only 12% of America's population,
they are responsible,according to the FBI,for :

60% of the robberies
54% of the rapes
65% of the murders

This is insanity! Absolute madness. No other nation in the history
of mankind would tolerate this mindless brutality and destruction.
No other society in history could produce diabolical,race-traiting
scum lilke you. Do enjoy seeing innocent,hard-working White people
raped,tortured and murdered by these black devils. Do you get a
sexual thrill from it? Where do creatures like you come from?

You pathetic,cringing,little cowards are all self-hating White maso-
chists,who long for the day when America is ruled by nigger storm-
troopers. Sexual degenerates are what you are. Sheep in the hands of
the jews! PATHETIC LITTLE SLAVES.

You really believe that your dreams of nigger domination will come
true,and I don't blame you. Millions of Whites are on their knees
before the nigger hordes. The Jewish control of our culture,media,
and government has turned White people into docile,apathetic,confused
little worms. BUT just remember that there are some wolves among the
sheep. There are White people among you who will no longer tolerate
this barbarism.



growing. We shall triumph over all the self-hating white
masochists and we shall liberate our women and children
from these black barbarians.

The White Revolution shall take place. No power on earth can
stop us. All of your satanic,heartless work is in vain. The
days of the liberal masochists are over. The sleeping giant
of the White Man is at last awakening from his slumber.

When I march- into Philadelphia at the head of my victorious
legions,nigger-worshippers like you will be sent to Africa to
live among these animals you so admire. The niggers will show
you what brotherhood is all about. Your dreams and sexual fan-
tisy will become reality. You will live in a world dominated
by your black masters. Your wives and children will belong to
your nigger heroes.

I am monitoring your pathetic,masochistic activity. The eyes
of the Lord are upon you. Creatures like you that enjoy seeing
niggers rape,rob,plunder and murder shall not win in the end.

White Patriots will win this Civil War.

Your Future:President;

Steven Anderson
Grand Dragon
Realm of Pennsylvania

HOTLINE - 717-671-8027



WHITE AMERICANS GET OFF YOUR KNEES
STAND UP FOR YOUR RIGHTS JOIN THE

Revolutionary
Knights of the Ku KJux Klan

STATE OFFICE
PO BOX 438 HOTLINE
CONCORDVILLE. PA 19331



DECLARATION

I, TONI JACKSON, make this declaration in support of the
application to the Federal Elections Commission for an advisory
opinion that the SWP, the SWP's National Campaign
Committee, and the committees supporting the candidates of
the SWP are entitled to an exemption from certain disclosure
provisions of the Federal Election Campaign Act.

I make this statement on the basis of my personal knowledge:

1. That on November 17, 1993, a large piece of asphalt was
thrown through the window of the Socialist Workers Party
offices in Detroit. The damage was discovered early morning
on November 18th. No other windows were broken on he
street.

2.1 witnessed the damage done to the window of the party
offices.

3. The premises had been identified as the location of the SWP
offices in election campaign literature that had been distributed
throughout the city.

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and
correct. Executed on October 31, 1996.



SEND HATE MESSAGE
Laflt Wedne*day evening •

chun* af asphalt »»aa hurled
through ft glaa* window at
Pathfinder Book Store In
Detroit'* New C*nUr Ar»a.

The asphalt chunk, which
left • foot.widc hole in the
•tare's f lass window, waa ap-
parently directed at • display
promoting a book called
•'Nelaon Mandela Bpca**,"
The book U a colleafeon of
•pccche* by the South African
human right* leader. The
•tore'* manager believes tftc
act wa* racially motivated.

'•|The act) \t an attack on
Ihe Dook*torV* right to rune-
Uon me of IntlmldiUon," aald
Aden* Rubln«teln.

Moreover, the believe* the
Incident waa In respoflM to n-
cent developtncnu In flouUi
Africa.

Rublnateln aaya the etow
will preat charfei If a p*rpe-
rmu>r u apprthended. Accord-
Ing to Roottrt Bedler, Wayne
SUte Unlveralty profeaMr of
Uw, act* of conduct thought to
DC racially motivated can re-
•uit in addiUonal puniahment.

"It'i one tning for aomvone
10 verbally orrend aomeone
with racially aiacrtmlnatory .
•peecn. but criminal conduct
- or found to be racially
motivated ~ can fall under trie
Michigan Kate CHmc Statute.

The White minority rul«d
government In floutA Africa
ha* d»n)*4 Black* the right to
parUclpatc In ffjavemment and
haa rcruced voting rlghu. But
fhe country I* preparing for
government election* next
year I* which all citizen* will
participate.

Mandela |* favored to b« the
next president.

Ed Vaughn, owner of a
popular African American
oriented beok*tor«. took pan
In % new* conference held by
Pathfinder*. "It'* deplorable.
11'* unfortunate iftat aomeone
would want to atop the will of
me people. But the people will
prevail."

Pathfinder Book*tore wa*
eatablUhed In IBM and ha*
•tore* in Totonto. New
Zealand and South Africa.

(I Who's more 'dangerous' - the media or Michael?
Sy Stfjvo Hohoy
fMlf*TAINM«NT fPITO*

/(*• liummft amturm.

COMMCNTAfiY

taken him Into another galaxy,
recorded tn« *ong "Human
Natur*" in Ittt, It U unllktly thai
he could ha*e ever imagined the
dramatlr «hanM* In hi* life tAat

cau*«. Certainly he could not
nave ever dreamed tnat In ttM
he. the mom *uccc*enji recording
anl*t of all Ume. known alao for
hi* love of children and animal*,
would *lana accueed of moieattng
one of Ihoee children.

ra INSIDE
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DECLARATION

I, PRISCILLA SCHENK, make this declaration in support of the application to the Federal
Election Commission for an advisory opinion that the SWP, the SWP's National Campaign
Committee, and the committees supporting the candidates of the SWP are entitled to an
exemption from certain disclosures provisions of the Federal Election Campaign Act.

I make this statement on the basis of my personal knowledge:

1. On October 29, 1993 a public forum was held at the building that housed the offices of
the Socialist Workers Campaign Headquarters, located at the Pathfinder Bookstore, 2105
Forest Avenue, in Des Moines, Iowa. The forum was on the topic of defending a woman' s
right to choose abortion. Speaking at the forum was Dr. Herbert Remer, a doctor who
performs abortions, and Nell Wheeler, SWP candidate for city council.

2. David Shedlock, a known leader of the rightist group Operation Rescue, and five
supporters picketed the meeting with signs carrying photos of Dr. Remer. The picketers
called Dr. Remer a murderer and called participants in the meeting protectors of a
murderer. Shedlock took photos of participants in the forum and took down license plate
numbers of cars parked in the area around the bookstore. Shedlock and another picketer
followed Dr. Remer to his car, took his photo, and stood in front of his car in an attempt to
block him from leaving.

3. On August 30, at approximately 7:45 p.m. Shedlock was sitting across the street from
the Socialist Workers Campaign Headquarters. As I left the offices, Shedlock yelled at me,
calling me a "murderer" and made other remarks and a threatening manner. I returned to
the offices to report to my associates what had happened. Shedlock circled the block in his
car, writing down license plate numbers. SWP candidate Nell Wheeler left the offices at
around 8:00 p.m. and got into her car. Shedlock drove up behind her car and then pulled
around her car and drove away.

4. On September 1, at approximately 9:20 p.m., I was leaving the offices and walking to
my can when Shedlock drove by shouting "murderer."

5. On September 10 a complaint of harassment was filed with the Des Moines Police
Department by both Nell Wheeler and Priscilla Schenk.

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct. Executed on
November 14, 1996.

PRISCILLA SCHENK

Date K ) o > f .



DECLARATION

I, MICHAEL BAUMANN, make this declaration in support of the
application to the Federal Election Commission for an
advisory opinion that the SWP, the SWP's National Campaign
Committee, and the committees supporting the candidates of
the SWP are entitled to an exemption from certain disclosures
provisions of the Federal Election Campaign Act.

I make this statement on the basis of my personal knowledge:

1. That on September 12, 1993, in Union City, New Jersey, a
group of more than twenty right-wing Cuban-Americans attacked
me and several others campaigning for the socialist candidate
for governor of New Jersey.

2. Shouting "communists, murderers," and "free Cuba," the
attackers overturned the campaign table, destroyed campaign
literature, and physically assaulted me with a blow to the
face. Treatment for the blow, including X-rays, was obtained
afterward at Christ Hospital in Jersey City.

3. At least five Union City police officers observed the
attack. They neither acted to halt it or to detain any of the
attackers.

3. Charges of physical assault were subsequently filed in
Union City against the individual who struck me. I was never
called to identify or testify against him, and know of no
action local authorities have ever taken on the case.

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true
and correct. Executed on November 14, 1996.

MICHAEL BAUMANN

Date
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Rightists attack socialist campaign
table in Union City, New Jersey
BY TED LEONARD
ANDDANFURMAN

NEWARK. New Jersey — Mark
Rahn. the Socialist Worten candi-
date for governor of New Jersey,
announced thai one of his campaign
supporters will be filing charges of
assault and interference with a state
election campaign following a Sep-
tember 12 incident in Union City,
New Jersey, in which four cam-
paign supporters were assaulted.

The campaigners were one of
severs! teams that fanned out across
northern New Jersey thai weekend
to distribute literature and discuss
struggles of working people, from
the fight for a democratic, nonracial
South Africa and the recent agree-
ment between the Palestine Libera-
tion Organization and the Israeli
government to the fight HI end the
embargo against Cuba.

Shouting "communists, murder-
en" and "free Cuba." a group of
right-wing Cuban-Americans over-
turned the campaign table and
physically assaulted the socialist
activists.

Michael Baumann. who was
helping to staff the table, was
punched in the face and had to be

taken to a hospital. Books from the
overturned table by Malcolm X.
about South Africa, and opposing
Washington's 1991 war against Iraq
were lorn apart.

More than half a dozen Union
City police officers were present;
they witnessed the attack but did
not act to prevent it. Hie oops
briefly held one of the rightists but
later released him without filing
charges.

The effort to force the authorities
to prosecute the attacks is part of a
broader fight to defend democratic
rights in northern New Jersey. Sup-
porters in the state of the U.S.-Cuba
Friendshipment caravan which in
August successfully delivered 100
tons of material aid to Cuba, are
currently fighting to get charges
against three antiembargo activists
dropped.

Criminal charges were brought
against Eugene McElroy. Jeff
Rjgel. and Sandy Shivak after they
were attacked by rightists. They
were assaulted following the load-
ing of material aid for the caravan
in a park in Elizabeth, New Jersey.

The success of the U.S.-Qibt
Friendshipment reflect* growing

opposition 10 the VS. government
embargo, including by Cuban-
Americans." Rahn explained. "My
campaign has had numerous tables
in Union City, which has the second
largest Cuban*American commu-
ftfcy in the United States.

The goal of die rightists is to
•Hut down the discussion through
violence and intimidation. These
are the same tactics vied by outfits
like Operation Rescue, whose ef-
forts to shut down abortion clinics
in Philadelphia and other cities this
summer were thwarted by the mo-
bilization of thousands of young
pro-choice activists."

Ml call on the Union City officials
lo condemn the September 12 at-
tack, to defend my right to cam-
paign, and to proaecute to the full-
est extent of the law the thugs who
attacked my supporters. I also de-
mand the Union county prosecutors
drop the charges against the three
caravan activists.

"I urge supporters of democratic
rights — trade unionists and young
persons, fighters for the rights of
Blacks and women, defenders of
civil liberties — to join me in these
demands.**

September 27,1993 The Militant



Socialist Workers Campaign Headquarters Vandalized

On June 2, 1993 campaign volunteers arrived at the
Socialist Workers campaign headquarters, 1405 E. Madison,
at 5: 30PM to open the office for the evening. They found
that the display window and glass door at the front
off the headquarters had been defaced with a red substance
that had been smeared over approximately 6 square feet
of the glass area. The display behind the area defaced
featured books and other literature promoted and distributed^
by Sbcialist Workers candidates and supporters.

\\-7 _yj
Harvey McArthur
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DECLARATION

I, Henry J. Hillenbrand, make this declaration in support of
the application to the Federal Elections Commission for an
advisory opinion that the SWP, the SWP's National Campaign
Committee, and the committees supporting the candidates of
the SWP are entitled to an exemption from certain disclosure
provisions of the Federal Election Campaign Act.

I make this statement on the besis of my personal knowledge:

1. Beginning in March, 1988, I was employed at Conrail. I
was politically active on the job and was well known for my
political views and for supporting the Socialist Workers
Party candidates.

2. In October, 1992, I posted copies of flyers supporting
the SWP candidates on the bulletin boards of work areas of
the Conrail freight yard in Camden, New Jersey.

3. In early December, 1992, I discovered that two flyers on
the bulletin beard in one building had hand-written comments
on them.

4. On one flyer was the comment: "Henry you fuckin slime
ball I'm gonna gut you!" and "Pinko".

5. On the second flyer was written: "It's a Communist
Plot!", "Henry must die", and "Bomb this place".

6. This msterial was brought to the attention of the
president of my union local.

7. I never did learn who was responsible for the hand-
written comments.

I declare under the penalty of perjury that the foregoing is
true and correct. Executed on December 3. 1996.

Hillenbrand III

Date
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The divisions among the Democratic and Repub-
lican candidates in this election are simply over now
best to dump more of the burden of the deepening eco-
nomic and social crisis onto the backs of working peo- ;
pie around the world. •'. j • • . ' • • . <*,• •'!•!

From the attacks on Philadelphia's city workers,,
by the Democratic Rendell administration to the bipartiv'
san moves toward war in Iraq; these Democratic and'!
Republican politicians have one aim: to. salvage the cri:
sis-ridden system of capitalism.; The interests'pf\vork-;

ing people nave no voice in either of the two parties of,
big business. , ': • ••|:!" i;j'11 •!: r \ ' ' $ S^iiiMiv^' •

, Join us for a discussion of the worsening world '
disorder and how working people can and are fighting
back. ' . •;.-•' i. •.. ! .. ' • , ;1 . f . . l^ :

i- ;
We urge working people, youth and all wlunvant :

to fight the increasingly reactionary course of the' twin :
parties of war, racism 'and economic depression to be-!
come a part of our campaign.

Hear Socialist Workers candidates for U.S. Senate from
Pennsylvania and U.S. Congress from the Second

LS ^^ Congressional District!

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 24
PATHFINDER OOKSTORE —

SOUTHSTREET., (
6:30pm Reception 7:60prn:Piogram

:

Support
Qjjj Enclosed please

Q'l*"
nclosed b $10 for 12 weeks of llS^MililA l̂h^^pî KkiV'tna'i Uve'rs tfT. Vmp^n or

me. I want lo help campaign for ifc
1 ' : «• - J ; - . T. - M / J "WiVj

Enclosed b $10 for 12 weeks of the Mil!iani» in«.ioei«iiiif.4w«cmy. m«i cvrcn in* camp
$6 for four months of the Spanish monthly Perspective Mundial.jitv^ (. »V:l'--' :l. .<-.,

^^r.'inasiBajMftf^?:;!i • . . . " - . ' ' - i • i i . • •NAME



Meet the SOCIHLIST CRNDIDHTES
Neither Bush, Clinton, or Perot are offering a road forward for working peo-

'le in this election. Their differences are simply over how to dump more of the.
>urden of the deepening worldwide economic and social crisis onto the backs
>f working people by lowerling our standard of living.

From attacks on Philadelphia city workers, Boeing and USAir workers to tne
^partisan moves to war in Iraq, the three capitalist politicians running for
resident, have one aim: salvage the crisis ridden system of capitalism.

Join the socialist candidates for a discussion of the worsening world dis-
>rder and how working people can and 4re f ightling back against the increas-
ngly reactionary course of the twin parties of war, racism and economic de-
)ression. ** v** ***& «** . 'a . +&f^-.

Place: A ^ //.*i •• •• •• •• •• •
•ocialistWorkers Campaign 1906 South St..Philadelphia, FA 19M6 (215) 546-8196



^^1992 SOCIALIST WORKERS CAMPAIGN

141 Halsey Street, Newark, New Jersey 07102 • Telephone (201) 643-3341

Jam** W*ir*n/U.S. Pr**ld*nt • E*t*H* D*Bat**/U.S. Vic* Pr**kf*nt
dga Rodrfguez/2nd CO • Simone Berg/6th CO • Jason R*dnjp/8th CO • Raymond P«rsons/9th CO • William Leonard/I Oth CD • Jan* Hanis/13 CO

1O/15/92

Richard Kelly
Vice President/ General Manager
Port Authority Trans Hudson Corp.
1 World Trade Center
New York City, New York 10048

Dear Mr. Kelly,

I am the Socialist Workers 1992 Campaign director. On
Monday, September 28, 1992, our congressional candidate for
the 9th C.D., Ray Parsons, was cited by a PATH transit
police officer (badge 4*414).

Ray Parsons was campaigning at Journal Square. He was
distributing pamphlets and other materials promoting the
campaign, including the Militant newspaper.

Mr. Parsons was charged with NJ state law 32:146.8,
"distributing pamphlets without a permit." A week earlier
the campaign was told by PATH authorities that al 1 6 spots
reserved for tables were booked thru October 8. Mr.
Parsons, led a team of supporters to Journal Square, without
a table, to distribute campaign literature. This charge is
an attack on democratic rights. What was involved was the
expression of political ideas as part of this year's
elections. This is constitutional activity, protected under
the First Amendment. PATH does not have the right to
restrict distribution of election campaign materials.

I am appealing to you to see that this citation #
143167 be dropped, and that the rights of candidates and
supporters to campaign on PATH property without harassment
be assured by your off ice.

Enclosed are copies of letters we received form the
City of Newark and Jersey City confirming that no permit is
required for the distribution of printed political material.

Sincerely,

Nancy L. Boyask<
Socialist Workers '92 Campaign
Director

CC: Harold O'Grady
Captain Angelo Fiore
Michael D. Driscoll

X if if J9
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DECLARATION

I, Susan Zarate, make this declaration in support of
the application to the Federal Election Commission
for an advisory opinion that the SWP, the SWP's
National Campaign Committee, and the committees
supporting the candidates of the SWP are entitled to
an exemption from certain disclosure provisions of
the Federal Election Campaign Act.

I make this statement on the basis of my personal
knowledge:

1. Myself and another supporter of the Socialist
Workers 1992 election campaign set up a literature
table and were campaigning in Jersey City's Asian
community on September 20, 1992. This was at the
corner of Bowers and Central Avenue.

2. Along with the Militant newspaper, literature
supporting the socialist presidential ticket, and
books and pamphlets on socialism, we were also
handing out a statement against police brutality
because there had been an escalation of such
incidents in Newark.

3. After about 30 minutes two police officers drove
up, got out of their car, and wrote out tickets
charging us with violating ordinance 8-170 for
"attempting to vend merchandise without a permit."

4. After a protest campaign, including an address to
the Jersey City Council by Jane Harris, SWP candidate
for U.S. Congress, the charges were dropped and our
rights to conduct such activity upheld.

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing
is true and correct. Executed on November 16, 1996.

Date



Socialist campaigners win victory
for democratic rights in New Jersey

New Jersey, lucre wn also Ojuite a M
discussion about tie cop riot that had

BY MARTY
JERSEY CITY. New Jersey - City offi-

cials woe forced lo back off from their
harassment of socialist campaigners here. In
• victory for democraoc/n^his. the New
Jersey Socialist Workers campaign received
a tetter signed by acting corporation counsel
of Jersey City Paul Mackey slating that
campaigning is ^protected by the First
Amendment and cannot be regulated under
peddler's licenses such as the one adopted
by Jersey City... rite Socialist Workers
Campaign Committee is not required to
maintain a peddlers license to conduct hs
activities on the streets of Jersey CHy."

Jane Harris. SWP candidate for Congress
in die 13th District, and several of her sup-
porters requested such a tetter at the Sep-
tember 90 Jersey City council meeting, fol-

' lowing the ticketing of two of her supporters
September 20 on charges of violating the
city's peddling ordinance.

Harris led a scam of campaign volunteers
to Jersey City's Asian Indian community
September 20 after three men were finally
indicted for violating federal civil rights
laws in me brutal beating five yean earlier
of 28-year-old Dr. Khausal Sharan. The
crime against Dr. Sharan came in the midst
of a series of violent attacks against Asian
Indians in the summer of 1987. Among the
victims were Bharat Kanu-Bhai Pale!, who

-was beaten by youths with a 10-pound alu-
minum rod: students Vikas Aggarwai and
Syed Shukaib Hasan, who were attacked in
Hoboken by teenagers wielding baseball
bats; and NavroK Mody. who died of his
injuries after being beaten on a Hoboken
street.

The campaign volunteers pa«ed out a
statement issued in response to an escalation
of police violence in neighboring Newark.

bit Of
oop riot fhrt had oc-

cured in New York Qry a few days earlier.
\bhntoen Dcvin (Hdendick and Susan

^̂ ••sl̂ smat Ihfitff snsVhfasjb tf̂ HajMaASssnnvBlfeA Cpaft* ••ftwMfJt ai

half-hour when oops drove tf> and aunvna-
lily wrote out two tickets. Tne tickets carry
a fine of $100 each.

Hie council
the socialist

unanimous in supporting
,» request far the lefler

GouKflraan Jaime Vnojoex said, "WeYe

•etc «•• Tnc police niay not agree with what
(the socialists] are saying, but (the socialists]
tevearigi«lotfieirp)imc/view.wVuquex
was referring to the fact mat the socialist
campaign table posted a sign saying rSiop
Mice Brutality.

Fodioc,wfa »P t at die meeting, was
forced to admit, Tn general, political matc-
rial is protected even if there b a charge for
that materiaL"

Carmen MendioU of the dry law depart-
ment affirmed on October 1 mat the police
are "fearing up" the citations.

Jane Hams cocnrnented, ins is an un-
qualified victory. The American Civil Lib-
erties Union had agreed to lepresent us in a
crvB liberties lawsuit On the day of the city
council meeting former Jersey City mayor
Gerald McOmn reported to prison to serve
a sentence for oonuption. so the city was
not in a strong position to fight this. My
campaign supporters plan to lake fuO advan-
tage of this opportunity to reach working
people to Jersey City with the socialist al-
tttraanvcsnthercrjuuningweetaofthecarn-
paign.-

October 30,1992 The Militant



City of
JERSEY CITY
Law Department
280 Grove Street Fax (201) 547-5230
Jersey City.NJ 07302 (201)547-5229

October 1,1992

Joan E. Bailey
Secretary of ABC & Licenses
325 Palisade Avenue
Jersey City, New Jersey 07307

Dear Ms. Bailey:

At its meeting of September 30, the council asked me to issue an opinion as to whether members of
the Socialist Workers Campaign Committee are required to obtain a peddlers license in order to
disseminate leaflets and campaign literature on municipal sidewalks.

The Jersey City peddlers ordinance applies generally to persons travelling from place to place for
the purpose of selling "goods, wares and merchandise.' Jersey City Code §§8-169 and 8-170. It
does not apply to the dissemination of leaflets, pamphlets, campaign literature and any other
pertinent material intended to convey a political message, whether or not a donation is solicited for
such materials. These activities are protected by the First Amendment and cannot be regulated
under the peddlers ordinance such as the one adopted by Jersey Gty.

Based on the foregoing, the Socialist Workers Campaign Committee is not required to maintain a
peddlers license in order to conduct its activities on the streets of Jersey Gty.

Very truly yours,

PAULMACKEY
Acting Corporation Counsel

THOMAS FODICE
AssL Corporation Counsel

TF/sw
cc: Police Director of City of Jersey City

Harold O'Grady, Assistant Corporation Counsel
Police Legal Bureau of City of Jersey Gty



CITY OF

JERSEY CITY
DEPARTMENT OF POLICE

(201) 547-5477
LEGAL BUREAU 547-4687

October 1, 1992

1992 Socialist Workers Campaign
Attn: Ms. Jane Harris
141 Halsey Street
Newark, New Jersey 07102

Dear Ms. Harris,

I am.writing this letter in behalf of the Jersey City Police Department
regarding your letter to Mayor Rakowski on Sept. 22, 1992 concerning
the issuance of two municipal ordinance violation summonses to your campaign
workers Susan Zarate and Devin Oldendick on Sept. 20, 1992. (Simoons #'s
164792 and 164793).

Please be advised that the summonses in question are no longer valid.
•Die violation alleged, to wit, the selling of political books and pamplets
at a sidewalk table, did not constitute a violation of Jersey City Municipal
Code Section 8-170, which regulates the licensing of peddlers.

These summonses are now null and void as the complaints have been
withdrawn. Please notify Ms. Zarate and Mr. Oldenick not to appear in court
on October 30, 1992, as stated on their copies of the summonses. Ihe police
officers have been advised accordingly.

We regret any inconvenience this misunderstanding may have caused.
CXir office will be conferring with the Corporation Counsel in regards to
revising the peddling ordinance to clarify its application to the sale and
dissemination of political literature and pamphlets. Thank you for bringing
this matter to our attention.

Chr"
John J. Dooley,
Legal Bureau

cc. Police Director Joseph M. Pelliccio
Chief of Police Robert J.Sabo
Corporation Counsel Paul Mackey
Asst. Corp. Counsel Tom Fodice
Devin Mark Oldendick
Susan Cherly Zarate
File



DECLARATION

I, Nels J'Anthony, make this declaration in support of the application to the
Federal Election Commission for an advisory opinion that the SWP, the SWP's
National Campaign Committee, and the committees supporting the candidates of
the SWP are entitled to an exemption from certain disclosure provisions of the
Federal Election Campaign Act.

I make this statement on the basis of my personal knowledge:

1. I was the Socialist Workers Party candidate for U.S. Congress in the third
Congressional District in the State of Utah. .

2. On the night of August 28,1992, myself along with a campaign supporter stood
on a public sidewalk in downtown Salt Lake City. We were passing out leaflets
which promoted attendance at two events the next day. Both events were protests
against police violence and called for justice for a victim of a police shooting.
After about a half hour, two uniformed Salt Lake City police officers came out of a
near-by club and told us to leave. They asked us/'Don't you know that passing out
leaflets in Salt Lake City is illegal?" they told us that in order to pass out leaflets
we needed a permit. Otherwise, we were told, this activity would be considered
littering and against the law. We then left, threatened with arrest for what is
constitutionally protected activity. .

3. I filed a complaint with the ACLU of Utah Foundation.

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct. Executed
on November 17, 1996.



Socialist Workers Campaign of Minnesota
James Warren for President - Estelle DeBates for Vice President

Chris Nisan for Congress (5th C.D.) - Jo Rothenberg for Congress (4th C.D.)
Gerardo Sanchez and Susanne Derby for State Senate

508 N. Snelling, St. Paul, MN 55104, (612) 645-1674

June 19,1992

Police Chief John Laux
Minneapolis, Minnesota

Dear Chief Laux,

I am writing to protest an incident of political harrassment by the Minneapolis Police
Department

It has been brought to my attention that on Thursday, Junel 1, in the early afternoon, Police
Officer Farreel (2nd Precinct, Squad Number 250) ordered three supporters of the Socialist Workers
election campaign to take down a campaign table which they had set up on the corner of 4th Avenue
and 14th Street in Dinkytown. The officer threatened the three election campaign supporters that
he would issue a citation to them if they did not remove the table.

Supporters of Socialist Workers election campaigns have been setting up tables in this
location for decades without any problems.

This sudden abridgement of a long established democratic right occurred the day after
Susanne Derby - a Socialist Workers candidate for Minnesota State Senate, spoke at a rally on the
plaza outside the Hennepin County Government Center condemning the anti-democratic character
of a leaflet issued by the Community Crime Prevention/S AFE unit

Beginning July 7 we will be organizing an intensive two-week effort to collect thousands of
signatures on petitions to place the names of the 1992 Socialist Workers candidates on the ballot
This effort will involve setting up campaign tables and organizing street rallies in Minneapolis, as
well as other cities in Minnesota. We expect our constitutional rights to be respected.

Sincerely,

Marea Himelgrin
Socialist Workers Minnesota State Campaign Manager



MINNEAPOLIS POLICE DEPARTMENT
350 South Fifth Street • Room 130
Minneapolis Minnesota 55415-1389

(612) 673-2853

JOHN T. LAUX
CHIEF OF POLICE

Minneapolis
city of lakes

July 6, 1992

Ms. Marea Himelgrin
SocialistWorkers Campaign of Minnesota
508 N. Snelling
St. Paul, MN 55104

Dear Ms. Himelgrin:

I have looked into your complaint involving an incident that occurred
on June 11, 1992 at 4th Avenue and 14th Street S.E.

The police responded to that location at the request of several
businesses in the area on a complaint that the individuals in question
were blocking the sidewalk and interfering with the free flow of
pedestrian traffic. The officer determined that in fact, the sidewalk
was blocked and asked the individuals to move and they refused.

The officer consulted with his supervisor, who contacted the City
Attorney, who advised on the elements of the blocking. The
individuals were asked again to move, they refused and it was then
that the officer advised that the individuals would be cited if they
didn't comply; all of which was appropriate for the circumstances.

As you are aware, you are free to conduct your activities as long as
it does not violate the law and interfere with others' free movement.
The issue relative to this incident was the blocking of the sidewalk,
not an abridgement of your rights, for there was another individual
across the street handing out material who was not approached beccause
he caused no problem or obstruction.

Sincerely,

L~
JOHN T. LAUX
CHIEF OF POLICE
MINNEAPOLIS POLICE DEPARTMENT

JTL/njw

TDD (612) 673-2157
AFFIRMATIVE ACTION EMPLOYER Printed on Recycled Paper



Socialist Workers Campaign of Minnesota
James Warren for President - Estelle DeBates for Vice President

Chris Nisan for Congress (5th C.D.) - Jo Rothenberg for Congress (4th C.D.)
Gerardo Sanchez and Susanne Derby for State Senate

508 N. Snelling, St. Paul, MN 55104, (612) 645-1674

July 17,1992

Police Chief John Laux
Minneapolis Police Department
350 South Fifth Street - Room 130
Minneapolis, Minnesota

55415-1389

BY FAX

Dear Chief Laux,

I am in receipt of your letter of July 6 which is postmarked July 13 and which responds to my letter of June 19th
protesting political harrassment of a campaign literature table by the Minneapolis Police Department on June 11.

I have double-checked with the three campaign supporters who were ordered by Officer Farreel to take down a
literature table in Dinkytown on June 11th, and the findings of your investigation of the incident simply are not accurate.

Officer Farreel did not ask the campaign activists to "move" the table, he demanded that they remove it completely
from the Dinkytown area. Had he asked them to move the table 5 or 10 feet because, in his judgement, it was interfering with
the free movement of others, they would, of course, have complied. But this was never presented as an option - he simply
told them they could not set up an election campaign literature table anywhere in the vicinity of the intersection of 4th Avenue
and 14th Street SE.

As I pointed outto you inmy letterof June 19th, this is the first time in decades that the Minneapolis Police Department
has shut down one of our tables. I have enclosed an article from the City Pages regarding the incident, which I believe hits
the nail on the head regarding the political nature of this assault on long established 1st amendment rights.

As proof of your contention that this was not an abridgement of the rights of the campaign volunteers, you say that
"another individual across the street handing out material was not approached because he caused no problem or obstruction."
How is the fact that Officer Farreel did not seek to completely abridge the rights of the campaign volunteers, proof that he did
not seek to abridge some of their rights?

I find your letter curious in the light of Sergeant Lawless July 7th verbal "apologies on behalf of the Minneapolis
Police Department" for the June 11th incident

Sincerely,

Marea Himelgrin
Minnesota State Socialist Workers Campaign Manager

cc: Mayor Fraser - complete set of correspondence



CITY PAGES

For Capitalists Only
In Dinkytown, sidewalk displays are part of
the neighborhood's character, with tables set
put by merchants, people selling T-shirts and
jewelry—or political party tables laden with
ideology. Few people know that such dis-
plays are illegal in the city of Minneapolis,
and laws prohibiting them are rarely enforced.
So, after 20 years of disseminating informa-
tion from a table on the sidewalk at 14th
Avenue and Fourth Street Southeast, mem-
bers of the Socialist Workers Campaign of
Minnesota were surprised when a police offi-
cer ordered them to pack up on June II.

Lt. Jack Nelson, shift supervisor of the
2nd Precinct, acknowledged that while offi-
cers often overlook such a minor infraction,
they do occasionally "make a judgment call."
Nelson didn't mention the party's display of
campaign posters calling for "Justice for Rod-
ney King! Federal Prosecution of the Cops
Who Beat Him!" --•* . .

In any event, the SWC got its vindication.
As the group was preparing for a Dinkytown
protest Tuesday, an officer came up and for-
mally apologized to us," a spokeswoman said.
The officer also said a statement from chief
John Laux was in the mail, and that SWC
tables would not be taken down, again.
(Caniglia)



June 22, 1993

In 1992, I was the Socialist Workers Party candidate for

Washington State Governor.

On Saturday, June 27, I and several campaign supporters

were campaigning on the corner of Pike Place and First Avenue

in Seattle. We were petitioning to collect signatures as

required by state election laws to nominate candidates of the SWP

During this effort we were harassed several times by Seattle

police who threatened to confiscate our campaign literature

and make arrests if we did not leave the area.

After several discussions over forty minutes time, as we

insisted we had the right to campaign on the street, the police

officers, finally left.

The police actions intimidated passersby from stopping at

our campaign table and interfered with our ability to petition.

Kathleen Wheeler



Peoria cops arrest socialist candidate
BYMARGARETJAYKO

PEORIA. Illinois—Kile Kaku. a mem-
> ber of the United Sieelworkers of America

and the Socialist Workers Party candidate tor
US. Senate in Illinois, is demanding thai
trumped-up charges of ciuninal trespass and
obstructing police, against her and a cam-

Kaku and campaign supporter Mary Zins,
a lakMMi coal miner and member of the
United Food and Commercial Workers union
in St. Louis. Missouri, were arrested at the
March 22 national rally here in solidarity
whh United Auto Workers (UAW) union
members on strike against Caterpillar. Inc.
Both were released shortly after posting $ 100
bail each. A hearing is set for April 20. UK
misdemeanor charges cany penalties of up
to 13 months hi prison and $1.500 in fines.

The rally was held wADoria'sCivic Center
Arena and attracted aome lSjDOO-3QjOOO
atrikers and their supporters in the UAW.
QUlCT UttOfttv 4Vlfl POODlC HORI OlC 00BuflM§*
airy, lop UAW officials from Detroit organ-
ted and ran the nlly.

"I and Socialist Workers campaign sup-
-^^^^^-^fc^^g^-^^^^^^^^-^^^^^^^^^^ja^^^
i»*~i • mm *^^ • • • ^" ~* "̂ "W^**•to distribute oiir campaign

newspaper, Die Mi/iiovtf. other campaign lit"
erature; and a flyer for a socialist campaign
open house later in the day." explained Kaku
in an interview after being released from jail.
Kaku was identified on the leaflet as the
featured apeak rr at the open house.

Many campaign supporters arc members
of the auto workers and other industrial
unions, added Zins, and they came ID the
rally with their coworkers, many of whom
bought copies of die Militant on the way to
Die event.

Initially. Kaku fecalled, campaign sup-
porters were able to freely circulate socialist
literature inside and outside the arena. Rally
marshals, most of whom were Caterpillar

in buying the paper that has been supporting
their strike since tt began in November, said
Kaku.

Around 10:45 am. the cop who later
arrested Kaku and Zins demanded Dial a
campaign literature table be moved off civic
center pfopcrty and across the amct The
UAWhad rented the arena, he said, and (fcon'l

want socialists distributing
rSo we moved the table across the street,

and continued to distribute literature on nuh-

Afier campaigning outside for a while.
Kaku and Zins went into Die civic center to
hear the rally. A UAW member from Cincin-

Curtis'* fight for justice. Curtis is Kaku's
husband.

This worker alw expressed his disagree-
snent with die policy of not allowing cam-
paign material to be distributed in the arena,
aaid Kaku. Despite the fact that the rally was
a public event, open to all who supported the
atrike,some marshals began asking for proof
of union membership, and arbitrarily exctud-

A anrialist campaign supporter from Des
Moines, Iowa, was asked by a cop who was
with a group of marshals, "Are you with that
Oriental woman running for Senate?" After
grabbing a Militant newspaper out of his bag
Die marshals and police marched him out of
Die arena. Some marshals made dear that this
exclusionary policy was imposed on them by
DK top U AW officials; it was not a decision
made by the striking raona local. THe *^ordci
came from Detroit, was how one put n,
referring to the site of the union's national
headquarters.

White Kaku was discussing her husband's
Continued ~

The Militant April 10,1992
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Peoria cops arrest socialist candidate
fight for parole, me same cop who hid de-
snanded dm OK campaign table be removed
leappeared and asked Kaku and Zins to step
outside. "He claimed he already told us we

explained "We reminded him all he
asked was for IB ID move the campaign labic,
wtiich we did We weren't distributmg Iter-
ative inside tearaia.afid we were attending
me tally like other supporters of me strike,"

At thai point, recalled Ziiu, the police of-
ficer claimed me UAW official* didn't want
Idurupters** at their nlly. and had asked him
toespetianykkkoutKakuandZim.-Wc
asked him who in ihcU AW had said mu,"
Zins continued. Bui he refused to discuss the

r further and threatened them with west
unless they left mmedmely. Both complied.

Some U AW membcis from St. Louu then
went inside to talk to union officials about
•evtnmjlhisi«democratkmove.AUAW

marshal agreed to escort Kaku and Zins into
the rally. Both went m and assumed the mat-
ter was settled.

-A Ktlk while later, as we were walking
out of the letUDom, she same cop came back
and told us we were under arrest,- mid
Kaku. -We told him U AW marshal* had let
as in, but he demanded we go outside. We
asked to be able to talk to the marshals who
let us in. The cop retorted we could call them
to hail IK out of jail."

The two women were then searched,
handcuffed, and put in a police car. They
were never lead their Mnnoa nsj^ts. inen
the cop pulled a Militant out of each of Iherr
purses saying, *Thtft is Exhibit A.**

"Since being in the rally was not a crime.
he obviously decided to lie and daim we
were distributing literature inside.- aald

Cop at Caterpillar rally tells socialist activists to
(with glasses) and sodalist candidate Kate Kal

Milhanl/DenfusChsflnben
emove •terature table. Mary Zins

were later arrested.

l̂̂ ^^^^^^^a ^^^^^^^k^slî î̂ l*.woppou •iwneiiHHCiy,
They are a violation of my right to free
speech and they are an attack on our right to
campaign for me aocialisi anemative m the
1992 election* and for working people to
discuss potitics." to addition, the said. TSuch
harassment and threats arc a blow to me
Caterpillar strike. They make it harder for
these fellow fighters to win the solidarity
they need — and have earned — in the face
of a concerted company attack on their
wages and conditicfu.-

MarfarftJayto is o member «fU AW Local
2244 in Fremont. California, and wartu an
Hie truck assembly line at Nfw United Mo-

. Inc.



Charges
dropped
against
unionists
BY ERNIE MAILHOT

PEORIA. Illinois — In a victory for dem-
ocratic and union rights, charges of criminal
trespass and obstructing an officer dial had
been filed against two unionists

Charges dropped against unionists

wrapped here April 20.
•This b a victory for all people fighting

tor their rights, especially workers at Cater-
pillar who waged a five-month strike to
defend their union,*' said Kate Kaku, Social-
ist Workers candidate for US. Senate in
Illinois and a member of the United Steel-
workers of America. Along with Mary Zins.
a long-time activist in the United Mine
Workers of America who .is currently on
layoff. Kaku was arrested by police at a
March 22 tally here in support of striking
Caterpillar workers.

Supporters of Zins and Kaku attended the
court hearing and a press conference outside
she courthouse after the charges were
dropped. "From Peoria to Buffalo. New
York,*1 Kaku told the press, -young people,
working people, working farmers, and oth-
ers are resisting the assaults by the employ-
en, their government, and die ultnrightist
forces their system engenders.

**As in our case, die cops and employers
attempt to close down the political space
working people have to discuss how to fight
back. The niters seek to intimidate those
who want to join in snuggles and tarikes
across the country," Kaku said. That is why
Mary and myself were arrested and that is

why we won such quick backing for the
demand that the charges be dropped.**

Zins and Kaku were pan of the large
crowd that came to the March 22 rally as
the strike against Caterpillar was heating up.
Bodi had spent pan of the day distributing
campaign b'terarure. selling the Militant. and
talking with striking workers before going
into the tally.

They were soon approached by a cop.
taken out of the civic center where the rally
was being held, handcuffed, put into a police

Recognizing she slakes in me fighu and
she fact that their arrests were meant as a
snessage from the cops and government to
United Auto Workers (U AW) members and
others who supported the strike, Zins and
Kaku organized a defense committee and
garnered support among working people,
students, and political activists in the area.
Raids were raised to hire Peoria attorney

Clayton Moushon.
At the hearing the state attorney's office

gave no reason for not pressing ahead with
the charges. This is despite the fact the cops
earlier told the local press the two had been
arrested at the request of the U AW. who. the
cops claimed, didn't want "militant litera-
ture** being passed around. It b clear that
both the inability to back up this claim and
the extent el the calk for dropping the
charges fed to the victory.

"Quite aifew miners were outraged at our
arrests," Zins aaid. They were determined
not to let it happen. The police thought they
could get away with dealing a Now to
workers* and young people's ability to or-
ganize ourselves. They found out differ-
ently.-

Zms and KiJuithari^lfcv supporters.
"Without your support we wouldn't be here
victorious,** said Zins. "We will continue to
build support for the fight MOW ahead of
workers at Caterpillar, as they face ongoing
attempts by the company to weaken their
union. We will continue to campaign here
and encourage others to do the same.**

A reception will be held hi St. Louis April
25 to celebrate the victory and raise funds
to cover the legal and publicity fees in-
volved hi the defense case. The event will
begin at 6.-00 pjn. and will lake place at the
Pathfinder Bookstore located at 1622 S.
Broadway. Donations to the Committee to
Defend Kaku and Zins can be sent to: P.O.
Box 314. Madison, IL 62060.

The Militant May 1,1992
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suit in which the publishers of (EBT) launch today.
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iUAW
•nave been," ..• *
\ The money was supplemen-
;tal strike pay that everyone on
•atrike at Caterpillar will re-
,'oeive. Tlio UAW international
'.paid each of ite striking Cater-
.pillar members $100 for each
iweek'they have been out on
•strike or looked out. .- '
I The atrike, which has idled
110,800 workers in Illinois, ent-
ered its 20th.week on an up
;note. • • • . - • • ; • * • •
• "I was overwhelmed beyond
•expectation" at : Sunday's
'.Adopt-a-Striker Day rally,
•UAW Local 974 President Jerry
'.Brown said.
; Caterpillar strikers, who are
•entrenched in what union offl-
iclals call a fight for all Amer-
ican labor, left Sunday's rally
-knowing they would have extra.
jnoney in their pockets and
•knowing they had the support
!of unions behind them. • •• ••••• ••
; "It was something that I
•wished every member and his
ftxnily had attended," said
Cllngan. one of the more than
15.000 who attended-the rally.
T'You come away with the un-
derstanding of what we are
fighting for." . - • , v, .
; As bus alter bus arrived for
the rally, people unloaded
About 12 pickup loads, of
canned.roods and other non-
perishable items.
• "It was a fantastic outpour-
Ing," Brown said. He added
that the canned goods will be
divided among the three strlk-

. Ing locals — Aurora, Decstur
and East Peorta — which will
pass them out.

The four-hour rally was a
"complete success," UAW
spokesman Karl Mantyla said.
He said he hopes Caterpillar
realizes the union's unity and
resolve to settle only when they
receive an equitible offer.
: "We -hope the showing of

. solidarity will get Caterpillar off
dead center.. And. hopefully,
Wednesday they will be ready
to negotiate," Brown said.
. "The tremendous show of
support and solidarity, is a
ercat uplifting experience and
It will stay with our people for ••
weeks to come." •:'!:. •••;•-•. i..£...>
• But Caterpillar's vice presi-
dent of human services, Wayne

*" . -VST v •' '

-- IPiMjO^ GJVSOT-)No crime problems• •. • • ', *

reported at UAW rally
D Peoria police say1"1,
they had fewer calls
than usual during rally
By WARIETTA JOHNSON

Peoria police reported fewer '
calls than usual during Sun-
day's United Auto Workers
rally.

Patrols were beefed up to
handle one of the largest
events in city history/ said
Assistant Police Superintend-
ent Jeanne Miller. But she de-
clined to say how many officers
were used and how much the\i£
department spent on overtime.*n

"We kept everything to a
minimum. We spent a lot less
for this than we do for steam-
boat Days and the Fourth of
July," she said. *

Peoria County and Illinois-
State Police were on standby in
the event of major problems
from the rally, MJJJer said.

State Police Bgt. Jerry Call!-
son said eight first-shift troop-
ers were kept over two hours
and nine second-shift troopers

came in an hour early. There
were extra patrols In the Peoria
area and some command offi-
cers attended the rally, he said.

Figures from the county
were unavailable Monday eve-
ning.

• Miller said she met with
UAW and Caterpillar Inc. offi-
cials in the weeks prior to the
tally and was confident there
would be no criminal activity.
And that was the case.

"Estimating from what we
saw in the Civic Center, there
were 15,000 to 16,000 people
here for the rally and we did
not have one crime incident,"
she said. • '

•Peoria police arrested Mary
Zlns. 38, of St. Louis and Kath-
leen M. Koajcu, 31, of Chicago
on criminal trespass charges
alter rally organizers asked to
have them removed for passing
out militant literature the UAW
did not want to be affiliated
with, Miller said.

The women were told they
could attend the rally and not
pass out the literature, but
they continued to distribute
toe newsletters, police said.

Zimmerman, does not see the
rally having any effect on the
negotiations. Talks are sched-
uled to begin Wednesday
morning in the St. Louis sub-
urb of Bridge ton, Mo.

"As far as we are concerned,
the rally will be history and
we'll be back facing the same
issues as before," Zimmerman
said Sunday. "Our final offer is
on the table and It's a .very
good offer."
• .Those statements did not sit
well with Brown.

"What he is saying is our
members are not too bright,'.'
Brown said. "For Zimmerman
to make those statements Js
unbelievable." • • • • - . • • • •

••• While* the rally Is only a
memory and the supplemental
checks'have been dispersed,
more money will be made avail-.
able to the strikers.-«- . • •-. •-;••
•• In a couple of weeka, pickets
should be seeing some of the

more than $1 million raised for
the Adopt-a-Stclker fund,
Brown said, The money will be.
added to the 1260,000 thaT al-
ready is in the account. One of
the largest donations came
from UAW members at Deere
A Co. They gave $147,000.
BIOWQ said.

Brown said it takes about
$250,000 to give each striker an
extra $25.-

EVANS
rateur from Moline. "By with-
holding'this information until
after the primary, I. feel he
cheated his constituents •.. i
Evans, in my opinion, has
heightened voter perception
that Congress Is arrogant,
privileged and ineffective." ...

" • Evans said he reviewed his
•bank statements last fall and
didn't think he had written any.
bad checks. Howevy, he said
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DECLARATION

I, Sara J. Lobman, make this declaration in support of the
application to the Federal Elections Commission for an advisory
opinion that the SWP, the SWP's National Campaign
Committee, and the committees supporting the candidates of
the SWP are entitled to an exemption from certain disclosure
provisions of the Federal Election Campaign Act.

I make this statement on the basis of my personal knowledge:

1. On February 20, 1992, a bullet was fired through the front
window of the Des Moines, Iowa, offices of the Socialist
Workers Party and Young Socialist Alliance.

2. The two organizations were centrally involved in a fight
against police brutality, which had developed several months
earlier in the wake of a cop beating of Larry Milton, a 35-year-
old Black worker.

3. At the time I was the chairperson of the local chapter of the
Young Socialist Alliance and had been the Socialist Workers
Party candidate for mayor in the 1991 elections.

4. In discussions with Internal Affairs Sergeant Jim O'Donnell, I
was informed that the case was suspended unless I could come
up with the name of a suspect.

5. Only when he was told this was the third attack on the
offices in several years did he agree to resubmit it to the
detective bureau to see if they would reopen the file.

6. To my knowledge no investigation was ever carried out and
no one was ever arrested in the incident.

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and
correct. Executed on October 31, 1996.

14-ftL.Sara J. tobman

Date |of*lllL
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SOCIALIST WORKERS PARTY
2105 Forest Avenue • Des Moines, IA 50311
(515)246-1695 *B*r»92

February 21,1992

Mayor John Dorrian
City Hall
Des Moines, Iowa

Dear Mayor Dorrian,

Last night between 8 and 9:15 p.m., the storefront windows of the offices of our organizations
— the Socialist Workers Party and Young Socialist Alliance — were shot up. Two bullets hit the
front windows, one scattering glass about the Pathfinder Bookstore at the front of our office.

As soon as we discovered the shooting, we called the police. The officer who came told us it
was just "mischief/

As you know from our participation at City Council meetings and public hearings called by the
City Council over the last two months, we are well-known participants in the effort to protest the
police beating of Larry Milton and police brutality in general. Unionist and political activist Mark
Curtis, whose defense committee rents space in our office, recently won an $11,000 judgment
against the Des Moines police for brutalizing him in the City Jail.

Pictures of Larry Milton and Mark Curtis as they looked after being brutalized are hung in the
windows of our office — the windows the thugs bullets shot through.

Our bookstore has suffered violent attack twice before in the last four years. The police have
done nothing.

We are writing you to press for a serious investigation that leads to the arrest and prosecution of
the thugs responsible for this attack.

Sincerely,

Cleve Andrew Pulley
Socialist Workers Party

Sara Lobman
Young Socialist Alliance



Airtiian's Pblitics Prompt:
Air Force Investigation/
ByJeffGauger
Worid-HenldSteH Writer...

Y<Jason Coughlin is the slim, son of
"white-collar parents who, he said, have
no discernible political leanings. • .
-,» At age 20, he asserted with consider-
^aWe enthusiasm, he has found a politi:.:. •
,<#! niche of hisown: socialism: •."*£•"
->;But his employer is troubled. " ">••-

i -.Airman Coughlin, of the Unifed
•;States Air Force, has been,removed .
.Jrom his job as a computer program- '
Vmer with the nuclear targeting staff at"
"Offtitt Air Force Base.' '*'• ,.•;• I V V:*' r

I ••" = Now he's a clerk in the base housing,
•-office. •**• •' \ ' '-••• • ;\ •/• .>.'..< :•>•••• •' •
-;-,....•;,•;..•• . . .'. .. •*••.•; o;..-.. •
„ ,The _Air Force told Coughlin last
•month that he is to be the subject of a v
..security investigation because of .his.,
"alleged involvement with socialist or-,;

rfianizations." • • • •'• ••*.*•• •••:••*. i'v"*"
^UaixJotherGlsshouJdhav^Mrigh^
•jto:stay in arid have any political ideas.-]
iwe.vyanl as citizen soldiers.̂ e Witt ̂

^ted .by the Jirst Afi^ndmaiVV;

i;Coughlin's case. Maj. Barbara: CaVr, a':
^Strategic Air .Command sppkeswomari',
"at Offutt, said the case is an administra-:
tive matter: and thus' is subject to'

^•federal privacy laws. . . - : / : ''.-.--v-
;/" But Coughlin talked nt Iength>lx)ur,
his case during an interview Thursday.%

^ai^^M^Bo^^^u^^

••:•

v*l

iffe^Jghtt6stayiii"and\|
;hjaV(Banyp0nticat̂
•jcleas \yie\yafit as:?
Citizen soldiers.: r>£.,
'We're still prptec^
^y;the;First rv î̂ /

,. g\ iiauvc vi vwumuu, vuugiuui.jen- ; ;$aia. vrioi oniy uiai,-j
tered the service Aug. M990, after:his^^iphlljkk.cbmputeci
—Cation 'from TEveigr^eli1^High"v.*p/ffthe ' "

i ijcnooi in Morrison/Colo. .:.';*»W ••••»•.•.; •^y7'--: "• '•- ••••••' ^ ^
V" :-'Itseemed likeia good mbye.toftiate? ' \".".. ' Please turn 1
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Editorial Page
Unsigned articles are the opinion of the World-Herald.

Air Force Shows Prudence
Airman Jason Coughlin should not be

surprised about having lost his top secret
security clearance while the Air Force
looks into his associations with the So-
cialist Workers Party and the Young
'Socialist Alliance.
._, The Air Force has an obligation to be
..ftire that anyone with access to sensitive
information uses that information only
as intended. Coughlin says the Air
Force is persecuting him because he
•Joined the Young Socialist Alliance and
because he attended forums sponsored
"by the Socialist Workers Party.

The Socialist Workers promote a%*$rbtsky-influenced collection of ideas
' leased on Marx and Lenin. The party's
'goal is the "abolition of capitalism
• through the establishment of a workers
and farmers republic." It embraces the
Marxist concept of a dictatorship of the

••proletariat and predicts that the workers
"fqf America will eventually become the
•ruling class.

Some members of the party believe
that an elite minority controls the Ameri-
can economy and that it should be
forcibly suppressed. The party's 1988
platform called for an end to American
opposition to communist revolutions in
Central America. Party members have
expressed sympathy for the aims of Cuba
and its leader, Fidel Castro.

Coughlin has been removed from his
job as a computer programmer with the
nuclear targeting staff at Offutt Air
Force Base. He now works as a clerk in
the base housing office while the Air
Force considers his status. He says that
his free speech rights are being violated.

Considering, however, that Coughlin
says he is "ready to fight for gains for the
working class against the ruling class,"
the Air Force is only being prudent to
take him away from the nuclear target-
ing computers while it considers his
future.
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THE JOINT STAFF
OINT STRATEGIC TAftttCT PLANNINO STAFF \^'

OFFUTT AIM FORCE BASE. NEBRASKA SBUS-IOOl

J* 23 Sep 91

MEMORANDUM FOR AIRMAN JASON C. COUGHLIN, USAF, 524-65-9895

Subject: NOTIFICATION OF PROPOSED SECURITY ACTION

1. As you are aware, your access to classified Information/unescorted entry
Into restricted areas was suspended on 1 July 1991. In accordance with APR
205-32, Chapter 8, you are hereby notified that opening a Special Security
File on you 1s being requested. This action Is being taken because of your
alleged Involvement with socialist organizations, contact with a foreign
national, and the perception of your questionable loyalty, honesty, and
reliability which exists In your previous workcenter.

2. If you wish to provide a rebuttal to this determination. I must receive it
not later than 72 hours after your receipt of this notification.

3. If you choose to reply, a written response to your submission will be made
dealing with the points or questions you raise.

4. When all final actions In this case have been completed, I will evaluate
the Incidents and make a security recommendation. The Air Force Security
Clearance Office will make the final security determination concerning your
reinstatement of clearance eligibility.

FOR THE DIRECTOR

ALBERT D. JENSEN
Brigadier General, USAF
Deputy Director for Analysis,
Concepts, and Systems

1st Ind, (Airman Coughlin)

TO: Deputy Director for Analysis, Concepts, and Systems, JSTPS

Receipt acknowledged

I do/do not intend to submit a written reply within 72 hours.

JASON C. COUGHLIN
Ann, USAF
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September 27, 1991

General Albert D. Jensen x

In response to your notification of proposed security action, dated
23 Sep 91 , 1 would like to reply to the pointa you made. j have
always been completely above board and cooperative concerning my
political views and affiliations, and will continue to do so. I do
not believe that anything I have done merits a security investiga-
tion.

First, I would like to respond to the assertion of my "alleged
involvement with socialist organizations." My involvement with
socialist organizations is no secret, is legal, and within Air
Force security regulations. It therefore requires no investiga-
tion.

Regarding my "contact with a foreign national:" Many Air Force
members speak with citizens of other countries in the normal course
of daily life, as do millions of other U.S. citizens every day.
Surely this cannot be considered a crime. I have never denied that
I have had discussions with people from many different countries.
I have provided Air Force officials with all relevant information
concerning such contact. These officials, in fact, admitted to me
and my attorney that there was no need to make any written report
in relation to this.

In regard to "perceived questionable loyalty, honesty, and
reliability" in my previous workcenter: My political ideas have
had no effect on the completion of my duties as a member of the
armed forces. My relations with co-workers were very good, and I
got excellent reviews from my supervisor (see attached Airman
Performance Feedback Worksheet, dated 23 Jan 91). I worked hard at
my job as a computer programmer, and had an excellent attendance
record. In fact, I was in the process of completing a computer
program which was begun at my initiative. I was allowed to work
independently of supervision on this project. I made much progress
in this work, which was noted by my supervisor and co-workers. I
deny I was disloyal, dishonest, or unreliable.

I believe I have the constitutional right to hold any political
views and be politically active out of uniform, when off duty, and
on my own time. I deny that my ideas have interfered with my
conduct as an airman. I have always carried out by duties to the
best of my ability and will continue to do so.

JASON C. COUGHLIN
Amn, USAF
524-65-9895
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September 27, 1991 III !*•••••••

JSTPS / JK
Offutt AFB, ME 68113-5000
Attn: Brig. Gen. Jensen

RE: Ann. Jason C. Coughlin

Dear Brig. Gen. Jensen

We represent Ann. Jason Coughlin. On September 23, 1991, you
notified Ann. Coughlin writing that a Special Security File was
being opened on him. The purpose of this letter is to request that
such a File not be opened.

Amn. Coughlin has already written an eloquent rebuttal letter
and I will not repeat the points he made. The first basis given
for this action is Jason's alleged involvement with socialist
organizations. The term "socialists organizations" is not defined
in any Air Force regulation; it could very easily be applied to the
French government or a number of other entities. We feel the term
is so broad that to use it as a basis for opening a Special
Security File violates Jason's right to due process of law.

Jason readily admits being a member of the Young Socialist
Alliance. He has been very open about this, but there is nothing
illegal about it. In fact, in Socialist Workers Party v. Attorney
General. the federal district court specifically found that the
YSA advocates political change only within the framework of the
U.S. Constitution.

The second basis given for the decision to open a Special
Security File is Jason's contact with a foreign national. There
is no Air Force regulation which prohibits contact with foreigners;
there is a regulation which requires that certain contacts with
foreigners be reported to the OSI, and Jason has complied with that
requirement.

The final reason given for your decision is the perception of
Jason's questionable loyalty, honesty and reliability which exists
in his previous work center. Of course, Jason cannot control the
perceptions of others. The fact is that he is loyal, honest and
reliable, and his performance reports prove it.
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Page 2

I would also like to state in writing that at my request Jason
asked for an extension of the 72 hour deadline to respond to your
letter. This request was denied by his first sergeant. Similarly,
I asked Jason if he could obtain a copy of APR 205-32; he was told
one would not be provided to me, though I was free to travel to the
base and find it myself. That seems petty, and makes it difficult
to represent Jason effectively.

While most Air Force members may disagree with Jason's
political beliefs, he has a right to hold any set of beliefs so
long as he does not advocate the overthrow of our government by
force or violence. I would venture to say that Jason is far more
appreciative of the rights contained in our Constitution than many
active duty servicemembers.

Thank you for your attention to this matter. If you have any
questions, please call.

Sincerely,

MASK S. COHEN
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THE JOINT STAFF
JOINT STRATEGIC TARGET PLANNING STA^T*.

OFFUTT AIM FORCE BASE. NEBRASKA ttUS-ftOOl

1st Ind, JSTPS/JK

TO: Commander, 55th Security Police Squadron/SpAI
•f.

Subject: NOTIFICATION OF PROPOSED SECURITY ACTION

4 Oct 91

1. The opening of a Special Security File (SSF) on Airman Coughlln is an
administrative action and not a legal action. TJiere has never been any
suggestion that Airman Coughlln has done anything that requires action under
the Uniform Code of Military Justice. Airman Coughlln's competence as a
programmer has never been questioned, and his relationship with the other
people in his former office does not have a direct bearing on the opening of a
Special Security File.

3. The central issue that needs to be resolved is whether or not Airman
Coughlin knew that he was required to file a contact report with the Air Force
Office of Special Investigations (AFOSI), and whether or not Airman Coughlin
filed that report of his own volition.

a. Airman Coughlin was briefed on the provisions of APR 205-32 during
his basic and technical training.

b. Airman Coughlln was again briefed on AFR 205-32 on 5 June 1991,
specifically that failure to follow the provisions of AFR 205-32 could
jeopardize his security clearance. *•

4. It is my understanding that on 1 July 1991, Airman Coughlin returned from
leave in Chicago, where he had contact with a foreign national covered under
the provisions of AFR 205-32; and that Airman Coughlln did not file the
required contact report of his own volition. Airman Coughlln's failure to
file a timely contact report with the local AFOSI has resulted in questions of
loyalty and reliability. I have determined to go forward with the SSF process
to resolve all doubts about-Alrman- Coughlln's- secur-Uy clearance eligibility.

FOR THE DIRECTOR

Copy to:
Airman- Coughlln

ALBERT D. JENSEN
•Brigadier General, USAF
Deputy Director for Analysis,
Concepts, and Systems



DECLARATION

I, Jerry Freiwirth, make this declaration in support of the application to the
Federal Elections Commission for an advisory opinion that the SWP, the SWP's
National Campaign Committee, and the committees supporting the candidates of
the SWP are entitled to an exemption from certain disclosure provisions of the
Federal Election Campaign Act.

I make this statement on the basis of my personal knowledge:

1. On the morning of August 6,1 and another campaign volunteer were circulating
nomination petitions for Willie Mae Reid, the Socialist Workers candidate for
Mayor of Houston. We were located at the corner of Main and McKinney streets
in downtown Houston. A small card table displaying campaign literature was set
up well back from the corner. This was similar to the campaign tables set up by
supporters of the Socialist Workers campaigns in downtown Houston in many
previous election years.

2. After about a hour, a Houston police officer, D.G. Duggin, pulled over his
patrol car, turned on his flashing lights, and informed me that my actions were
"illegal."

3.1 replied that I was gathering signatures to place a candidate for mayor on the
ballot, that the table featured campaign materials, and that distribution of these
materials was an exercise of protected free speech. I further suggested that
Officer Duggin check with his department, but that if so ordered, I would
dismantle the campaign table at once.

4. Officer Duggin replied that the socialist campaign table represented
commercial, not political, activity, and as such was only legal if a commercial
permit was first obtained.

5. Shortly thereafter, a Houston Police sergeant drove up in a police patrol car.
The two officers conferred and Officer Duggin issued me a summons. The two
charges listed on the summon were "distribution of commercial handbills,'* and
"blocking city sidewalk w/table."

6. The two handbills in question were the following: a half-page flyer encouraging
signatures on the petition for mayor and an announcement of an upcoming
Militant Labor Forum on the topic of the Gulf War to be held at the Socialist
Workers campaign headquarters.

7. The campaign table was not impeding foot traffic nor was it blocking any
commercial establishment. That portion of Main Street contains only a parking lot
on the side where the table was located.



8. Socialist Workers mayoral candidate Willie Mae Reid sent then Police Chief
Elizabeth Watson a letter two weeks previous to this incident. In the letter, Ms.
Reid informed the police chief that volunteers from Reid's campaign would be
petitioning on the streets of Houston and asking the department's cooperation.

9. The services of council, Ms Beatrice Mladenka-Fowler, were obtained through
the offices of the American Civil Liberties Union. I appeared at the initial hearing
before the Houston Municipal Court on September 4,1996. At that time the
charge of "blocking city sidewalk w/table" was dismissed.

10. On October 8,1 received notification from Ronald J. Beylotte, Chief
Prosecutor, Municipal Courts, that the charge of "distribution of commercial
handbills" was dismissed.

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct. Executed
on November 18,1996.

inr * • ±*-> * *~S £*<*.
Jerry Freiwirth

Date



CITIZEN INFORMATION FORM 3*3

MUNICIPAL COURTS
1400 LUBBOCK

HOUSTON, TEXAS 77002

DEFENDANT: FREIWIKTH JERRALD

JUDGE: JOSBPIHA M RKNDON

CASE NUHBERl 01928988

DATE: 09/O4/91

COURT DATE: SEPTEMBER 4TH 1991 TIME: 10:00 AM COURT NO. 5

PLEA: NOT GUILTY

FINDING: DISMISSED

CASE DISPOSITION: DISMISSED -S/O PROSECUTOR

BOND:

JUDGEMENT/FINE:

COURT COSTS:

FEES:

TOTAL:

TIME SERVED:
INITIAL PAYMENT:

DUE: 0.00
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Post Office Box 1562 Houston. Texas 77251-1562
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Oct. 8, 1991

Jerrald Preiwirth
4714 Clay
Houston, Texas 77023

Re: state vs. Jerrald Frelwirth
Handbill Distribution
Cause ff 01928987
Court ft2, Jan. 22, 1992, 8iOO a.m.

Dear Mr* Freiwirth:

The above charge filed against you has been dismissed. You
may disregard the citation* You are not required to appear in
court on the above date.

Sincerely

Ronald Jr. Beylot
Chief Prosecutor
Municipal Courts

,
lott/r

RJD.LT80



BEATRICE MLADENKA-FOWLER ROV 1 8 1996
Attonwy UIG GoutiMuov

P.O. Box 736$ 1529 Hdtfim Boutevud
H<*utan,T«xu77Z48-7365

Tdephono: (713) 862-7349 Fratmile: (713) 862-29*

November 22, 1991

Mr. Jerry Freiwirth
4717 Clay
Houston, Texas 77O23

RE i .Cause | O192898B - 'blocking sidewalk*' charge

Dear Jerry:

Thank you for sending the letter, z have looked at the
documents you gave me initially, and the above charge la the
one which was dismissed at your initial plea of "not
guilty." Thus, you will not be receiving any further
communication from the prosecutor.

Let me hear from you ir there are any further problems.

Very truly your*,
>• /I

kTRXCB MLADEHKA-FOWLER

bin f/we
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OUR FILE:

September 7, 1991

Glenn A. Grant, Esq.
Corporation Counsel
City of Newark
City Hall
Newark, New Jersey 07102

Dear Mr. Grant,

On behalf of the American Civil Liberties Union of New
Jersey, I am constrained to advise you of a shocking incident
that occurred on Saturday, August 26, 1991.

On that date, supporters of a political campaign, the
Socialist Workers 1991 Campaign, on behalf of the Socialist
Workers Party, set-up a literature table outside of their
campaign headquarters at 141 Halsey Street in Newark. This is
also the site of the Pathfinder Bookstore and the office of the
Young Socialist Alliance. The facilities are located on the
second floor of 141 Halsey Street, anpl a stair case leads up
from the street to the offices.

On the table were political books and pamphlets. In
addition, campaign supporters were selling copies of the
Militant,, a political newspaper that endorses and promotes the
candidates of the Socialist Workers Party.

At approximately 1:30 p.m., a police officer on horseback
rode up to the person staffing the literature table and asked,
"What kind of books are those? Are you communists?" He then
told them that he thought that "communism was finished."

-1-



While the officer was asking these questions, and making
these statements, his horse was blocking access to the
literature table book store. A campaign supporter working
inside of the building came out and asked the officer to move
because his horse and he were blocking access to the literature
table and to the book store. The officer then asked him, "Where
do you live?" and "What does your father do?"

Several minutes later, the same police officer returned,
accompanied by another officer who was also on horseback. They
began to shout at and argue with the campaign supporters. At
this time, they called over a third police officer, who was
nearby on foot.

For more than half an hour, these officers and their horses
blocked access to the campaign headquarters. During this time,
the police officers attempted to persuade passers-by on the
street to harass the campaign supporters. For example, the foot
patrol officer said, among other things, "If we got a crowd
around and could show people what these people really stand for,
I bet that table would be turned over." One of the mounted
officers said "Do you think Commander [his horse], could make it
up those stairs?"

These threats and attempts at intimidation continued. The
campaign workers were forced to take down their table and halt
their expressive activities. After this, the three police
officers continued to stand in the entrance of the campaign
headquarters for approximately twenty minutes, before moving
away.

This behavior clearly contravenes the First Amendment to
the United States Constitution and Article I, paras. 6 and 18 of
the New Jersey Constitution.

Any attempt at suppressing speech because of its content
patently violates both the federal and state constitutions, it
is axiomatic that

"[o]ur law does not prohibit the public expression of
unpopular views. It is lawful to advocate, for instance,
the establishment of a dictatorship in America, or a soviet
form of government, or a hereditary monarchy, or the
abolition of religious freedom, or other changes in our
political, economic or social system, no matter how unwise
or how shocking. If lawless elements in the community,
instead of ignoring such propaganda, or meeting it by sound
argument, resort to riot, it is the duty of police to

-2-
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\ protect the lawful assemblage and to repress those who
i unlawfully attack it."

American League of the Friends of the New Germany v. Eastmead.
116 N.J. Eg. 487, 488 (Ch. 1934).

: In our country, M[o]rdinarily, speech restrictions will
withstand constitutional scrutiny only if they are limited to

! prohibiting speech which creates a 'clear and present danger1 of
j threatening some substantial governmental interest unrelated to
} the suppression of expression." In re Hinds. 90 N.J. 604, 618

(1982).

i The City of Newark is strongly urged to refrain from any
: further conduct that violates the free speech protections of the
:j federal and state constitutions. Please kindly telephone me to
i; discuss this situation.

Thank you.

Very truly yours,

William J. Volonte

cc: Deborah A. Ellis, Esq.,
American Civil Liberties Union of New Jersey
Socialist Workers 1991 Campaign Committee

-3-
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Socialist
candidates
in Newark
protest cop
threats
BY CINDY JAQUITH

NEWARK — The Socialist Workers
Party candidates for stale office in New Jer-
sey are protesting a police provocation
against supporters at a campaign table ael up
in downtown Newark.

On August 26. supporters set up their
regular Saturday literature table on the
sidewalk outside the campaign offices. The
table offered the Militant newspaper,
which carried an ankle on the candidates'
denunciation of recent police brutality in
northern New Jersey and featured the fight
against the ultrarightist assault on abortion
rights in Wichita. Kansas. Also on the table
were books and pamphlets by Malcolm X.
Nelson Mandela, and Fidel Castro, and
burtons opposing police violence.

At 1:30 p.m., a cop on horseback ap-
proached the table and asked. "What kind
of books are those? Are you communists?"
As he sought to start a debate, a campaign
supporter asked him to move since his
hone was blocking access to the literature
table and the campaign headquarters en-
trance.

Several minutes later the same cop re-
lumed with another officer on horseback.
They were soon joined by a third cop on
foot. For more than half an hour the three
stayed inert, seeking to intimidate passerxby
from approaching the literature table or en-
tering the headquarter*, despite the repeated
object Kins of campaign workers.

One cop provocatively suggested, "If we
got a crowd around and could show people
what these people really stand for. I bet that
table would he turned over.** He also asked if
the socialists had a permit for the table.

Gin- of tin* rikiuiik'tl iiip* aiskcd. "Do y«w
think Gimniander |hi\ house | could make it
up thine stairs?** Ik was referring to the
stairway leading to the campaign offices,
which are located on the second floor.

With the police threats escalating, the
campaign workers took down the table.

Hie socialists* attorney. Bill Votonte of
the American Civil Liberties Union, stated
thai the cops* behavior amounted to -threat-
ening mob action" against a legal election
campaign. The socialists collected more
than UOOO signatures on nominating peti-
tions to appear on the November ballot.
They arc running fur seats in the State Senate
and State Assembly.

A campaign statement was released by
SWP candidates Rachel Knapik. • pharma-
ceutical worker and member of the Oil,
Chemical and Atomic Workers union;
Karen Kopperud. a nil worker and United
Transportation Union member, and Jason
Redrup. chairperson of the Newark Young
Socialist Alliance.

They pointed out that the com* action Mis
a Nauru violation of the Bill of Rights guar-
antee of free speech and a threat to the right
of all working people who seek to present
their views to the public — from trade
unionists on picket lines, to activists defend-
ing access to ahortiiw clinics, to protestors
again* police brutality.''

The candidates declared. "We will not
be intimidated. We will continue to ac-
tively campaign in Newark, including in
<he downtown area. We will not accept this
attempt to deny working people and youth
the right to read the Militant* to study the
speeches of Malcolm X and Nelson
Mandela, to learn about the Cuban revolu-
tion. We will continue to campaign against
police brutality — from Los Angeles to
Newark —just as we will speak out for a
courMcrmohilization to answer uhrarightist
assault* like those in Wichita.**

The candidates urged all supporters of
democratic rights to lodge protests with
Newark Mayor Sharpe James. Chy Hall.
Newark. New Jersey, urging him to instruct
the Newark police *to immediately cease
and desist from this harassment.** Copies
should be sent to the Socialist Workers 1991
Campaign. 141 Halsey St.. Second Floor.
Newark. New Jersey 07102.

The Militant September 20,1991
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OUR FILE:

September 7, 1991

Socialist Workers 1991 Campaign Committee
141 Halsey Street
Newark, New Jersey 07102

To whom it may concern:

You have asked for an opinion as to whether your
organization has the legal right to set up a table in front of
your campaign headquarters, at 141 Halsey Street, Newark, New
Jersey, to distribute campaign materials as well as to
distribute and sell political books, pamphlets, and other
materials. In my opinion, your organization has this right. In
addition, in my opinion, the committee has the right to set up a
table on any city sidewalk to engage in this activity.
Obviously, there can be no substantial interference with the
free flow of pedestrian traffic.

These activities are clearly protected by the First
Amendment of the United States Constitution, and Article I,
paras. 6 and 18 of the New Jersey Constitution.

Any attempt at suppressing speech because of its content
patently violates both the federal and state constitutions. It
is axiomatic that

fl[o]ur law does not prohibit the public expression of
unpopular views. It is lawful to advocate, for instance,
the establishment of a dictatorship in America, or a soviet
form of government, or a hereditary monarchy, or the
abolition of religious freedom, or other changes in our

-1-



political, economic or social system, no matter how unwise
or how shocking. If lawless elements in the community,
instead of ignoring such propaganda, or meeting it by sound
argument, resort to riot, it is the duty of police to
protect the lawful assemblage and to repress those who
unlawfully attack it."

American League of the Friends of the New Germany v. Eastmead.
116 N.J. Eg. 487, 488 (Ch. 1934).

In our country, M[o]rdinarily, speech restrictions will
withstand constitutional scrutiny only if they are limited to
prohibiting speech which creates a 'clear and present danger1 of
threatening some substantial governmental interest unrelated to
the suppression of expression.11 In re Hinds. 90 N.J. 604, 618
(1982) .

In jurisdictions that have addressed this issue, the courts
have consistently held that people have the right to use a table
to disseminate political ideas. In People v. Strauss. 48
Misc.2d 1006, 266 N.Y.S.2d 431, 432 (N.Y. Grim. Ct. 1965), the
court held that an activist had the right to set-up a four-foot
'by four-foot literature table on the streets of New York City.

In addition, in Welton v. City of Los Anaeles. 18 Cal.3d
497, 134 Cal. Rotr. 668, 556 P._2d 1119, 1125 (1976), the
California Supreme Court held people have a right to sell any
type of printed material, even a map depicting the locations of
Hollywood movie stars, on the streets of Los Angeles. See also.
Moscowitz v. Cullman. 432 F. Supp. 1263, 1265 (D.N.J. 1977)
(political candidate permitted to pass out leaflets, as well as
set-up literature table, at PATH station in Jersey City).

Furthermore, this issue has been litigated before in Essex
County. In 1988, a political activist was charged with having a
table out, in violation of the City of Newark's peddling
ordinance. Although she was convicted in the Municipal Court,
the Hon. Mahlon L. Fast, Judge of the Superior Court of New
Jersey, sitting in Essex County, reversed the conviction because
the government had failed to introduce any factors that could
justify this suppression of free speech.

Although the New Jersey courts have not squarely decided
this issue in a reported decision, given the fact that our state
courts will uphold rights even on private property, see State v.
Schmid. 84 N. J. 535 (1980), appeal dismissed sub nom Princeton
University v. Schmid. 455 U.S. 100, 102 S.Ct. 867, 70 L.Ed.2d
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855 (1982), in my opinion, the state and federal judiciary of
New Jersey will uphold the rights of the committee to engage in
the above-mentioned expressive activity.

-3-



STATEMENT BY

ROBERT BRUNEAU, CANDIDATE FOR SEATTLE CITY COUNCIL

On July 6 of this year I was collecting signatures along
with supporters of the Socialist Workers 1991 campaign to
place Stuart Crome and Kathleen Wheeler on the ballot for Seattle
City Council elections this fall. We were collecting these
signatures at the QFC food market on Broadway in Seattle.

Shortly after beginning our efforts I was approached
by an individual who called himself Mario who immediately began
to harass and physically threaten us. He objected to socialists
collecting signatures and repeated several ant i -communist
statements along with threats.

He continued for several minutes and before leaving
stated that he had many friends in the neighborhood and he
would be back with them. He also stated that if he ever saw
us again he would have us arrested. This whole incident,
which was very loud, was witnessed by many people entering
and leaving the QFC. It certainly had a chilling effect on
our petitioning efforts.

On July 9, at the same location, while again gathering
signatures I was approached by the Seattle city police. An
officer informed me that a phone call had been made to the
police claiming that we were harassing people in the street.
I explained to the officer that this was not the case, that
we were simply gathering signatures as required by city election
laws. As we were speaking this same Mario approached us in
an agitated state demanding in a loud voice that the police
arrest us. Using a lot of profanity, he repeated the anti-
communist statements he had made two days earlier.

The incident ended when it became quite clear that Mario
was the one who had phoned in the complaint to the police and
that we were clearly engaged in lawful activity. Again,
several people witnessed this second incident.

Robert Bruneau
ft/1
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DECLARATION

I, Jane Roland, make this declaration in support of the application to the Federal Elections
Commission for an advisory opinion that the SWP, the SWP's National Campaign
Committee and the committees supporting the candidates of the SWP are entitled to an
exemption from certain disclosure provisions of the Federal Election Campaign Act.

I make this statement on the basis of my personal knowledge.

1. On June 9,1991 a threatening phone call was received at the location which serves as
the offices of the Socialist Workers Party.

2. At about 7 p.m. the phone rang and I answered it. A man's voice said something like,
"This is the Ku Klux Klan. We're gonna come and get you". I immediately hung up the
phone.

3. This incident was reported to the Greensboro Police Department.

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct. Executed on
November 16, 1996.

c
Jane Roland

Date



DECLARATION

1. Robert Paul Dees, make this declaration in support of the application to the Federal Elections
Commission for an advisory opinion that the SWP, the SWP's National Campaign Committee,
and the committees supporting the candidates of the SWP are entitled to an exemption from
certain disclosure provisions of the Federal Election Campaign Act.

I make this statement on the basis of personal knowledge:

1 . On 26 May 1991 , 1 entered the headquarters of the Socialist Workers Party and Young
Socialist Alliance in Greensboro, North Carolina right after another volunteer. This friend
showed me stickers he had found on each of the two entrances to the headquarters. One read
"Nigger go home." The other read "You have been paid a social visit by the Knights of the Ku
Klux Klan. Don't make the next visit a business call.'1 The sticker included a graphic of a robed
Klansman mounted on a horse carrying a flaming torch.

2. On 2 June 1991, 1 answered the telephone at the SWP headquarters. After asking "Do you
have the Manifesto of Karl Marx and Frederick Engels," the caller said, "This is the Ku Klux
Klan. We'd like to get a couple of them and a couple of you too." The caller then hung up, and
I immediately transcribed the conversation.

3. The Ku Klux Klan held a regional conference in Greensboro during this time period, so a
larger number than usual of them were in town.

4. Twelve years earlier, five union and political activists had been murdered in broad daylight
in Greensboro by avowed Klan members. Several weeks before the incident at the
headquarters, a federal judge had been assassinated in the South by a mail-bomb. Suspicion in
the newspapers fell on right-wing terrorists.

5. Both incidents were reported to the Greensboro Police department and reports were filed by
officers who came out to investigate.

6. On 2 August 1991, FBI agent Linda Maberry of the Greensboro office contacted me and
said the FBI was opening its own investigation and wanted to pursue the case. Together with
my lawyer, I met with Agent Mabeny and answered questions on these incidents.

7. To my knowledge no one was ever arrested in either incident.

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct. Executed on 3
December 1996.

Robert Paul Dees

Date



DECLARATION

I, John C. Hawkins, make this declaration in support of the application to the Federal
Elections Commission for an advisory opinion that the SWP, the SWP's National
Campaign Committee, and the committees supporting the candidates of the SWP are
entitled to an exemption from certain disclosure provisions of the Federal Election
Campaign Act.

I make this statement on the basis of my personal knowledge:

1. Sometime between the hours of 11:00 PM, Saturday, June 14,1991 and 8:30 AM,
Sunday, June 15,1991 swastikas and the slogan "White Power" were spray painted on the
building at 111 21st Street South that houses the offices of the Socialist Workers Party
and Young Socialist Alliance. I personally saw the graffiti when I arrived at the building
Sunday morning, June IS, 1991.

2. At the time I was the Socialist Workers Party candidate for Mayor of Birmingham in
the 1991 elections. The location of the campaign headquarters had been broadly
advertised in campaign flyers and other material

3. Moreover, the Socialist Workers Party, Young Socialist Alliance, and other supporters
of my campaign were centrally involved in helping to organize demonstrations and other
activities against the racist propaganda and actions of local skinheads.

4. While Birmingham Mayor Richard Arlington decried the act of vandalism and promised
a police investigation, no perpetrator was found and no one was prosecuted.

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct. Executed on
November 15, 1996.
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does not a'ddress race, religion or national origin, bui me ciuu na»
traditionally had only Jewish members.

"We've really practiced, in effect, a Jewish country club. We
decided earlier this year to relax our membership practices and
accept non-Jewish members," Sklar said.

"Birmingham is becoming more diverse in nature, and our members
Just felt it was the moral and right thing to do," he said.

Last summer. Shoal Creek in Shelby County was pressured to accept
a black member or face protests during the 1990 Professional Golfers
Association Championship. Sklar said Pine Tree members, without any
outside pressure, decided to allow non-Jewish members.

Sklar said the club has accepted 31 members — 20 Jewish and 11
non-Jewish — in the last 45 days. The club has about 375 members, he
said. .

Davis, 55, is a senior partner with the Sirote and Permutt law firm, a
board member of the Birmingham Airport Authority and past
president of the Birmingham Bar Association.

Jon Anderson• .
Man electrocuted while working on car

A 21-year-old Bessemer, man was found dead Monday after He
apparently was electrocuted while working on his car in the rain.

James Darwin Cargile of Weaver Trailer Park was found lying on a
wet plastic sheet under his 1976 Buick, with tools and car parts
scattered around him, according to a Jefferson County Sheriff's
Department report.

A co-worker who came to pick up Cargile for work reported feeling a
"tingle" of electricity when he checked Cargile for a pulse, the report

- said. The feeling went away when he moved a droplight power cord
that was resting against the car's bumper, the report said.

Cargile had approached a neighbor Sunday night asking to borrow a
droplight so he could remove his car's gasoline tank, the report said.
The neighbor said it was raining, and he urged Cargile not to work on
his car during the storm, according to the report.

* " Jon Rabiroff

Socialists blame vandalism on racists
Vandalism at the Pathfinder Books store wa&an act of intimidation

said John Hawkins, a spokesman for the Socialist Workers Party.
"It was an attempt on the part of the racist forces in and around the

city such as the Ku KluxKlan, the Nazis and Skinheads to exercise
political intimidation on those who are fighting for social progress such
as socialists, trade unionist, fighters for civil and women's rlfhts and -
defenders of democratic rights," he said/'We're just sending a

-message loud and clear that we are not going fo be Intimidated by
this. *• • • . *

Racist grafltti including swastikas arid "white power" were found
rff-patote^ 1» 21stSt7uth building that houses the books tore and the Young Socialist

Alliance and is also the headquarters for the Socialist Workers Party
.Hawkins, who is running for mayor of Birmingham, said the parly is

calling on the'city administration to make sure fhe police depaSnent
dow "all In its power to apprehend those that committed thSandto .
make sure that this or an even graver incident doesn't happen again."

* »
Vtetorta L. Cbman

*
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Efhalm Socialist bookstore attacke

WEEHE COUKTV DEMOCRAT
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3dokstore*wi*a"*"*f ,. r,
•Hawkins pointed out that this is not the first such attack on the party

headquarters and the bookstore. A plate glass window a ; the former of- •
fices of the party-and bookstore was broken two years i go by forces in .
and.around various rightist organizations in the area.' "his was at the
same time that f acist thugs threw paint on the statue of Dr. Martin Luther
King in Kelly Ingram Park, which prompted several demonstrations in
response spearheaded by local youth. j

J, Pathfinder bookstore is an affiliate of Pathfinder Press—the foremost
socialist publishing house in the country, which Issues the works of such
authors as Malcolm X, the most far sighted leader of the fight for black
rights during the 1950's and 1960's; Fidel Castro and Che Guevara, the
central leaders of the Cuban Revolution; Karl Marx and Fredereich
Engels, the founders of the modern socialist movement; and V.irLenin
and Leon Trotsky, the central leaders of the Russian Revolution of 1917.

"We are calling upon the city administration to do all in its power to in-
sure .that the police department does its Job—that is, apprehend and pro-
secute the perpetrators of this deed and insure that a similar incident, or
one more damaging, does not occur in the future^.' said Hawkins. . /

. BIRMINGHAM - On Saturday night June 15, 1991, the Pathfinde:
Bookstore at 111 21st Street. South in Birmingham was attacked and var.
dalized with racist graffiti. Swastikas and "White Power"—known syrr.

-bols of the Ku Klux KLan and neo-Nazi organizations — were spray
• painted on the door, windows and side of the building.
. .Pathfinder Books is a political bookstore and also serves as the con-,

•paign headquarters for the Socialist Workers Party in the State c
.'Alabama.
i- "We will not be intimidated by this right-wing attack against tho5
•.fighting for social progress," said John Hawkins, Socialist Workers car
didate for Mayor of Birmingham. /,

j See BOOKSTORE, p. 2
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labama socialist denounces
ightist attack on bookstore

BYDANFURMAN
BIRMINGHAM. Alatema—JohnHaw-

fa Socialist Workers Party candidate for
Baningnam imyof• denounced Ihc recent

r-panaiiu} cif swastikas and fte ilpgan
Power** on the building that houtes

[offices of the SocuUdWorkenPtfiy and
tfrmflnder bookstore.

..Hawkins called it "an attempt by rightist
forces —such as the Ru Klux Klan.

and some skinheads — to exercise
intimidation against those fight-

; for social progress—trade unionists.

fighters for Black rights, fighters for
.women's rights, socialists, and other 4e-

Tne tocUEn candidate was speaktat at a
lime 19 news conference held at the rath-
finder bookstore and covered by tfiee local
TV nations, several radio stations, the Bir-
mingham News, and the Peg Herald.

James luohy of St. Andrews Episcopal
Church joined Hawkins in condemning the
attack at die news conference. Several writ-
ten statements of support and solidarity were
also received.

"It is unfortunately a small step from
attacking a bookstore ... to burning
books...10 banning ideas...to Jailing
people whose views or race or religion
you don't share.** wrote John Ztppert, co-
publisher of the Green County Democrat.
A statement from Birmingham Mayor
Richard Arlington decried the attack and
promised that the police department
would conduct an investigation.

Responding to Questions fiom itporim,
Hawkins pointed out mat me attack was not
simply what the media labels a *1a*e crime."
InttMfl, Hawbns said, ft was an attempt ID
oeateanatnMaphenioirpotticaliralinidatittL

A plate glass window at the fame/ office*
of the party and bookstore was broken two
yean ago by local skinheads. At that same
time, paint was tfuown on me statue of
Martin Luther King, Jr. in Kelly Ingram Park.
Young people in the area organized several
demonstrations that politically pushed back
this attempt of fascist-like outfits to operate
more openly. The Socialist Workers Party
and Young Socialist Alliance were in the
forefront of those organizing that response,
the socialist candidate noted.

Asked about his reaction to the mayor's
statement. Hawkins called it re step in the
right direction." He went on to urge the city
administration to do all in its power K> ap-
prehend and prosecute the perpetrators and
to insure that a similar or more damaging
incident does not occur in the future. "We
wont be satisfied.'' the socialist candidate
said, "until that is done."

"his easy to see why we were singled out
this time." said Hawkins, pointing to the rote
of the Punfinder bookstore in distributing
revolutionary literature and to the SWPand
YSA's participation in working-class strug-
gles. "But more importantly, this act b aimed
at all who struggle for social justice."

July 19,1991 The Militant
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STATEMENT BY

KEN KAWAKUBO, CANDIDATE FOR SEATTLE CITY COUNCIL

Early this year (January 17 - February 15) the management

at Northwest Airlines where I was employed, harassed and

attempted to victimize me because of my political views on

the U.S.-Iraq war.

I was called into a meeting with my supervisor because of

my opposition to the U.S. actions in the Middle East. I was

ordered to remove a button I was wearing which stated my

opposition. If I did not comply, I was told, it could lead to

disciplinary action. This was clearly selective harassment as

it is common practice for many workers to wear buttons at work

In fact, several of my co-workers were wearing buttons at that

time supporting U.S. involvement. The company also issued a

public memo which was posted up singling me out for this

supposed violation.

Through support from co-workers and intervention on my

behalf by the union, actual victimization was avoided. The

management is well aware of my political affiliation with the

Socialist Workers Party as I was a candidate in the local

Seattle elections in 1990 and openly campaigned on the job.

Ken Kawakubo
8/12/91



DECLARATION

I, PRISCILLA SCHENK, make this declaration in support of the application to the Federal
Election Commission for an advisory opinion that the SWP, the SWP's National Campaign
Committee, and the committees supporting the candidates of the SWP are entitled to an
exemption from certain disclosures provisions of the Federal Election Campaign Act.

I make this statement on the basis of my personal knowledge:

1. On January 18,1991, myself and a coworker, Harold Searcy, were each interrogated by agents
of the Iowa Bureau of Criminal Investigation and Secret Service Agency in the personnel office of
our employer, Emco Industries, in Des Moines, Iowa.

2. This interrogation came in the midst of the U.S. war against Iraq. The questioning centered on
my public opposition to the war. I regularly sold the Militant, a socialist newsweekly, and
distributed public statements by the Socialist Workers Party in opposition to the war.

3. I was personally called into the office by the company's personnel director. Two men inside
pulled out their badges and said they were agents of the Iowa Bureau of Criminal Investigation
and Secret Service Agency. They said they had a few questions about my political activities
because they received a phone call saying that I and another worker in the plant had been
overheard threatening to kill the president of the U.S. and the governor of the state of Iowa. I
said that was outrageous and untrue. They closed the door, leaving only me and the two police
agents in the room. I told them I had nothing to say to them. They insisted they had to ask some
questions to "clear things up." I said I wanted an attorney present. They said that wasn't
necessary, that it was just some questions. I asked if I was being charged with something. They
said no. They said they could certainly charge me, but that would take too much time, booking
me, getting into court, getting attorneys—a lot of time and money. They said they wanted to get
this over with quickly.

4.1 asked to have my union steward present. They said no, it was not a union concern. I said it
was a union matter, and that I wanted a union representative. They agreed. The Secret Service
cop went out and asked the personnel manager to get a union representative. The agent came
back into the room. Both started to barrage me with questions. They asked: Are you against the
war? (I had a button on my sweater saying "U.S. Troops Out of the Middle East".) Is anyone
else here against the war? Who are your friends? Who are your friends outside work?

5. I repeated over and over that I had nothing to say to them. I waited for a few minutes until the
union steward came. They repeated to the steward the charge about the phone call. I repeated
that the charge was totally false. The steward said that with the war going on there had been
some loud talk, but that the charge was ridiculous. They asked if I knew who would have it in for
me. I repeated I had nothing to say to them without an attorney present.

6. They asked if I was going to the governor's inaugural ball that night and if I carry a gun or
other weapon to work. I said I had nothing to say to them. They then let me leave.
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7. An attorney from the American Civil Liberties Union called sometime later to the Secret
Service Agency in Omaha. The agency informed him that there was no open investigation of
either myself or Harold Searcy and that there was no record of pending charges against us.

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct. Executed on November
15, 1996.

PRISCILLA SCHENK

Date
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Two anti-war lowans say
agents harassed them •V -

By WILLIAM PETROSKI
RkQttlir Staff Wfltar

Two Des Moines anti-war activists
are accusing the Secret Service and
the Iowa Division of Criminal Investi-
gation of political harassment after
agents allegedly tried to force them
to detail theic political activities and
name their associates.

An Iowa civil liberties lawyer
called the investigation an "ugly inci-
dent," while a United Auto Workers
union official said it is an example of
"law enforcement terrorism."

Priscilla Schenk, 41, and Harold
Searcy, 27, both of Des Moines, are
members of People for Peace in the
Middle East, an anti-war group. They
said the questioning happened while
they were at work at Emco Industries
Inc. on Jan. 18.
Anonymous Phone Tip

They said the two agents told them
they were acting on an anonymous
phone tip that said they had been
overheard threatening the lives of
President Bush and Iowa Gov. Terry
Brans tad.

Both workers said the allegations
are ridiculous and they believe the
agents were harassing them because
of their activities against the Persian
Gulf War. Schenk, a factory worker,
is also a member of the Socialist
Workers Party. Searcy, a janitor, said
he didn't belong to any political party
at the time of the incident

Schenk, also known by her married
name of Marroquin, was interrogated
first by the two agents, and Searcy
was questioned later, they said they
could not name the Secret Service
agent, but identified the DCI agent as
Donald Harris. Schenk said she and
Searcy were especially upset about
methods used by the two agents in

Priscilla Schenk
Factory worker
conducting the interrogation sessions.

"They more or less came into the
factory where I work and basically
interrogated me about my political
views. I have been real outspoken
about the war," Schenk said. "They
started off reciting the charge that I
was overheard threatening the life of
the president and the governor,"
which was "absolutely not true."
Questions Asked

"They asked me, 'Are you against
the war?' and 'Who are your friends?'
and 'Where do you go after work?'"
Schenk said. "I tried to leave the

room, and the Secret Service guy put
his hand on the door and said, 'You're
not going anywhere.'"

She said the agents refused to per-
mit her to have a lawyer present
while she was questioned, .although
they later allowed a UAW union stew-
ard to attend at her insist*

Searcy, who was wearing a "No
.blood for oil" button and a green
peace ribbon while the agents ques-
tioned him, said the agents told him
they were conducting a background
check. They asked him to name his
friends who were also opposed to the
Persian Gulf War and to name his as-
sociates at work and to explain how
he spent his free time.

"They also asked me if I owned a
gun and if I was going to the inaugu-
ral ball" for Branstad, Searcy said.
Seen as a Trend

Charles Glfford of Burlington, a
leader of the United Auto Workers in
Iowa, said he believes the interroga-
tion of his two fellow union members
went beyond the bounds necessary.
Glfford also said he considers the in-
vestigation to be part of a trend in the
United States to stifle anti-war senti-
ment

Rather than embarrassing Schenk
and Searcy by visiting them at work,
the two agents could have discreetly
stopped at their homes a'nd asked
them questions if the allegations had
been legitimate, Gifford said. "This
was law-enforcement terrorism," he
said.

Randall Wilson, legal director of
the Iowa Civil Liberties Union, called

ACTIVISTS
Please turn to Page 4M



2 activists: We were harassed
ACTIVISTS

Continued from Page 1M
the investigation of the two workers
"an ugly incident" that will have a
chilling effect on lowans who are pro-
testing the gulf war. "I think this is
very dangerous to our society," he
said.

Tom Caul, special agent in charge
of Secret Service in Iowa, said he
could not comment on what occurred
when Searcy and Schenk were ques-
tioned because he wasn't there when
the questioning was conducted. He
said that to the best of his knowledge,
neither is presently considered under -
Investigation. •

Caul also said~the~Secret Service is
not routinely questioning people in
Iowa who protest the Persian Gulf
War.

DCI Agent Harris, asked about the
allegations against him, remarked, "I

don't respond to things like that." He
.referred all questions to his
superiors.

DCI Director Darwin Chapman
said Wednesday that a report on the
agents' questioning of Searcy and

•Scbenk wasn't available yet, so he
couldn't comment. But he added,
"Whenever the governor is threat-
ened, it is something we take serious-
y."

Marvin VanZee, a supervisor at
Emco Industries, said the company
was not involved In the visit by the
state and federal agents. "It was just
as much news to me as it was to them.
I thought, *My Lord, what is going
on?"*

VanZee said that the day before the
two agents visited the company,
Schenk and Searcy had a "heated dis-
cussion in the lunchroom" with some
other workers, but he couldn't con-
firm whether politics were discussed.
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L were kworogaiad at work January II
SMI of dw US. Secret Service and.dw
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a front page article on dw case
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dw violnbon of Searcy and

I in dw Keguter dw next day. (See
ebtkrw.)

FuMic Radio and local Das
i radio and televisfon stations have

Idw fight
lite February 21 article showed i

Gifford, an official of dw Ossted dw Secret Service and Iowa Dhkaon tf
Wbrlmunio^wriotaiddwmwnoga- OiminaJlnvestiptioowl»af«aceBaedof
• an exajra* of-law enforcement *r- "ymi to force two anti-war acthriatt to
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^__j dwt I was overheard dneatenhui dw trcedoms. including divergent patitical
laftepmidetMiddwgovcrnorrwhich points of view."
iind was "absoknely not me." Sturgeon's comments came after Sen.
Ite f̂icwr noted dmt ban Searcy and UrryMiniirry.D<>ehwa^aria»Jr«raJudi-
•nA belong to "People far Peace in dw ciary Commitwe investigation into an inci-
lUe East" and that Schenk is a member dent last month.
Ifc Socialist workers Patty. Thursday nwraing on d* Sanaa floor.
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where it occurred— and asked Surgeon
where he dnujht k mi(ni have happened.
•VafhdadT Sumeon asked.

Ihcy asked me. 'Are you against die Murphy read a newspaper
and 'Who are your friends?'" Schenk

T Sumeon
Replied Muiphy. "H happened ri|ht here

in Des Moines by people on dw payroll of
die peat state of Iowa."

Priscilla Schenk. 41. and Harold Searcy.
37. both of DES Moines. are members of
People for Peace in die Middle East, an

II.ing at Emeo Industries, me. on
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Ifc Usiied Nations Commission on Hu-
iRifhis. Curtis is a natal and poHbcal

i who was framed on false criminal
i and is servmf a 25-year jail term in

: prison.
I Retureau. delegate of the World
i of Trade Unions, told thvCom-

i dtti momini dial "in a majority
i we are far from having mion

iiespecied. It is dw United States of
i which has signed almost none of

1 Labor Orsjaniubon con*
i where the employers can have
workers replaced by others and
! strikers.
repressive and judwial fiTr*i*vi

Mofdris.-
i iaid\ -either by handing dowa m-
soronanizni frame^nw. Oe in dw

taf Mark Curtis, a worker m die meat-
lindewyinfowo,
I dtt basis of a rape accusation with-

f he has been imprisoned for yean
i victim of hard and discrirnmaiory

leendinjons. Bw in reality this is for
I organized political and union ac-
s widi Spanish-speaking workers
i kngaage he •poke." the WFTU

I Fedenboo is one of die bagcst
I anion orgMxatJons, and • one

• win UN

IbydwUNio
imviewtbeJorcdie

iCartis defense delegation was led
i Kaku. Curtis' wife and a tending

k for dw defenae effort on Bis
ituder. coordinator of dw

i Defense Commit** baaed in

NGO
IVdefawe

pan of a long-teim
action 10 press U.S.
Curtis because dw trame-up and
Ms democratic rights in prison are
of bask human rights.

The Human Rights Commission is an
important committee of the Untied Na-
tions. It is composed of delegates from 43
countries, elected to dirce-year terms. The
UN voted (his year to enlarge dw Com-
mission and 10 more meaner* win be
elected prior to the 1 992 meeting. Over 70
governments, as well as UN-recognized
national liberation rnovernenw, such as dw
Palestine Liberation Organization and dw
African National Congress of South Af-
nca. send representatives to paiticipeie in
dw Meetings.

The current eession b taking place at dw
Palais Des Nations, headquarn of fte UN
Centre far Human Rights. ThaCsaaii iaga-
•iaes UN activities rela**iB*M rights.
Last year over 300yOOO allegation*** gov-
emnental human riahirabuw yajYasnt to
dw Centre.

MUenat war and Curtk Oght
Memben of dw Curtis delegation met

-- S-^ J ----- —f •,, - „ ^ • •• ^̂ ^̂ MAMBMwim oozens or govcnuneni leiveaeniB-
rJves. including Commission members and
observers from other countries. UN
Human Rights Centre staff nwaA inland
dclcfiHCft noni noia ĉyvciVivMMiV MBMBI
rights groups.

-Our aim is to make tragreaa mMnging
Curtis' case before die Uaked Nations and
expand the intunwilonal outay far Ma re-
bane.- Knku aakl • an aataniap.

^VUfe f^nfjl AaaJ faU*

•da. riw United Sates, and elsewhere are
increasing because of dw war. Iraqis and
other Arabs arc being mwrrogaied and in-
nrnidaiBd by dw FBI.

"The fight to win freedom and political
space for Mark is an important battle
ground for all iboie who apeak out against
dw U.S. government's' war drive. " she
said.

The Mart Curtis Defenae rnaaaaktet
b on n cnatpalgn to rate SIMM to cover
she coats of aestdwg the delegation af sv*>
portcn at Geneva. Far aatw^snaoan or to

tee at P.O. Box 1MB, Des Mokwa, Iowa
50311. Tax-deductible contributions
should be aandc Buyable to the PoHtfoal
Rights Defense Fund, Inc.

when two agems emend «w hnMni
Schenk and Searcy say die aipnts

them dwy were acting on an anonyii
tip that dw two peace activists had I
overheard threatening dw lives of Preei-
dent Bush and Iowa Gov. Terry Branattd.
The two said thai they were questioned
without legal counsel present and that they
were embarrassed to have the incident
occur at work.

Bodi workers denied dw •"•g-*r-« and"
said dwy believe dw agents ware haraaatoj
them became of their activities agamet aha
Gutfwar. • "-

Sturgeon and Murphy taWI thry would
like to have the state agent and head of
dw Division of Criminal Investigation ap-
pear before dw Judiciary Conamkew •} •
explain the incideni and any investigation
that might be continuing. Officials of the
investigation division and Secret Service
have declined to comment on die imiilaai

Murphy said that because the division
of Criminal Investigation did not want to
respond to the media, maybe its officials
would be more likely to answer to the body
diet pays their salaries: dw Legislature.

Tm very upset with dnV Murphy said.
•It's really kind of rnghMung.'

Murphy told Sturgeon that he might aak
the officials involved to "write an caaay
on the Constitution and the Bill of Rights
and some of diose other basic freedoms
that I thought that we enjoyed in this
country." to present to dw committee.

. The U JL
k'bornhardmg Iraq m dw
BMClBCy. WDnd

'New International9 fund receives
first contributions for new issue

•BY error JAQUITH
mantiripMnofdwformcommgi

dw Mania magazine New laterm
nine supponen have already sent $550 in
caMributionsioiheNewlincrnatianalH^
The checks came from Honolulu. Hawaii;
Cariibridge.Maiiachnifnt;andLot Anajtsts
toward the rund-s goal of taMng STSjOOO by
May I.

Tlw fund wiH ruunce dw pmWcntlon m
iiaxaiirts «i/ A/«MI tmtmmmmfa*naninl *J— ^ ak awaaBMad•wlaWCn VH IwCV HmfrimmlOtmli nV* ft • •pBBaV

issue on dw irnperiaHst war of conquest
agalnat dw people of Iraq. The STSjOOO win

tion of rY«w hem*ft»al No. • and issues
of to sister pybUcations in

dw war and a feature on Xfce Guevara and
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DECLARATION

I, David Z. Rosenfeld, make this declaration in support of the application to
the Federal Elections Commission for an advisory opinion that the SWP, the
SWP's National Campaign Committee, and the committees supporting the
candidates of the SWP are entitled to an exemption from certain disclosure
provisions of the Federal Election Campaign Act.

I make this statement to the best of my knowledge:

1. On January 27, 1991, two threatening phone calls referring to the
Socialist Workers election campaign were made to my home on Gasconade
Street in St. Louis, MO. The calls were taken by a guest who was staying
at my house.

2. At that time I was heading a slate of Socialist Workers candidates
running for local office in St. Louis. I was the Socialist Workers candidate
for the President of the Board of Aldermen.

3. The calls happened after a local newspaper, The Riverfront Times, quoted
me criticizing the U.S. war then taking place in Iraq.

4. A police report was filed and the phone company was notified of the
harassment. No further action was taken by the police or the phone
company.

5. On the night of January 30, 1991 a window of offices the Socialist
Workers Campaign headquarters was smashed.

6. One day earlier, Socialist Workers campaign supporters submitted
nominating petitions with the Board of Elections for the post of President of
the Board of Alderman.

7. A police report was filed and an officer was assigned to the case.

8. I telephoned the officer assigned to the case several days after the
window was smashed. He told me that apart from reviewing the police
report and speaking with me, he had done nothing to investigate the matter
and had no plans to do anything further. He expressed the opinion that the
vandalism was not politically motivated, but had been part of a "spree of
vandalism" on the street that involved several places of business. Upon
further questioning, I was able to determine that no other acts of vandalism
had been reported to the police in the vicinity of the campaign headquarters
on the night of January 30, 1991. He then maintained that two or three



other businesses had been vandalized several weeks before. None of the
business were in the immediate vicinity of the headquarters.

9. No further action was taken by the police.

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct.
Executed on November 16f 1996.

David Z. Rosenfeld

Date



Smashing of socialist
campaign office window
protested in St. Louis
BY ANDREA GONZALEZ

ST. LOUIS — On the nigN of January 30
the window of die Socialist Woden cam-
paign headquarters heir was smashed.

The day before, campaign supporters had
turned in JjBOO signatures. IJOOO over the

had put die war at the center of the petitioning
drive. Hiey focused on three demands since
the war began: "Stop me bombing!". "End
die embargo against Iraq!", and "U.S. troops
out of die Middle East!"

In the days since the window was smashed
support messages have been received from
Benjamin Hoover. ST.. a frame-up victim and
political activist; Tun Kaminski. a member
of the Communisi Party. Dan Hdlinjer and
'An Sandier, leaden of the Latin American
Solidarity Committee; and Ted Braun. a
longtime political activist from southern B-
knots. ^

Bill Ramsey, a leading opponenr.here of
the U.S. war. Eldora Spkgcrberg. president
of St. Louis Women's International League
for Reace and Freedom: and Rev. Ted Scnoe-
dcr. a prominent activist •> die city, will be
joining David Rotenfeld, the socialist candi-
date for president of the Board of Aldermen
at a press conference protesting the attack.

February 15,1991 The Militant



DECLARATION

I, Dorothy L. Kolis, make this declaration in support of the
application to the Federal Elections Commission for an
advisory opinion that the SWP, the SWP's National Campaign
Committee, and the committees supporting the candidates of
the SWP are entitled to an exemption from certain disclosure
provisions of the Federal Election Campaign Act

I make this statement on the basis of my personal knowledge:

1. On September 26,1990, the car window of Virginia
O'Riley was smashed while she was at work. The vent
window and door handle were broken. Her car was parked in
the company parking lot. No other vehicles in the lot that
night were vandalized.

2. Ms. O'Riley was the Socialist Workers Party candidate
for Georgia Commissioner of Agriculture. The act of
vandalism occurred the day after a campaign rally was held
at the Hormel plant gate.

3. At the time, I was also reported to company security
and DeKalb County Police Department

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true
and correct. Executed on November 16,1996.

Dorothy t. Kol

Date ' ' ' I t
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DECLARATION

1. Claudia Hommel, make this declaration in support of the application to the Federal
Elections Commission for an advisory opinion that the Socialist Workers Party (S WP), the
SWP's National Campaign Committee, and the committees supporting the candidates of the
SWP are entitled to an exemption from certain disclosure provisions of the Federal Election
Campaign Act.

I make this statement on the basis of my personal knowledge:

1 . On September 29, 1 990, 1 was arrested on a public street in North Chicago, near the
Great Lakes Naval Training Center, while distributing campaign literature for Socialist
Workers candidates.

2. I was campaigning with two of the Socialist Workers candidates for statewide office,
John Votava and Max Monclair, and another campaign supporter.

3. The circumstances of the arrest are as follows: the four of us listed above went to
North Chicago, and after being denied permission to campaign in the parking lot of the navy
commissary shopping mall, we found a vacant store on Sheridan in front of which we set up a
campaign table. Foot and car traffic was very light. The shopkeeper next door asked us to not
mill in front of his store, so we moved further from the sidewalk in front of his store. We had
been there perhaps 15 minutes when a police car pulled up on 21st Street (at the corner of
Sheridan) and approached one of our campaigners who was talking to four pedestrians. The
officer (Officer Price) did not come to the table across the street but told the campaigner to
"pack up and get out of town". As head of our delegation, I went to the officer to see what was
the matter. I asked Officer Price whether we had the right to campaign in the town. He said,
"You have thirty seconds to shut up." So I tried to finish my question by asking politely, what
were our rights to campaign. His reply was, "You have 15 seconds to get off this street." I
started to turn to leave when he grabbed my arms roughly, snapped handcuffs onto my arms
behind me and threw me into the back seat of his car. In the car, as he turned the corner, he
rolled down his window and said to the others packing up the table, "This is to show you
we're not bullshitting around here."

4. I was charged with obstructing traffic and disorderly conduct. I disputed the charge,
since at no time did I or the others block pedestrians or street traffic; nor when asked did we
refuse to move.

5. Protest letters from a range of individuals, including Congressman George Crockett of
Michigan, were received in support of my defense. With the assistance (and expense) of legal
counsel, the charge of disorderly conduct was dropped, a fine of $50 was paid toward the
"court costs" and a non-conviction 30-day supervision was imposed, prohibiting my return to
North Chicago.

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct. Executed on
November 18, 1996. ^

yV«»«em^*
Claudia Hommel

ft,
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IN THE CIRCUIT COUJRT OF THE
NINETEENTH JUDICIAL CIRCUIT

I LAKL COUNTY ILLINOIS — MAGISTRATE DIVISION
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DECLARATION

1, Lisa Hickler, make this declaration in support of the appfication to the Federal Elections
Commission for an advisory opinion that the SWP, the SWP's National Campaign
Committee and the committees supporting the candidates of the SWP are entitled to an
exemption from certain disclosure provisions of the Federal Election Campaign Act

I make this statement on the basis of my personal knowledge.

1. On July 28,1990, we entered the headquarters of the Socialist Workers Party at 2219 E.
Market St, Greensboro, at about 4 p.m. to find a threatening message on the answering
machine.

2. The message said, "This is a member of the Ku Klux Klan. We just want you to know,
we're watching you."

3. The KKK had announced that they would be holding a rally here in November to
commemorate the killing of members of the Communist Workers Party in 1979.

4. On July 29 we filed an official report with the Greensboro police. (Case #90-149657,
Officer D. A. Moore). The police said that as a result of the announced KKK ratty they
expected an increase in Klan activity and took this as a serious threat

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct Executed on
November 16,1996

Lisa Hickler

Date


